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Abstract 

Chemically exfoliated MoS2 (ceMoS2) is a two-dimensional layered transition metal 

dichalcogenide in the 1Tʹ phase that can be synthesized by intercalating and exfoliating MoS2 

of the thermodynamically stable and relatively inert 2H phase. Several functionalization 

techniques have emerged in the past decade to functionalize both the 2H and 1Tʹ phases, with 

growing interest given the array of applications for MoS2 in optoelectronics, catalysis, 

sensing, bioimaging, drug delivery, and photothermal treatment. To aid in this effort, we 

expanded upon a recently reported covalent functionalization method by developing a 

reduction-activated methodology to functionalize ceMoS2 using one-electron metallocenes 

and showed that the coverage of a functional group increases as the reduction potential 

increases, allowing for greater control of the coverage. Using density functional theory 

(DFT), we found that the coverage of the smallest functional group, a methyl, is expected to 

be limited to ~64% per MoS2 due to the steric hinderance associated with the methylation of 

sulfur sites that are adjacent to more than one methyl group. We also found that a similar 

coverage trend can be observed when applying reduction-activated functionalization to 

ceWS2, albeit with a lower coverage at every potential that can be explained using DFT 

calculations as a difference in the thermodynamic favorability of the reaction. Reductant-

activated functionalization provides a driving force that enables ceMoS2 and 2H-MoS2 to be 

functionalized when it is otherwise unreactive with electrophiles. Conceptualizing the work 

herein as part of a redox-activated functionalization method, there is an abundance of 

opportunity to explore oxidant- and reductant-activated functionalization on other 

chalcogenides, pnictides, and materials in the carbon and boron groups using both solution 

oxidants and reductants, as well as electrode-based electrochemical methods. Further 

exploration of redox-activated techniques expands the functionalization toolbox and enables 

researchers to develop application-specific functional materials. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction to Molybdenum Disulfide 

1.1 Properties and Phases of Molybdenum Disulfide 

Crystalline molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) belongs to the class of group VI transition metal 

dichalcogenides (TMD) of the form MX2 (M = Mo, W; X = S, Se).1-3 MoS2 consists of layers 

of two-dimensional (2D) sheets held together by van der Waals forces and can be found 

naturally in its thermodynamically stable phase as the mineral molybdenite.4 Given its 2D 

composition and weak interlayer van der Waals forces, MoS2, along with other anisotropic 

2D materials, can be exfoliated chemically or mechanically to produce few- and mono-layer 

sheets of varying size depending on the synthesis technique.5-7 Reducing the thickness of the 

crystal to atomically thin (less than 10 nm) layers results in confinement effects that can 

drastically change the properties of 2D materials.8-10 In semiconducting MoS2, reducing the 

thickness from greater than 4 layers (bulk MoS2) to a single layer results in an indirect to 

direct bandgap transition, as well as a widening of the bandgap from 1.2 to 1.9 eV.10-11 

MoS2 has several common polymorphs: the 2H, 3R, and 1T phases, the last of which may 

refer to the perfectly octahedral phase but is also sometimes used to refer to several distorted 

octahedral phases, the most common being the 1Tʹ and 1Tʺ phases.2, 9, 12-14 In the phase 

nomenclature, the integer represents the number of layers in the unit cell, and the letter 

represents the type of symmetry (H = hexagonal, R = rhombohedral, T = tetragonal). The 2H 

phase is the thermodynamically stable phase, the 3R can be produced under specific low-

temperature synthetic conditions,15 and the 1T is a metastable phase that spontaneously 

distorts to the 1Tʺ and 1Tʹ phases, with 1Tʹ being the most stable of the three and possessing 

a >0.7 eV barring its transformation to the 1H phase.14, 16 Even so, the 1Tʹ does eventually 

convert back to the 2H phase at room temperature in the absence of stabilizing factors such 

as surface functionalization.17-19 The 2H and 3R phases are semiconducting, the 1T phase is 

metallic, and the distorted 1Tʹ phase is quasi-metallic with a small bandgap of 0.1 eV.16, 20-21 

Figure 1.1 illustrates the 1H (a single layer of the 2H phase), 1T, and 1Tʹ phases, with the 

latter being the primary phase of concern in this work.  
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Figure 1.1. Top-down and side views along the c-axis and b-axis of 1H-, 1T-, and 1Tʹ-MoS2. Unit 
cells are outlined; actual cell parameter in the c-direction is larger than shown. The 1H structure is 
a single layer of the 2H phase. 

1.2 Areas of Research 

The majority of MoS2 research applications studied have been of either 2H-, 1T-, or 1Tʹ-

MoS2. The 2H phase is used for applications that require a bandgap, and the 1T/1Tʹ for 

applications that benefit from greater conductivity and that do not require a bandgap. These 

two phases can be combined synergistically to make multiphasic materials, such as by using 

phase conversion or cross-linking to make MoS2 transistors from the 2H phase and metallic 

contacts from the 1T/1Tʹ phase.22-23  

2H-MoS2 has been investigated for applications in optoelectronics,24-25 sensing,26-34 and for 

biological uses in photothermal imaging and drug delivery.35-38 For example, substrate-

bound 2H-MoS2 has been studied as a light absorber in flexible electronics and 

photovoltaics3, 24 and as a sensing material for gas and piezoelectric sensors,26-34 while free-

floating 2H-MoS2 has been studied for targeted drug delivery that exploits the high surface 

area to volume ratio of MoS2 nanosheets,36, 38 for photothermal imaging as a near-infrared 

absorber,36, 39-40 and for catalysis in hydrodesulfurization.41-42 In contrast, due to the metallic 

nature of 1Tʹ-MoS2, researchers have studied this phase for use in electrocatalysis as a 

hydrogen evolution catalyst,43-48 antibacterial coatings via generation of reactive oxygen 

species,49-50 in gas and electrochemical sensors,26, 51 and for bioimaging.39 
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Investigations into MoS2 applications are still in their infancy, with renewed interest in 2D 

materials growing after 2011 since the unambiguous identification of single-layer graphene 

in 2004.52-53 Although MoS2 found its application as a low friction solid lubricant since at 

least the 1940s, interest in studying the properties and applications of atomically thin MoS2 

recently increased 10-fold since 2011, along with interest in 2D materials in general as we 

look beyond graphene.54 Thus, new methodologies for manipulating and modifying MoS2 

are continuing to emerge, and the current list of applications represents only a snapshot in 

time that will no doubt grow as researchers continue to explore the potentials of this material.  

1.3 MoS2 Functionalization Methods 

Surface functionalization with small molecules is a common method of manipulating the 

material surface properties at a molecular level in order to imbue the material with desirable 

nano and macroscopic properties for a particular application.55-67 On MoS2, the different 

phases are intimately linked to the design of the functionalization methodology, since the 

reactivity of surface atoms are determined in large part by the electronic structure which is 

in turn determined by the crystal structure.68 

The 2H phase, being the thermodynamically stable phase, is relatively air-stable and 

unreactive at the surface.69 This is beneficial for transistor applications as it allows the 

construction of devices that can be exposed to varying atmospheres, including air, without 

inducing a drastic change in the device behavior, whereas air-sensitive transistor materials 

such as perovskites require an additional layer to protect against atmospheric oxygen and 

water.70-71 However, the other side of the double-edged sword of a relatively unreactive 

surface is that changing the surface properties of the 2H phase via surface functionalization 

is nontrivial and requires exploiting regions or mechanisms with higher reactivity.72 For 

example, sulfur vacancies, which form during synthesis and are responsible for n-type 

behavior, are common throughout the surface of natural and synthetic 2H-MoS2.73-74 The 

absence of an acceptor (the sulfur) increases the reactivity of neighboring sulfur atoms and 

enables these sulfurs near the vacancy to participate in radical reactions with diazonium 

radicals.72 Notably, functionalization of these initial sulfurs near vacancies also induces  
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higher reactivity in its neighboring sulfurs, and the propagation of reactivity continues until 

the surface is covered, limited only by steric hinderance. Other reactions that rely on the 

nucleophilic attack of sulfur such as with radical polymerization,75 and thiol-ene reactions 

with maleimides,76-78 may propagate by a similar mechanism although their mechanism has 

not yet been modeled. In addition to the reactivity induced in neighboring sulfurs, sulfur 

vacancies can themselves act as electron acceptors and the exposed metal atom can be 

functionalized with a nucleophile such as a thiol.57, 79-81 By contrast, the 1Tʹ phase is 

metastable and can be synthesized via chemical or electrochemical intercalation and 

exfoliation, whereby excess negative charge is stored in the MoS2 during intercalation, and 

the addition of a protonated solvent like water exfoliates the material into nanosheet 

suspensions of chemically exfoliated MoS2 (ceMoS2).5, 7, 82 A consequence of the 

intercalation and excess negative charge is that the sulfur nucleophilicity increases and 

 
Figure 1.2. MoS2 functionalization methods that have been developed within the last decade, 
separated according to the phase of the functionalized MoS2. 2H-MoS2 has been functionalized using 
weakly bound species such as thiol and metal coordination on the edges and basal plane respectively, 
and with covalently bound species via thiol reaction with defects, defect-induced radical reactions, 
and reacting basal plane sulfurs with maleimides in thiol-ene reactions. 1Tʹ-MoS2 has been 
functionalized with electrophiles that are unreactive when combined with 2H-MoS2 by chemically 
exfoliating 2H-MoS2 to increase the sulfur nucleophilicity. 
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ceMoS2  readily reacts with good electrophiles that the 2H phase is unreactive towards.19, 83-

85 The 1Tʹ phase is stabilized by surface functionalization; in its absence, this phase converts 

to the 2H phase over a period of days to weeks.19 Figure 1.2 details the various methods that 

have been developed to functionalize 2H- and 1Tʹ-MoS2, including the above examples as 

well as examples of coordination functionalization either by sulfur coordination to exposed 

edge-site metals,86-87 or by metal coordination to the basal plane sulfurs.55  

1.4 Scope of This Thesis 

This thesis works towards understanding and developing the intercalation and chemical 

exfoliation functionalization methodology for 1Tʹ-MoS2 as illustrated in the right side of 

Figure 2.1. In Chapter 2, we describe reductant-activated functionalization, a systematic 

method of controlling the functional group coverage on chemically exfoliated MoS2 

(ceMoS2). We also explore the types of electrophiles that are compatible and react with 

ceMoS2 by changing the leaving group and steric hinderance of the electrophile and share 

our preliminary results for electrochemical functionalization and for functionalizing 2H-

MoS2. In Chapter 3, we use density functional theory (DFT) modeling to explain the 

experimental coverage limits observed in the previous chapter and extend our insights from 

a DFT case study to explain the experimental upper and lower limits of functionalization by 

simulating random functionalization under various constraints. Chapter 4 extends the 

reductant-activated methodology to chemically exfoliated tungsten disulfide (ceWS2), and 

we explore the differences between ceWS2 and ceMoS2 in their behavior and properties 

before and after functionalization, coupled with DFT calculations to support the observed 

experimental differences in coverage. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 5 by summarizing our 

findings and providing an outlook for future work and ways in which our reductant-activated 

functionalization method can be expanded and improved upon to develop a holistic 

understanding of redox-activated functionalization on TMDs and on analogous materials. 
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Chapter 2:  Reductant-Activated Functionalization of MoS2 

2.1 Introduction 

Chemically exfoliated MoS2 (ceMoS2) has been synthesized by intercalation and exfoliation 

in water as early as the 1980s,88 with further characterization of the resulting 1Tʹ phase and 

restacked structures performed in the 1990s.17 Several decades passed before ceMoS2 was 

functionalized by small molecule electrophiles in 2015 in two separate instances, via 

mechanisms that occurred only on ceMoS2 and not on the 2H-MoS2 starting material.19, 84 

These studies demonstrated how the phase of the material could be used to induce reactivity 

for a specific type of reaction, and how materials within the group VI TMDs (MoS2, WS2, 

MoSe2, WSe2) underwent similar reactions. Specifically, chemical intercalation and 

exfoliation that results in the 1Tʹ phase imparts surface chalcogens with greater 

nucleophilicity compared to the starting 2H phase, such that the once unreactive 2H TMDs 

could react with diazonium salts and alkyl and aryl iodides in the 1Tʹ phase.19, 83-84 The 

reported coverage reached a high of 29% per MoS2, similar to the amount of excess charge 

determined previously for ceMoS2 (25%), prompting the conclusion that the coverage 

appeared to be limited by amount of excess charge stored in the sheets.17, 19 Verifying this 

hypothesis and the potential for further functionalization by determining the limits of this 

method remained unexplored at that time. 

Based on this hypothesis that the reaction is limited by the amount of negative charge in 

ceMoS2 following intercalation and exfoliation, we hypothesized that the reaction should 

proceed further if the ceMoS2 is given additional negative charge after the stored charge is 

depleted (i.e. after the stored charge has been transferred into S–C bonds), by using a form 

of “reductant-activated” functionalization. This approach is supported by evidence of the 

effectiveness of oxidant-activated functionalization that has been used to functionalize 

silicon surfaces and nanoparticles.89-90 For both silicon surfaces and nanoparticles, increasing 

the solution oxidation potential by increasing the oxidant strength increases the coverage of 

surface Si–O bonds when the oxidant strength is higher than some threshold. This threshold 
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varies between bulk and nanoparticle and even between nanoparticles of different sizes 

below 10 nm, because the reaction kinetics depends on participation of electrons from the 

valence band and its position varies with the size of the nanoparticle.90 The key idea is that, 

to favor the formation of Si–O bonds, the valence band of silicon must be capable of being 

oxidized in order to generate a hole that can then be localized by the nucleophilic attack of a 

nucleophile such as an alcohol, carboxylic acid, amine, thiol, or phosphine. It follows that 

the oxidant strength must be enough to generate a solution potential that is positive of the 

valence band to allow electron flow from the valence band to the oxidant. In a similar but 

reverse fashion, this work uses reductants to activate ceMoS2 functionalization by 

transferring electrons from the reductant to ceMoS2 via the scheme shown in Figure 2.1, 

which occurs when the reductant potential is more negative than that of the ceMoS2 Fermi 

level (EF) (Figure 2.2).  

In addition to evaluating the utility of reductant-activated functionalization on ceMoS2, we 

also sought to determine whether the nucleophilic addition mechanism is concerted (SN2) or 

2-step (SN1), where the loss of the leaving group precedes nucleophilic attack in the latter 

case. For an SN2 mechanism, the reaction kinetics should decrease with greater steric 

hinderance (primary > secondary > tertiary electrophiles), whereas for an SN1 mechanism, 

the reaction proceeds when the cation intermediate can be stabilized (tertiary > secondary > 

primary). For either mechanism, the reaction kinetics should decrease with decreasing 

effectiveness of the leaving group; for halides this means I > Br > Cl in reactivity. Given the 

existing evidence of functionalization with primary alkyl halides before we began this work, 

 
Figure 2.1. Reaction scheme for the covalent functionalization of MoS2 and WS2 via intercalation 
and exfoliation to form chemically exfoliated MS2 (M = Mo, W), to which an electrophile can be 
added to functionalize the surface. Reductant-activated functionalization could be employed by 
adding a one-electron metallocene along with the electrophile. 
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we hypothesized that the SN2 mechanism is highly likely, and the SN1 mechanism may be a 

possibility for tertiary alkyl halides. 

We explored the effects of reductant potential on the coverage of ceMoS2 and the coverage 

limits that can be achieved under the optimized scenario, which we will discuss in the 

following sections. In addition, we verified that the SN2 mechanism is indeed the 

predominant mechanism by functionalizing ceMoS2 with primary, secondary, and tertiary 

alkyl iodides, the results of which suggest that the SN1 mechanism does not occur for any of 

these molecules. Finally, we tested electrochemical functionalization of ceMoS2/graphite 

electrodes and applied this reductant-activated functionalization on 2H-MoS2. 

2.2 Experimental Design 

To evaluate the effects of reductant-activated functionalization at different reductant 

strengths while keeping the form of the reductant and the steric hinderance of the functional 

group consistent, we used one-electron metallocene reductants as the source of negative 

charge and the following small molecules to functionalize ceMoS2: methyl iodide to test the 

maximum coverage limit, 1-iodopropane, 1-bromopropane, and 1-chloropropane to compare 

the leaving group effect, and 1-iodopropane, 2-iodopropane, and 2-iodo-2-methylpropane as 

the primary, secondary, and tertiary alkyl halides to verify the SN2 over the SN1 mechanism. 

The reductants were selected based on their solution potential relative to the Fermi level of 

ceMoS2 as measured by ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), with one reductant 

below the Fermi level (ferrocene), and four above (nickelocene, octamethylnickelocene, 

cobaltocene, decamethylcobaltocene). Figure 2.2 shows the relative reductant potentials vs 

the ceMoS2 EF, and the molecules used in this study. Detailed descriptions of the materials 

and synthetic methods can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 2.2. Energy diagram showing the relative energy positions of the ceMoS2 Fermi level (eV vs 
vacuum) of relative to the formal potentials of five one-electron metallocene redox couples (V vs 
E(Fc+/0)). The ceMoS2 Fermi level is based on the UPS measurement of the work function as shown 
in Figure 2.7 and the formal potentials are based on reported values89 converted to E0ʹ vs E(Fc+/0) 
using the relationship E(Fc+/0) = 0.15 V vs SCE from E(Fc+/0) = 0.4 V vs SHE and E(SCE) = 0.25 V 
vs SHE. The right box shows the molecules that were used to functionalize ceMoS2.  

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Characteristics of XPS, ATR-FTIR, NMR, and Raman spectra 

The organic moieties of functionalized ceMoS2 were characterized using attenuated total 

reflection Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) and solid state 13C cross-

polarization magic-angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (13C CPMAS 

NMR). The coverages were quantified by fitting the multiple peaks in the S2p high-

resolution spectra obtained from X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), with the peaks at 

~162.4 eV binding energy assigned to sulfur atoms bonded to carbon (S–C). No additional 

peaks were observed at higher binding energies relative to the 2H-MoS2 sulfur peak at 163.2 

eV, suggesting a lack of functionalization for the 2H phase consistent with previous studies 

showing that 2H-MoS2 could not be functionalized with alkyl halides such as iodoacetamide. 
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Figure 2.3 shows the S2p XPS peak 

fitting for functionalized MoS2 (fct-

MoS2) compared to that of 

unfunctionalized ceMoS2. Detailed 

peak-fitting parameters are provided 

in Appendix B.  

In addition to XPS peaks attributed 

to the functionalized sulfur, 1Tʹ, and 

2H MoS2 phases, a shoulder was 

observed at ~160.8 eV binding 

energy in ceMoS2, in accord with 

the binding energy of Li2S, which 

can form during lithiation.91 This 

peak may also be due to the formation of inner-edge defects (S*) from desulfurization during 

lithiation, as the generation of vacancies tends to shift the sulfur peak to lower binding 

energy.47 This shoulder accounts for ~3% of the total sulfur in ceMoS2. High-resolution 

spectra in the molybdenum and halide regions showed no evidence of changes to the 

molybdenum oxidation states and showed minimal residual halide, indicating removal of the 

reactant alkyl halide (Figure 2.4). Quantification of the surface coverage were calculated 

from the high-resolution S2p region since the C1s peaks were convoluted with peaks from 

adventitious carbon for methyl groups. As an aside, if functional groups containing carbons 

adjacent to electronegative atoms were used, such as carbonyl groups, these carbons would 

be far enough away from adventitious carbon to be observable in the C1s spectrum. Such is 

the case for acetamide-MoS2 as shown in Figure 2.4b. 

Characteristic methyl and methylene peaks associated with methyl and propyl moieties were 

observed in the IR and NMR spectra (Figure 2.5). The characteristic IR vibrations for the C–

S bond stretch, C–H bend, and C–H stretches were at 694, 946/1289, and 2906 cm-1 for 

methyl-MoS2, and were 727, 1257, and 2862/2924/2955 cm-1 for propyl-MoS2. These peak  

 
Figure 2.3. High-resolution XPS S2p for MoS2, from top 
to bottom: ceMoS2, after reacting with methyl iodide, 1-
iodopropane, and 1-bromopropane, and MoS2 after 
attempted reaction with 1-chloropropane. A third set of 
sulfur peaks was present in the XPS data for 
functionalized MoS2 (orange peaks). 
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Figure 2.4. (a) High-resolution XPS of Mo3d region for ceMoS2 and methyl-MoS2. No substantial 
differences were observed between the two spectra. (b) High-resolution XPS of the C1s region for 
functionalized methyl-MoS2 and functionalized acetamide MoS2. Carbon from the carbonyl group 
is visible in the latter case but not in the former due to overlap with the adventitious carbon peak. 
The latter result is consistent with previously reported XPS spectra for acetamide-MoS2.19 (c) High- 
resolution XPS data for the halide regions (I3d, Br3d, or Cl2p) of the MoS2 after the corresponding 
reaction. 

 
Figure 2.5. (a) ATR-FTIR and (b) 13C NMR spectra for, from top to bottom: ceMoS2 (blue, NMR 
only), methyl-MoS2 from methyl iodide (red), propyl-MoS2 from 1-iodopropane (green), propyl-
MoS2 from 1-bromopropane (orange), and MoS2 after attempted reaction with 1-chloropropane 
(purple, bottom). Characteristic C–H vibrations and carbon peaks appeared in the ATR-FTIR and 
NMR spectra, respectively, for functionalized MoS2. Figure 2.5 reprinted with permission from the 
copyright holder, American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 2.6. (a) Methyl coverage and the fraction of MoS2 in the 1Tʹ phase based on the S2p XPS 
peaks for methyl-MoS2 synthesized using methyl iodide, as a function of the reductant used. 
Coverage data are the same as in Figure 2.8. The fraction of sulfur in the 1Tʹ phase is consistently 
~90% in all cases, suggesting that the variation in methyl coverage is not primarily due to the 
fraction of 1Tʹ phase. Each experiment is plotted as a single point to show spread. (b) Emission 
spectra showing photoluminescence region of powder 2H-MoS2 starting material, chemically 
exfoliated MoS2, and functionalized MoS2 for methyl-MoS2 synthesized without reductant, with 
nickelocene, and with cobaltocene. Excitation was from a 532 nm diode pumped solid-state laser. 
Weak to no photoluminescence was observed before and after functionalization in the region where 
photoluminescence from mono/few-layer MoS2 has typically been observed, likely due to the defect-
rich nature of the powdered 2H-MoS2 starting material. 

assignments were made based on DFT calculations for optimized methanethiol and 

propanethiol (Appendix C, Table C.5.1) to simulate the S–C bond. Furthermore, the carbon 

peaks at 37 and 52 ppm in the NMR spectra of 13C-methyl-MoS2 (synthesized from 13C-

methyl iodide) and propyl-MoS2, respectively, are expected for carbons covalently bound to 

a sulfur atom, as thiols and sulfinic acids deshield the α-carbon and cause a downfield shift 

in the carbon peak.92 The two other types of carbon for propyl-MoS2 synthesized from 1-

iodopropane or 1-bromopropane were also observed, at 16 and 25 ppm, respectively. 

Consistent with previous reports of ceMoS2 covalent functionalization, the proportion of 1Tʹ 

to 2H in the functionalized product remained the same after functionalization, and the Raman 

spectra for functionalized ceMoS2 were similar to that of pure ceMoS2 (Figure 2.6a). No 

notable photoluminescence (PL) was observed before or after functionalization in the 2H or 

1Tʹ phase at the typical PL energy range for MoS2 mono- and few-layers (~600–650 nm or 
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1.9–2.1 eV)93 because of the defect-rich nature of the powder 2H-MoS2 starting material 

(Figure 2.6b). 

2.3.2 Coverage as a function of reductant potential 

The coverage for methyl-MoS2 was 41% ± 4% (average ± standard deviation, N = 3), slightly 

higher with previously published 30% coverage for the maximum coverage using methyl 

iodide and ceMoS2.19 If the coverage obtained in the absence of reductant is limited by the 

charge density stored in the ceMoS2, we would expect that the coverage would increase with 

negative charge injection. In addition, removing charge from ceMoS2 prior to the reaction 

would reduce the surface methyl coverage. On the other hand, if this coverage reflected a 

sterically limited packing density, then negative charge injection should have minimal effect.  

We sought to evaluate whether an appropriately chosen reducing agent could transfer 

negative charge to ceMoS2 or functionalized ceMoS2, thereby enabling further 

functionalization after consumption of the initially stored negative charge. The coverage 

produced by functionalization was thus determined as a function of the reducing strength of 

the metallocenes present during the functionalization reaction. Five metallocenes, ferrocene 

(Cp2Fe), nickelocene (Cp2Ni), octamethylnickelocene (Me8Cp2Ni), cobaltocene (Cp2Co), 

and decamethylcobaltocene (Me10Cp2Co), provided reduction potentials that spanned a 

range from above to below the Fermi levels (EF) of ce-, methyl-, and propyl-MoS2, estimated 

using ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) to determine the work function of 3 

samples of each material drop cast onto p+-Si (Figure 2.7). The average work function of 

4.78 eV obtained from these measurements is close to literature reports of the 1T MoS2 work 

function of 4.7 eV that were determined using UPS as well.23 This shift towards lower work 

function in methyl- and propyl-MoS2 may be due to the contribution of the dipole, which has 

been a well-documented effect on silicon band edges,67, 94-95 but may also be due to the 

trapping of negative charges contributed by the reductants in the S–C bonds themselves, 

increasing the number of electrons in the bands as the coverage increases.  
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Figure 2.8a describes the change in functional group coverage as a function of the effective 

solution potential as determined by the reductant, or in the no-reductant case, by the open-

circuit voltage of a ceMoS2 electrode (see Appendix A for measurement details). The 

effective reduction potentials, Eeff, of the metallocene solutions ranged from –0.1 to –1.9 V 

vs ferrocenium/ferrocene (Fc+/0) and were estimated by assuming a reductant to oxidant 

concentration ratio of 50:1, as detailed in Table 2.1.96 All reactions were performed in 

triplicate with error bars indicating the standard deviation. To assess the significance of the 

area under the fitted S–C curve in XPS spectra, unfunctionalized ceMoS2 spectra, in which 

the S–C bond is absent, were fit with the additional sulfur peaks at the S–C binding energy 

(Figure 2.8c), resulting in a “coverage” of 4% ± 3% (N=3). Thus, we interpret that S–C bond 

formation occurred only for XPS S2p peaks with coverage values above ~10% in the absence 

of additional data such as NMR. Figure 2.8b shows the standard deviations of the peak areas 

(~1–3%) obtained from Monte Carlo simulations for each sample, indicating that the trends 

in Figure 2.8a are well outside the range of error that can be attributed to errors in XPS peak 

fitting. In addition to quantification by XPS, 13C MAS NMR on ceMoS2 functionalized with 
13C-methyl iodide with and without nickelocene and cobaltocene, verified the trend of 

increasing coverage with reductant strength (Figure 2.8d). 

 
Figure 2.7. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectra (UPS) for chemically exfoliated MoS2, methyl-MoS2, 
and propyl-MoS2 synthesized using methyl iodide and 1-iodopropane, respectively. (a) The high 
binding energy cut-off used to obtain the work function for these powders. Displayed work function 
and error range is the average of three samples and the standard deviation. (b) Valence-band regime 
for the same samples, showing a ≤ 0.3 eV band gap, consistent with theoretical calculations.14, 16 
Samples were not heated to remove adventitious carbon before obtaining spectra. 
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Figure 2.8. (a) Coverage per MoS2 for MoS2 functionalized with methyl iodide, 1-iodopropane, 1-
bromopropane, and 1-chloropropane as a function of the effective potential for the no-reductant 
case (open-circuit voltage –0.07 V vs E0(Fc+/0), see Appendix A.4) and for the reductants ferrocene, 
nickelocene, octamethylnickelocene, cobaltocene, and decamethylcobaltocene, corresponding to –
0.1, –0.5, –1.1, –1.3, and –1.9 V vs E0(Fc+/0).  Coverages were quantified using the peak areas from 
high-resolution XPS S2p spectra, as the fraction of the total S2p peaks that corresponds to covalently 
functionalized sulfur. (b) Standard deviations in percentage (%std) of the functionalized S2p peak 
areas fitted during Monte Carlo simulations (n = 400) for a portion of the data presented in (a). 
Error bars are the standard deviations for the %std. Note that the mean for the %std are below 2% 
except for conditions involving 1-chloropropane and minimal functionalization, where a larger % 
error is expected. (c) High-resolution XPS of S2p for ceMoS2 with two types of peak fitting: (top) 
three sets of S2p double peaks: one for 1Tʹ-MoS2, one for 2H-MoS2, and one for sulfur defects (S*). 
This peak fitting was used to determine the percentage of sulfur in the 2H phase in ceMoS2. The 
percentage of 2H-MoS2 for all functionalized samples was constrained based on this fitting; (bottom) 
four sets of S2p peaks, the fourth (simulating S–C) constrained to have the same binding energy 
relative to the 1Tʹ-MoS2 as the functionalized S–C peak observed in fct-MoS2 samples. This peak 
fitting was used to determine the error associated with peak fitting when using peak areas for 
coverage quantification. (d) 13C MAS NMR of 13C-methyl-MoS2 functionalized under three 
conditions: without reductant, with nickelocene, and with cobaltocene. This technique is semi-
quantitative and shows the trend of increasing coverage. Error bars indicate ±10% based on 5% 
error of external standard and an estimate of 5% error from peak fitting. 
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Table 2.1. The standard reduction potential for each redox couple, the effective reduction potential 
assuming 50:1 ratio of reductant to oxidant, and the potential on an absolute energy scale using E(Fc+/0) 
= 0.4 V vs ESHE (standard hydrogen electrode) and ESHE = 4.44 V vs EVac. 

 

As expected, exposure to the ferrocene solution did not result in a substantial change in 

coverage. Figure 2.8a shows an approximately linear increase in coverage for methyl iodide, 

1-iodopropane, and 1-bromopropane as the strength of the reductant increases from ferrocene 

(Eeff = –0.1 V vs Fc+/0) to cobaltocene (Eeff = –1.3 V vs Fc+/0). At even higher reduction 

potentials using decamethylcobaltocene (Eeff = –1.9 V vs Fc+/0), the coverage did not increase 

and even appears to decrease, possibly due to competing side reactions and reduction of 

methyl iodide. Thus, the highest coverage achieved peaked using cobaltocene at ~64%, 

which amounts to ~32% of all sulfurs being functionalized. This coverage is lower than we 

hypothesized, considering that silicon surfaces can achieve ~100% methyl coverage with an 

Si–Si distance of 3.8 Å on Si(111),97 compared to the S–S distance of ~3.3 Å on ceMoS2. To 

assess the factors contributing to this coverage and understand the point at which the 

coverage is limited by sterics, we will use density functional theory (DFT) calculations, 

discussed in Chapter 3.  

In reactions involving 1-chloropropane, S–C bonds were only visible in the XPS data for 

reactions performed in the presence of the two strongest reductants used: cobaltocene or 

decamethylcobaltocene. Because of the similarity of some XP spectra to spectra for 

unfunctionalized ceMoS2, 13C NMR and ATR-FTIR were used to verify that 

Reductant (A-) Standard Reduction 
Potential for (A/A-) vs 

E(Fc+/0) (V) 

Effective Reduction 
Potential, 50:1 

reductant to oxidant vs 
E(Fc+/0) (V) 

Potential vs 
EVac 

Ferrocene (Cp2Fe) 0 –0.10 4.74 

Nickelocene (Cp2Ni) –0.42 –0.52 4.32 

Octamethylnickelocene 
(Me8Cp2Ni) 

–0.95 –1.05 3.79 

Cobaltocene (Cp2Co) –1.16 –1.26 3.58 

Decamethylcobaltocene 
(Me10Cp2Co) 

–1.77 –1.87 2.97 
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functionalization was successful using cobaltocene, whereas minimal coverage resulted 

when octamethylcobaltocene was used (Figure 2.9). Notably, the NMR peak positions and 

peak splitting for propyl-MoS2 synthesized using chloropropane and cobaltocene were in 

accord with those for propyl-MoS2 (Figure 2.5). However, an additional peak was present at 

87 ppm, and the intensity of the peak at 54 ppm was relatively small, consistent with a 

downfield shift for the anchoring carbon that can be observed in R–CH2–O species. An 

additional 4% of both molybdenum and sulfur oxides were observed in the XPS data for the 

chloropropane/cobaltocene functionalization compared to functionalization using 

iodopropane, further suggesting a linkage through metal or sulfur oxides. 

To evaluate the effects of removing charge density using a metallocene oxidant, ceMoS2 was 

oxidized by stirring in DMF containing ferrocenium tetrafluoroborate for 3 days, prior to 

reaction of the ceMoS2 with methyl iodide. The overall composition of the products showed 

a 15% increase in 2H-MoS2 and a 15% decrease in S–C bonds relative to ceMoS2 handled 

in a nominally identical way but not exposed to ferrocenium tetrafluoroborate, which showed 

a coverage of 35%, as expected (Figure 2.10). In another experiment, ceMoS2 was oxidized 

with ferrocenium tetrafluoroborate for 4 hours instead of 3 days, followed by methyl iodide, 

which yielded 49% coverage, similar to the case with no oxidant. These results suggest that 

removal of negative charge affects the coverage by destabilizing the 1Tʹ phase and favoring 

the reversion to the 2H phase. This reasoning is consistent with the hypothesis that the 2H to 

1Tʹ phase transformation occurs due to the stabilization of the 1Tʹ phase by negative charge 

 
Figure 2.9. (a) High-resolution XPS of S2p region, (b) ATR-FTIR, and (c) 13C CPMAS NMR data 
for the functionalization of ceMoS2 with chloropropane in the presence of either 
octamethylnickelocene (Me8Cp2Ni) or cobaltocene (Cp2Co). 
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injection. We would like to 

deconvolute the effects of the charge 

density as opposed to the phase on 

ceMoS2 reactivity, since these two 

processes can both occur in the 

presence of an oxidant prior to methyl 

iodide addition. From these results, it is 

clear that sections of ceMoS2 that 

convert back to the 2H phase are 

excluded from functionalization, but it 

remains unclear whether oxidized 

ceMoS2 in the 1Tʹ phase react with 

methyl iodide. Future experiments in 

this area will need to elucidate the 

kinetics of 3 processes to determine a 

suitable experiment design: ceMoS2 

oxidation, phase transition, and the 

functionalization reaction. 

2.3.3 Reactivity of ceMoS2 as a function of the halide leaving group 

1-iodopropane, 1-bromopropane, and 1-chloropropane were chosen as the set of molecules 

to explore the dependence of reactivity on the leaving group while keeping the steric effects 

as similar as possible between molecules. Figure 2.3 shows the XPS, and Figure 2.5 ATR-

FTIR, and 13C CPMAS NMR spectra for ceMoS2 before and after functionalization by 

methyl iodide (methyl-MoS2), 1-iodopropane (propyl-MoS2), 1-bromopropane (propyl-

MoS2), and 1-chloropropane. The XPS, ATR-FTIR, and NMR spectra all suggest the 

presence of propyl groups on ceMoS2 after reacting with 1-iodopropane and 1-

bromopropane, whereas 1-chloropropane resulted in neither an S–C XPS peak, C–H IR 

stretches, nor carbon peaks in the 13C NMR, suggesting that 1-chloropropane was unreactive 

with ceMoS2. The three types of propyl carbons can be clearly seen for propyl-MoS2 

 
Figure 2.10. High-resolution XPS S2p region for (a) 
ceMoS2 functionalized with methyl iodide following 
the standard functionalization procedure detailed in 
Appendix A, (b) ceMoS2 functionalized with methyl 
iodide after stirring for 3 days under ambient 
condition, and (c) ceMoS2 stirred for 3 days with 
ferrocenium tetrafluoroborate ([Fe(C5H5)2]BF4) then 
functionalized with methyl iodide. No substantial 
differences were observed between the first and 
second conditions. Spectra of samples functionalized 
after oxidation of ceMoS2 with ferrocenium (c) 
exhibited S2p regions with a decreased fraction of 
functionalization and increased fraction of 2H-MoS2 
relative to spectra (a) or (b). 
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synthesized from either 1-iodopropane or 1-bromopropane, at 16, 25, and 52 ppm. These 

results show clearly difference in reactivity comparing alkyl halide electrophiles with iodine 

and bromine leaving groups as opposed to chlorine and demonstrate that chloride leaving 

groups are not sufficiently good leaving groups to react with ceMoS2. 

2.3.4 SN2 vs SN1 mechanism: reactivity of ceMoS2 with primary, secondary, and 

tertiary alkyl iodides 

The reactivity of ceMoS2 with primary, secondary, and tertiary alkyl halides was compared 

using 1-iodopropane, 2-iodopropane, and 2-iodo-2-methylpropane, respectively. For an SN2 

mechanism, we would expect that the order of decreasing reactivity goes primary > 

secondary > tertiary, whereas for an SN1 mechanism we would expect the reverse order of 

decreasing reactivity. If both mechanisms can be used, then both 1-iodopropane and 2-iodo-

2-methylpropane should be able to functionalize ceMoS2, the former via a planar transition 

state, and the latter via a planar carbocation. What we observe in the XP and NMR spectra 

for these reactions, as shown in Figure 2.11, indicated rather that 2-iodopropane reacted 

minimally with ceMoS2, and 2-iodo-2-methylpropane was unreactive entirely. Therefore, the 

 
Figure 2.11. High-resolution XPS S2p spectra and (b) 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of the products 
from reactions between ceMoS2 and 1-iodopropane (top), 2-iodopropane (middle), and 2-iodo-2-
methylpropane (bottom). Functionalization was minimal using 2-iodopropane and was unsuccessful 
using 2-iodo-2-methylpropane. 
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reaction proceeds via an SN2 mechanism and primary alkyl halides with a favorable leaving 

group are the most promising reagents to functionalize 1Tʹ-MoS2. 

2.3.5 Electrochemical reduction-activated functionalization of ceMoS2 

Since the proposed mechanism for increased coverage using reductant-activated 

functionalization relies upon electron transfer from the metallocenes to the ceMoS2, any 

process capable of donating electrons to ceMoS2 should enable control over the coverage. 

To test this hypothesis, we tested the electrochemical functionalization method by applying 

a negative bias for 2 hours to an electrode made from drop cast ceMoS2 on graphite in a 

solution of 0.10 M tetrabutyl ammonium perchlorate and 0.10 M methyl iodide in 

acetonitrile. This concentration roughly matches the concentration of methyl iodide in the 

metallocene solution-based experiments. The experimental details of the electrochemical 

measurement are given in Appendix A.  

Figure 2.12 plots the fraction of functionalized sulfur determined from fitting the XPS S2p 

peaks. One electrode was tested at each potential, and each spot represents a single XPS 

measurement at a particular 

spot on the electrode. From 

this preliminary data, we can 

see that the coverage increases 

with reduction potential. Since 

the electrodes are drop cast 

with multiple layers of 

ceMoS2 but only the upper-

most layer is exposed, 

additional assumptions need 

to be made to obtain the 

surface coverage. The 

roughness of drop cast 

nanosheets presents additional 

 
Figure 2.12. Fraction of functionalized sulfur based on high-
resolution XPS S2p spectra of electrochemically functionalized 
ceMoS2 drop cast on graphite electrodes. Five electrodes were 
used to test the five potentials shown, with each spot 
representing a single XPS measurement and three spots 
measured per sample. 
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complications due to the porousness of the electrode. Also, since these results were obtained 

using one electrode per potential, additional experiments with multiple electrodes per 

potential should be tested in the future to gain greater confidence in the quantitative trend. 

2.3.6 Reductant-activated functionalization of 2H-MoS2 

In a preliminary excursion to see whether the reductant-activated functionalization technique 

can be applied to functionalize 2H-MoS2 that is otherwise unreactive with an electrophile, 

we tested three electrophiles containing fluorine end groups to provide a non-sulfur peak for 

semi-quantitative analysis: 4-fluorobenzyl bromide, 1-bromo-4-fluorobutane, and 2-iodo-

1,1,1-trifluoroethane. These molecules are shown in Figure 2.13 with the corresponding F1s 

and S2p XPS spectra obtained after reductant-activated functionalization using either 

nickelocene, octamethylnickelocene, or cobaltocene. In all cases, cobaltocene resulted in the 

presence of organic fluorine on the surface of 2H-MoS2 at ~688 eV binding energy, whereas 

no fluorine was observed for any of the nickelocene or octamethylnickelocene conditions on 

2H-MoS2. Ionic fluoride was also observed in the case of 2-iodo-1,1,1-trifluoroethane at 

~684.5 eV (Figure 2.13d), likely from dissociation of fluoride from the organic molecule at 

some point during the reaction. We also tested 4-fluorobenzyl bromide with ceMoS2 (Figure 

2.13a) and found that fluorine reacted with ceMoS2 under all three conditions, thus showing 

that the nucleophilic addition of MoS2 to an electrophile is substantially less favored in the 

2H phase as opposed to the 1Tʹ. Since there was no clear delineation between the 

functionalized and unfunctionalized sulfur peaks on 2H-MoS2, we used the peak areas for 

fluorine and sulfur to obtain the coverage values shown in Figure 2.13, each corrected by a 

relative sensitivity factor determined using the ceMoS2 functionalization assuming that the 

fluorine to sulfur ratio is 1:1 for functionalization 4-fluorobenzylbromide, resulting in a 

sensitivity of 0.334 for sulfur if the fluorine sensitivity is taken to be 1. The relative sensitivity 

factors are known to deviate between instruments as well. From the semi-quantitative 

analysis of the fluorine and sulfur ratios, we found that the coverage for 4-fluorobenzyl 

bromide on ceMoS2 were approximately 35%, 36%, and 37% using nickelocene, 

octamethylnickelocene, and cobaltocene, respectively. On 2H-MoS2, no fluorine was 

observed using nickelocene and octamethylnickelocene, and using cobaltocene we observed  
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Figure 2.13. High-resolution XPS F1s and S2p spectra for four reactions using reductant-activated 
functionalization with nickelocene (Cp2Ni), octamethylnickelocene (Me8Cp2Ni), and cobaltocene 
(Cp2Co): (a) ceMoS2 reacted with 4-fluorobenzyl bromide, (b) 2H-MoS2 reacted with 4-fluorobenzyl 
bromide, (c) 2H-MoS2 reacted with 1-bromo-4-fluorobutane, and (d) 2H-MoS2 reacted with 2-iodo-
1,1,1-trifluoroethane. The coverage per MoS2 is shown to the left of the peak used to determine those 
values, with 0% indicating that no peak was fitted. Area in (d) assumes a 3:1 fluorine to sulfur ratio. 
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a coverage of ~4% for 4-fluorobenzyl bromide, ~8% for 1-bromo-4-fluorobutane, and ~6% 

for 2-iodo-1,1,1-trifluoroethane. Note that only one trial was performed for each 

experimental condition. 

2.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have shown that primary alkyl halides with an iodide or bromide leaving 

group are the most promising reagents for reductant-activated functionalization of ceMoS2 

and that either addition or removal of negative charge can increase or decrease the amount 

of functionalization via S–C bond formation. Further, a reductant-activated functionalization 

method has been developed that allows for control over the degree of coverage of covalently 

attached surface functional groups on ceMoS2 and enables functionalization by weak 

electrophiles that are otherwise non-reactive toward ceMoS2. Similarly, electrochemical 

functionalization can be used to inject negative charge to control the fraction of 

functionalized sulfur on drop cast ceMoS2. Reductant-activated functionalization with 

metallocenes can also be used to functionalize otherwise unreactive 2H-MoS2 in preliminary 

work of a limited number of trials. Our observations that redox chemistry influences the 

coverage achievable during functionalization inform the understanding of the charge-transfer 

mechanisms governing surface functionalization. In addition to understanding the charge 

transfer and fundamental surface chemistry of ceMoS2 by using one-electron reductants, the 

reductant-activated functionalization method described herein introduces additional control 

for mixed-functionalization surfaces. Future work should also investigate which 

electrophiles are particularly amenable to functionalizing 2H-MoS2 with more statistical 

characterization. 

In the following chapter, we use DFT modeling of the packing to elucidate the factors behind 

the coverage limit of ~64% that was observed experimentally, considering that this coverage 

per MoS2 implies that less than half of all sulfurs are functionalized. In Chapter 4, we extend 

this method to WS2 to compare the effects of the metal on functionalization S–C bond 

formation and to begin the exploration of the generality of this method for analogous 

materials.  
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Chapter 3:  Density Functional Theory Modeling of 1Tʹ-

MoS2 Methylation 

3.1 Introduction 

Theoretical research has been an insightful tool for researchers to obtain a deeper 

understanding of their experimental observations and to screen for materials on which to 

focus research efforts. On the topic of functionalization, density functional theory (DFT) 

modeling of diazonium radical functionalization on 2H-MoS2 provided a model and 

explanation for the mechanism by which functionalization propagated along the surface, 

revealing that this propagation relied on vacancy- and functionalization-induced reactivity in 

neighboring sulfurs.72 Such an insight would not have been extremely difficult to attain using 

the currently available experimental techniques. In Chapter 2, we discussed the 

experimentally determined effects of one-electron metallocenes on the coverage of methyl 

and propyl functional groups on ceMoS2, a process which we call reductant-activated 

functionalization. We noted that the highest coverage achieved was ~64% and involved the 

use of the cobaltocene reductant. In this chapter, we use density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations to assess whether this coverage can be predicted using theoretical calculations 

and discuss the major factors are that contribute to the coverage limitations in this system. 

It has been demonstrated experimentally that ceMoS2 is in the 1Tʹ phase based on scanning 

transmission electron microscopy and photoemission spectroscopy. 14, 17, 20 Theoretical 

works have predicted that the 1T phase is unstable and distorts spontaneously to the 

metastable 1Tʹ phase.13, 16 However, this distinction with regards to chemically exfoliated 

TMDs was not widely acknowledged in the literature until after 2017, after which time 

several studies highlighted that ceMoS2 was in the 1Tʹ rather than the 1T phase.12, 20 Indeed, 

the 2015 covalent functionalization studies upon which the work in Chapter 2 is based refers 

to the phase of ceMoS2 as 1T throughout the discussion, with a single sentence devoted to 

suggesting that the phase may not be perfectly octahedral contrary to the illustrations 

provided. 19 Although this distinction may appear benign to those who are concerned 
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primarily with the conduction properties, for which 1T and 1Tʹ are both well-suited given 

their metallic and quasi-metallic natures, this distinction becomes important when theoretical 

work is performed with the intent of explaining experimental observations or being used to 

predict expected outcomes prior to investing in experimentation. Theoretical studies have 

suggested that not only is the 1T phase dynamically unstable and 0.8 eV and 0.3 eV higher 

than the 2H and 1Tʹ phases respectively,13 hydrogen adsorption studies on 2H-, 1T-, and 1Tʹ-

MoS2 showed that adsorption energies differed by a minimum of a factor of 2 between 1T 

and 1Tʹ, with the 1Tʹ being more favorable for hydrogen adsorption.16 Thus, it is important 

for structural distortions present in experimental results to be reflected as accurately as 

possible in the modeled structures to obtain meaningful results. To this end, previous DFT 

studies on the effects of functional groups on the stabilization and bandgap tuning on 1T-

MoS298 cannot be applied to our work in Chapter 2. We hope that the work contained in this 

chapter serves as a springboard for others to build upon when it comes to modeling the effects 

of functionalization on chemically exfoliated TMDs in the 1Tʹ phase. 

The scope of this chapter will focus on the methylation reaction of 1Tʹ-MoS2 with an alkyl 

halide. We begin with an exploration of the thermodynamics and kinetics for the first 

methylation, then proceed with determining the positions and order of subsequent 

methylations on the surface. Through this process, we will discuss insights into the important 

parameters influencing whether methylation will occur and the effects of applied potential 

on the thermodynamics and kinetics of a reaction. From these insights we construct a model 

to simulate the random addition of functional groups given a set of constraints to show the 

expected upper bound of coverage for a methyl group on ceMoS2 and how this value is 

related to the experimental coverages discussed in Chapter 2. 

3.2 Computational Design 

The reaction we will model throughout this chapter is the addition of methyl chloride 

(ClCH3) to 1Tʹ-MoS2 using a unit cell that contains 16 MoS2 units as shown in Figure 3.1, 

using the methods described in Appendix A.6. The reason for using methyl chloride as 

opposed to methyl iodide, the latter of which was used experimentally in Chapter 2, is that 
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the pseudopotentials for iodine (and bromine) in the VASP software used to minimize the 

geometry were incompatible with solvation in the system, whereas the pseudopotentials for 

chlorine were compatible and we deemed the inclusion of implicit solvation in the calculation 

to be most relevant. Since chlorine is a weaker leaving group than iodine, the results from 

this model cannot be applied as readily to experimental data but can still serve as a useful 

measure of the relative trends that will allow us to observe changes in the kinetics and 

thermodynamics as methylation proceeds. 

Our goal is to understand 1Tʹ-MoS2 methylation on both the thermodynamic and kinetic 

level, at various stages of coverage. To obtain the thermodynamics of a reaction (ΔG), the 

free energy of the final state of a reaction is subtracted by the initial state of a reaction, with 

the initial and final states resembling the examples shown in Figure 3.1. To obtain the kinetic 

barrier of a reaction (ΔG‡), we used climbing nudged elastic band (NEB) to obtain the 

transition state at saddle point of the reaction surface, and subtracted the initial state free 

 
Figure 3.1. Reaction scheme for the 1Tʹ-MoS2 methylation reaction that will be discussed in this 
chapter, viewed along the b-axis (top) and c-axis (bottom) of the rectangular cell. Shown here is the 
first methylation reaction with S7 (see Figure 3.4 for numbering), with subsequent methylations 
differing only in the number of methyls on the MoS2 surface in the initial and final states. The left 
side shows the initial state, with ClCH3 suspended over the sulfur to be functionalized, and the right 
side shows the final state after the SN2 reaction is finished. Both structures are the optimized 
geometry results using the methods described in Appendix A. 
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energy from the transition state free energy. To obtain the ΔG and ΔG‡ values as a function 

of potential, we used the grand canonical potential kinetics method (detailed in Appendix 

C.5) to obtain the free energies of the initial, transition, and final states as a function of 

potential. Since kinetic barrier calculations are computationally expensive, these calculations 

were limited to studying the addition of the first methyl on the surface, whereas the 

thermodynamics was investigated for the addition of the 1st to the 6th methyl since only initial 

states and final states are required for each reaction.  

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Potential dependence of 1Tʹ-MoS2 on the number of electrons 

A cornerstone of our analysis for the remainder of this chapter depends upon transforming 

the free energies of structures optimized under fixed charge to a free energy value as a 

function of potential, to facilitate the comparison with the experimental results of Chapter 2. 

To obtain this relationship, 1Tʹ-MoS2 was optimized with varying amounts of added negative 

charge (electrons), and the free energy and potential of the resulting structure was obtained 

using jDFTx as described in Appendix A. Before we show this relationship, first we discuss 

the steps taken to optimize the 1Tʹ-MoS2 slab. 

A periodic slab of 1Tʹ-MoS2 that consists of 16 MoS2 units in the unit cell was constructed 

based on a previously optimized 1Tʹ-MoS2 structure obtained from literature.14 The 

hexagonal cell was converted to a rectangular cell, the vacuum spacing was increased from 

20 Å to 30 Å, and the unit cell was converted to a supercell containing 16 MoS2 units to 

allow additional space for functionalization reactions both vertically and horizontally, since 

this is a periodic slab. This process is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3a shows the 

relationship of potential in V vs SHE as a function of the number of electrons added to the 

MoS2 slab. Each point is an individual optimization and free energy calculation, whereby the 

structure was optimized using VASP and a single-point free energy calculation was 

performed using jDFTx. Thus, the potential is reflective of changes in optimized structure as 

a result of adding negative charge to the system.  Using the grand canonical potential kinetics  
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method (see Appendix C.5), we can visualize the change in free energy corrected by the free 

energy of electrons to obtain the thermodynamically stable amount of charge (Figure 3.3b), 

which occurs when there are ~1.8 additional electrons per 16 MoS2. This method will be 

used for all optimized structures discussed in the following sections, including the initial, 

transition, and final states of reactions, to assess the thermodynamic and kinetic implications 

as a function of applied potential.  

 
Figure 3.2. From left to right, the starting 1Tʹ-MoS2 structure obtained from literature, the 
transformation of the starting structure to a rectangular cell with 10 Å of additional vacuum space 
(middle), and the expansion of the unit cell into a 16 MoS2 supercell to allow more space to study 
methyl functionalization on the periodic surface. 

 
Figure 3.3. The effects of adding electrons to 1Tʹ-MoS2 containing 16 MoS2 units on the (a) potential, 
in V vs SHE, and (b) free energy corrected by the free energy of electrons. The free energy in (a) 
appears to have a linear relationship with respect to the number of electrons due to the free energy 
contribution of additional electrons. The quadratic shape of the free energy with respect to the 
number of electrons is easily apparent when corrected linearly by the free energy contribution 
electrons (see Appendix C.5).  Potential and free energy values were obtained using jDFTx after 
geometry optimization using VASP (see Appendix A.6 for methods).  
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3.3.2 Thermodynamic and kinetic differences during methylation of the two types of 

sulfur on 1Tʹ-MoS2 

The first aspect of methylation that we 

wanted to understand is how the two 

different types of sulfur, which emerge 

because of the distortion of the 1T phase 

to the 1Tʹ phase, differ in their reactivity 

towards nucleophilic addition with 

methyl chloride. These two types of 

sulfur we will refer to as “low-S” and 

“high-S” sulfur, as shown in Figure 3.4, 

following the nomenclature used in 

previous computational studies of 1Tʹ-

MoS2.16  

Prior to investigating the 

thermodynamics and kinetics of the 

methylation reaction, we ascertained 

that methylated MoS2 of a particular 

type of sulfur results in a structure that has little intra-type free energy variation within either 

low-S or high-S, and a much larger inter-type free energy variation between low- and high-

S using two sulfurs of each type: S6 and S7 for low-S, S10 and S11 for high-S. Figure 3.5 

graphs the free energy of S6-, S7-, S10-, and S11-functionalized MoS2, showing that the free 

energy of methylated MoS2 depends largely on whether it is high-S or low-S, with little 

variation within the low-S and high-S groups. Thus, we selected S7 and S10 as the low-S 

and high-S sulfurs to study the first methyl group addition reaction to MoS2. 

Figure 3.6 shows the relationships between the thermodynamic favorability (ΔG) of 

methylation on S7 and S10 in terms of the final state free energy minus the initial state free 

energy, and the kinetic barrier of a reaction (ΔG‡) calculated from the transition state free  

 
Figure 3.4. Top-down and side view of the 
rectangular unit cell of the minimized 1Tʹ-MoS2 
supercell, color-coded to show the two types of sulfur 
in the unit cell: low-S and high-S, with low-S having 
a longer average Mo–S distance and high-S having a 
shorter average Mo–S distance and protruding 
further out-of-plane compared to the low-S. 
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energy minus the initial state free energy. 

The computations for ΔG and ΔG‡ were 

computed in intervals of 0.1 V from 0.5 

to –0.9 V vs SHE and are based on 

interpolations using the grand canonical 

potential free energies to show the 

potential dependency of the free energy 

of the system. The process of quadratic 

fitting and interpolation is described in 

greater detail in Appendix C.5. The 

potential interval that is plotted in Figure 

3.6 is the narrowest potential window 

within which all the values used to 

calculate ΔG and ΔG‡ are interpolated 

values, as opposed to extrapolated. The reductant potentials that correspond to the reductants 

used in Chapter 2 are notated on the plot to aid comparison with the experimental data. To 

determine the potential of ceMoS2 for the no-reductant case, we made drop cast ceMoS2 

electrodes and measured the open circuit voltage in acetonitrile with 0.10 M 

tetrabutylammonium perchlorate and 0.10 M methyl iodide (see Appendix A.4), which was 

determined to be –0.07 V vs E(Fc+/0), or ~0.3 V vs SHE, and also corresponds to the potential 

of the ferrocene condition. XPS of drop cast ceMoS2 showed the same peaks in the Mo3d 

and S2p regions as the ceMoS2 spectra in Chapter 2. 

From Figure 3.6, we can see that at the ΔG for methylation of S10, a high-S sulfur, is 

consistently ~0.5 eV higher than the ΔG for methylation of S7, a low-S sulfur. The barrier 

height of S10 methylation, ΔG‡, is ~0.2 eV higher than the ΔG‡ of S7 methylation. These 

results show that low-S functionalization is preferred over high-S functionalization both 

thermodynamically and kinetically. Figure 3.7 shows the correlation between ΔG and ΔG‡ 

of S7 and S10 methylation. If we use the Boltzmann distribution to evaluate the significance 

of the difference of 0.5 eV between the ΔG values, we see that the probability of S10  

 
Figure 3.5. Free energy of (MoS2)16(CH3) with 
methyl on either S6, S7, S10, or S11, the former two 
being low-S and the latter two being high-S. 
Geometry optimizations and free energy 
calculations were performed on solvated structures 
that were negatively charged with 2 electrons, 
resulting in structures with potentials –0.15, –0.16, 
–0.11, and –0.11 V vs SHE, respectively. 
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methylation is 9 orders of magnitude lower than that of S7 methylation. Using the Eyring 

equation to evaluate the difference in rate constants, the details in Appendix C.6, we see that 

the rate constant k for S7 methylation is 2 s-1, but only 0.002 s-1 for S10 methylation at 0.3 V 

vs SHE, a difference of 3 orders of magnitude in the rate constant. The Boltzmann 

distribution and Eyring equation are given by eq. 1 and 2: 

pi/pj = exp(–(Ei – Ej)/kBT) (1) 

 
Figure 3.6. (a) Thermodynamic favorability, ΔG, and (b) kinetic barrier, ΔG‡, of methylation on S7 
and S10 of 1Tʹ-MoS2 as a function of potential based on interpolations of the initial, transition, and 
final state free energies (see Appendix C.5). (c) Side-view of the initial state, transition state, and 
final states for S7 and S10 methylation with negative charge of 2. 
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k = (kBT/h)exp(–ΔG‡/RT)  (2) 

where pi is the probability of the system being in state i, Ei is the energy of state i, kB is the 

Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, k is the reaction rate constant, h is Planck’s 

constant, and R is the gas constant. 

Thus, there is a significant thermodynamic and kinetic preference for the functionalization 

of low-S sulfurs. The reason for this is likely due to the differences in Mo–S bond lengths 

between low-S and high-S. As the Mo–S bond length increases, the covalent bond is weaker, 

there is greater electron density localized on the sulfur atom and less stabilization with the 

Mo atom, making the sulfur more nucleophilic. Conversely, as the Mo–S bond shortens, 

more electron density from the sulfur participates in the Mo–S bond and becomes unavailable 

to participate in nucleophilic addition. For high-S sulfurs, the Mo–S bond distances are 2.34, 

2.39, and 2.46 Å, whereas the Mo–S bond distances for low-S sulfurs are 2.35, 2.51, and 

2.54 Å. Given that two of the Mo–S bonds for low-S are longer by 0.08–0.11 Å each, it is 

reasonable to expect that low-S sulfurs preferentially engage in nucleophilic attack compared 

to the high-S sulfurs. Similar conclusions have been made in computational studies of 

hydrogen adsorption on low-S and high-S sulfurs, with the conclusion that the ~0.7 eV 

difference in the free energy of H adsorption (0.06 eV on low-S, 0.73 eV on high-S) is due 

to the more negatively 

charged low-S with a charge 

–0.54, compared to high-S 

with a charge of –0.47.16 

These values were obtained 

using Bader’s charge 

population analysis.99 The 

same study also found that H 

atoms adsorbed onto high-S 

moved to the nearest low-S 

with a barrier height of 0.15 

eV that can be easily  

 
Figure 3.7. The correlation between the barrier height and the 
free energy of reaction for S7 and S10 methylation, plotted using 
the same points as shown in Figure 3.6. The reaction potential 
varies along each curve and can be determined using Figure 3.6. 
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overcome at room 

temperature.16 A similar 

reaction was not performed in 

this work, which we believe 

would be interesting to note in 

future work. 

Consistent with the decrease in 

barrier height and increased 

thermodynamic favorability of 

S7 methylation as the potential 

becomes more negative, we 

found that the S–C bond 

distance in the transition state 

increases as the potential 

decreases, as illustrated in Figure 3.8. An increase in the S–C bond distance implies that the 

transition state occurs earlier along the reaction coordinate, closer to the reactants. According 

to Hammond’s postulate, the closer the energy between the transition state and another state, 

the more their geometries resemble each other and vice versa. In exothermic reactions, the 

transition state is closer in energy to the reactants than to the products, which is what we 

observed in Figure 3.6 as the potential becomes more negative. To summarize, as the 

potential becomes more negative, the reaction becomes more exothermic, and the transition 

state moves closer to the initial state along the reaction coordinate. 

In addition to methylation of the 1Tʹ phase, we also performed a minimization of a methyl-

functionalized 1T phase. Notably, the methylated 1T-MoS2 distorted to a 1Tʹ-like structure, 

although its minimized free energy was higher than the structures shown above. Since we 

were able to minimize the 1T phase by itself without observing distortion, this suggests that 

there is a local minimum for the 1T phase with a barrier for distortion that is overcome upon 

the addition of a methyl group. Thus, functionalization necessitates that the 1T phase 

 
Figure 3.8. Transition state S–C bond distance as a function of 
potential in V vs SHE. Each point is based on a single nudged 
elastic band calculation. As the potential becomes more 
negative, the S–C bond length increases, indicating that the 
transition state resembles the initial state more than the final 
state, consistent with the data in Figure 3.6 indicating a more 
exothermic reaction as the potential decreases. 
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becomes distorted. 

The structures before 

and after the geometry 

optimization of the 1T 

phase without and 

with methylation are 

shown in Figure 3.9. 

  

 

 

  

3.3.3 Thermodynamics of progressive methyl functionalization of 1Tʹ-MoS2 as a 

function of applied potential 

In this section, we will discuss the thermodynamics of progressive surface methylation and 

use the results to inform our understanding of coverage limitations. First, we will describe 

the methodology used to determine which positions to functionalize at each methyl addition. 

We will use this notation to represent the reaction and resulting layout surface methyls: XN-

(A)[-[h]B], where X is the number of neighbors of the methyl being added, N stands for 

neighbors, A, B, etc. are the numbered sulfur positions that are functionalized (see Figure 

3.4) and can have more or fewer positions as appropriate, “h” appears next to positions that 

are high-S, and the round bracket “()” appears around the position being functionalized. 

We observed in the previous section that functionalization preferably occurs on low-S rather 

than high-S. Thus, we chose the 1st methyl addition to be on S7. To determine which sulfur 

should be functionalized next, we compared the free energies of every 2-methyl 

functionalization pattern where one of the methyls is on S7 at fixed negative charge to mimic 

the negatively charged experimental conditions, shown in Figure 3.10. From Figure 3.10  

 
Figure 3.9. Top row: 1T-MoS2 before and after geometry optimization. 
Bottom row: methylated 1T-MoS2 before and after geometry 
optimization. Methylated 1T-MoS2 resulted in a distorted structure. 
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Figure 3.10. (a) Free energies of 2-methyl functionalization patterns that include one methyl on S7, 
minimized with a negative charge of 2. (b) MoS2 surface prior to the addition of the 2nd methyl. 

 
Figure 3.11. (a) Free energies of 3-methyl functionalization patterns that include methyls on S7 and 
S14, minimized with a negative charge of 2, (b) the MoS2 surface prior to the addition of the 3rd 
methyl. (c) Free energies of 4-methyl functionalization patterns that include methyls on S5, S7, and 
S14, minimized with a negative charge of 2, (d) MoS2 surface prior to the addition of the 4th methyl. 
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we see that the methylation pattern 7-5 (i.e. positions S7 and S5 are methylated) and 7-14 are 

the patterns with the lowest free energy. Thus, we chose to functionalize S14 for the 2nd 

methyl and the reaction can be represented as 0N-7-(14) using our notation. 

For the 3rd methyl, we repeated the same procedure and observed that methylation at 

positions 5 (low-S), 11 (high-S), and 16 (low-S) resulted in the structures with the lowest 

free energy (Figure 3.11a, b). Since we know that low-S are preferrable for functionalization 

compared to high-S and noting that the potential of the final structure with S11 methylated 

is ~0.15 V positive relative to all other structures, we chose S5 for the third methylation 

 
Figure 3.12. (a) Free energies of 5-methyl functionalization patterns that include methyls on S5, S7, 
S14, and S16, minimized with a negative charge of 4.2, (b) the MoS2 surface prior to the addition of 
the 5th methyl. (c) Free energies of 6-methyl functionalization patterns that include methyls on S5, 
S7, S13, S14, and S16, minimized with a negative charge of 4.2, (d) MoS2 surface prior to the addition 
of the 6th methyl. 
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reaction, 0N-(5)-7-14. For the 4th methylation, the same procedure was repeated, and resulted 

in a clear favored methylation position at S16, the 0N-5-7-14-(16) reaction (Figure 3.11c, d). 

For the 5th methylation, we observed the free energies to be similar for positions 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 

13, and 15 (Figure 3.12a, b). Positions 1, 2, and 3 are high-S, whereas 6, 8, 13, and 15 are 

low-S. We encountered a similar situation during the 6th methylation, where S3 and S4 (high-

S) and S6, S8, and S15 (low-S) were the lowest in energy (Figure 3.12c, d). 

Figure 3.13 shows the ΔG of methylation obtained using grand canonical potential kinetics 

for the 5th and 6th methylation reactions on either a low-S or a high-S. The ΔG is ~0.3 eV 

lower for the low-S option relative to the high-S option when the number of neighbors is held 

constant, as is the case for the two 6-methyl examples (2N-5-7-13-14-(15)-16 and 2N-(h4)-

5-7-13-14-16). On the other hand, the ΔG between methylation of a low-S with 2 neighbors 

vs a high-S with 1 neighbor is similar, which can be seen for the 5-methyl examples 2N-5-

7-(13)-14-16 and 1N-(h1)-5-7-14-16. The reason for this discrepancy between comparing 

the free energies of the final structure and the ΔG of reaction may be due to differences in 

potential at fixed charge 

depending on where the 

methyl is located. Thus, it 

is not immediately 

obvious from free 

energies of minimized 

structures at fixed charge 

what their relationship 

will be at fixed potential.  

 
Figure 3.13. The ΔG of the methylation reaction vs potential for the 
5th and 6th methylations, indicated in the notation with numbers 
corresponding to methylated sulfurs, brackets around the most 
recent methyl position, a prefix indicating the number of neighbors 
for the bracketed position, and “h” to indicate high-S positions.  
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We also calculated the free energies of 7-methyl patterns and found that the remaining low-

S positions, S6 and S8, were equally favored (Figure 3.15). 

In addition to calculating 

the thermodynamics of 

functionalizing the “most 

favorable” position at 

each step to determine 

the methylation pattern, 

we also calculated the 

thermodynamics for 

reactions that would 

yield useful comparisons 

in terms of steric effects. 

For the 4th methylation, 

although we found that 

0N-5-7-14-(16) is the 

most favorable reaction, 

 
Figure 3.14. The free energy of the methylation reaction, ΔG, vs 
potential for the 4th and 5th methylations, comparing the effect of 
neighboring groups on the ΔG value. For the 4th methylation reaction 
(blue solid and dashed lines), 0N-5-7-14-(16) and 1N-5-7-(13)-14 
functionalizes a sulfur adjacent to 0 and 1 methyl group respectively. 
For the 5th methylation reaction (orange solid and dashed lines), 1N-
5-7-13-14-(16) and 2N-5-7-(13)-14-16 functionalizes sulfurs adjacent 
to 1 and 2 methyl groups, respectively. The 5-methyl reactions result 
in the same pattern of methyls on the surface. 

 
Figure 3.15. (a) Free energies of 7-methyl functionalization patterns that include methyls on S5, S7, 
S13, S14, S15, and S16, minimized with a negative charge of 1, (b) MoS2 surface prior to the addition 
of the 7th methyl. 
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we also calculated the thermodynamics for the 1N-5-7-(13)-14 reaction to understand the 

effects of functionalizing a low-S (S13) adjacent to an existing methyl group (S14) (Figure 

3.14). Similarly, although the only low-S sites available were between two methyl groups 

for the 5th methylation, 2N-5-7-(13)-14-16, we also calculated the thermodynamics for the 

1N-5-7-13-14-(16) reaction which has the same methylation pattern in the product, but the 

reaction was adjacent to only one methyl group rather than two (Figure 3.14). Note that 

positions S13 and S16 are adjacent since the unit cell repeats in all directions. 

 Notably, in the example shown in Figure 3.14, the ΔG of the two-neighbor (2N) reaction is 

substantially higher than the 1N reaction that results in the same pattern of 5 methyls (5-7-

13-14-16) in the product. In the 4-methyl cases, the ΔG of the 1N reaction is higher than the 

0N reaction, but they result in different methylation patterns. Also, the 1N 4-methyl reaction 

appears to be as thermodynamically unfavorable as the 2N 5-methyl reaction. This may be 

because the 5-6-13-14 pattern, with its adjacent methyls on S13 and S14, is more strained 

than the 5-7-14-16 pattern, where no methyls are adjacent to each other. Since their initial 

states are equally unstrained, this results in a more positive ΔG for the reaction that produces 

more steric hinderance in the product. 

From this perspective, the similarity in 

free energy change in the overall 

system, ΔG, for the 1N-5-7-(13)-14 

and 2N-4-7-(13)-14-16 reactions 

suggests that the addition of the S13 

methyl adds a similar amount of strain 

to both systems. 

In the process of calculating the 

thermodynamics of the reactions 

described above, we also found, 

perhaps unsurprisingly, that the 

potential of the reaction products 

becomes more negative as more 

 
Figure 3.16. Potential in V vs SHE of the final state 
products (MoS2)16(CH3)x + Cl, with a fixed negative 
charge of 2 in the unit cell, depending on the number 
of methyls added to the surface (x = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6). 
The potential of the final products becomes more 
negative as the number of methyls increases due to 
additional electrons in the system. 
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methyls are added to the surface. Figure 3.16 plots the potential of the MoS2 slab after each 

methylation (a chlorine atom is present above the most recently added methyl) at a fixed 

negative charge of 2. As additional methyls are added to the system, additional electrons are 

added to the functionalized MoS2, in the form of the S–C bond and the methyl groups, 

resulting in a more negative potential. 

For all the methylation reactions described above, we calculated the ΔG as a function 

potential and plotted the results altogether in Figure 3.17, interpolated using the same 

methods as in 3.3.2 (see Appendix C.5). Methyl additions involving 0, 1, or 2 neighboring 

methyls during the reaction are grouped using solid, dashed, and dotted lines. The potentials 

corresponding to the reductants used in Chapter 2 are indicated with vertical lines. 

From the data in Figure 3.17, we can make several observations. First, methylations that 

occur surrounded by empty sites (i.e. those labeled 0N) have similar thermodynamic 

favorability. The ΔG of methylation actually decreases after the first methylation. This is 

reminiscent of the effects observed for 2H-MoS2 vacancy-induced radical functionalization, 

 
Figure 3.17. The free energy of the methylation reaction, ΔG, vs potential for all methylation 
reactions, where XN stands for X neighbors for the methyl being added, the numbers representing 
the sulfur positions that are methylated, and brackets surround the position undergoing the 
methylation reaction. Potentials corresponding to experimental conditions in Chapter 2 are marked 
with vertical lines. 
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whereby the initial functionalization reaction can only occur next to a vacancy, but 

functionalization induces higher reactivity in nearby sulfurs, resulting in a nucleation-

propagation pattern of functionalization across the surface.72 A similar mechanism may be 

present in this system that promotes functionalization of non-sterically hindered nearby sites. 

Second, high-S functionalizations in the 0N and 2N cases (0N-(h10) and 2N-(h4)-5-7-13-14-

16) have the highest ΔG values out of all the reactions in this potential range and are thus 

less likely to be functionalized than low-S, except in the case of 1N-(h1)-5-7-14-16 which is 

comparable to 2N low-S functionalization. 

Third, the ΔG of 2N methylations are substantially higher than the 0N and a subset of 1N 

methylations. The ΔG values of 1N methylations are split between being those of 0N or 2N, 

depending on the methylation pattern on the surface. If we compare the ΔG reactions that 

result in methyl functionalization at the same positions, as in 1N-5-7-13-14-(16) and 2N-5-

7-(13)-14-16, and assume that the thermodynamics of a reaction are correlated with the 

kinetics of the reaction which is true in the case of the first methylation reaction (Figure 3.7), 

the ~0.5 eV increase in ΔG of the latter suggests that from both the thermodynamics and 

kinetics perspectives, methylation of sites with two neighboring methyl groups is 

substantially disfavored relative to methylation of sites with either zero or one neighbors. 

This difference for 2N reactions may be a key factor in limiting the achievable coverage in 

the experimental system. Based on Figure 3.17, for a 2N reaction to have a ΔG close to that 

of a 0N reaction in the no-reductant case (0.3 V vs SHE), at least –0.7 V of additional 

potential needs to be applied (~ –0.4 V vs SHE). 

We will use these insights later in Section 3.3.5 to simulate and obtain the expected coverage 

distributions of random surface functionalization according to different functionalization 

models and suggest the models that are most likely to represent this system. 

3.3.4 Effects of neighboring methyl groups on the rotational barrier 

Aside from the thermodynamics and kinetics of the methylation reaction, we wanted to study 

the rotational barrier experienced by methyl groups on the surface and the impact of the 
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number of neighbors on their rotational barriers. Methyl groups with higher rotational 

barriers suggests that rotation occurs with lower probability, and thus certain conformations 

are restricted. If we assume that the kinetics of a reaction depends on the likelihood for the 

reactants’ conformation to meet the conformation limits in the final product, then the 

rotational barrier of the functional group in the final product can reflect the kinetics or 

likelihood for the reaction to take place. 

We computed the rotational barrier for seven cases using the nudged elastic band method at 

fixed charge for each methyl added to the surface in roughly the same order as discussed in 

section 3.3.3, with no methyls on high-S since these positions were shown to be substantially 

less favored. In three cases, the rotating methyl had 0 neighbors; in two cases, the rotating 

methyl had 1 neighbor, and in the remaining two cases, the rotating methyl had 2 neighbors. 

 
Figure 3.18. Examples of methyl patterns and the corresponding notation to indicate the pattern 
and the rotating methyl. (a) Example where the rotating methyl has one neighbor, (b) an example 
where the rotation methyl has 0 neighbors, (c) and (d) are examples where the rotating methyl has 
2 neighbors. Note that positions 13 and 16 are adjacent due to the periodic repeat of the unit cell. 
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We will use the following notation to convey the surface conformation and the rotating 

methyl: XN-A*[-B[-C]], where X is the number of neighbors of the rotating methyl, N stands 

for neighbors, A, B, C are the sulfur positions that are functionalized and can have more or 

fewer positions as appropriate, and the asterisk (*) appears next to the position of the rotating 

methyl. Four examples of this notation are shown in Figure 3.18, with the sulfur numbering 

the same as in Figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.19 graphs the rotational barrier depending on the number of neighbors adjacent to 

the rotating methyl, the maximum of being 2 if functionalization is restricted to only low-S. 

There is a clear demarcation in the rotational barrier for methyl groups with 0 or 1 neighbors 

to methyls with 2 neighbors, with the latter doubling in the barrier height from ~0.05 eV to 

~0.1 eV (Figure 3.19a). Figure 3.19b plots the rotational barrier vs the number of methyls on 

the surface to illustrate the same data from a different perspective. 

One apparent outlier to discuss is for the 1-neighbor (1N) cases. For 1N-5-7-13-14*-16 where 

the rotating methyl is at the end of a group of 3 methyls in a row, the barrier height is close 

to those of the 0N cases at ~0.05 eV, whereas the 1N-5-7-13*-14 case where the rotating 

methyl is one of 2 methyls in a row resulted in a much lower barrier of 0.02 eV. This may be 

 
Figure 3.19. The rotational barrier for clockwise methyl rotation by 120 ° of various methyl patterns 
as a function of (a) the number of neighbors adjacent to the rotating methyl, and (b) the number of 
methyl groups on the MoS2 surface per unit cell. The unique pattern and methyl rotation is specified 
in the legend notation as XN-A*[-B] where X is the number of neighbors next to the rotating methyl, 
A, B, etc. are the positions with methyls, and the asterisk (*) indicates the rotating methyl. 
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due to the combination of 2 factors: (1) a relatively higher free energy in the most favorable 

conformation for 2 adjacent methyls relative to 0N cases, and (2) a relatively lower free 

energy in the least favorable conformation for when there are 3 adjacent methyls relative to 

2 adjacent methyls. Specifically, the free energy of the most favorable conformation of 1N-

5-7-13*-14 may be higher than the 0N cases due to additional strain from the adjacent S13 

and S14 positions. Additionally, for 1N-5-7-13-14*-16 with 3 adjacent methyls, the S13 

methyl cannot accommodate the one on S14 due to steric hinderance from the S16 methyl 

on the other side, whereas for the S14 adjacent methyl can accommodate the S13 methyl for 

1N-5-7-13*-14 during the peak of the rotational barrier. The relative destabilization of the 

rotational trough relative to 0N cases and stabilization of the rotational peak relative to 1N-

5-7-13-14*-16 results in a relatively low rotational barrier for 1N-5-7-13*-14. Note that 5-7-

13-14 is not the thermodynamically favored pattern for 4 methyl groups on the surface; the 

thermodynamically most favorable pattern is one where all methyl groups are evenly spaced, 

such as 5-7-14-16, which is also plotted (0N-5-7-14-16*) and has a 0.05 eV rotational barrier. 

Another comparison is between the middle vs outermost methyl groups in a row of 3 methyl 

groups in the two cases with the same 5-methyl pattern (5-7-13-14-16): the rotational barrier 

for the middle of 3 adjacent methyls is 0.10 eV, as in 2N-5-7-13*-14-16, whereas the 

rotational barrier is 0.05 eV for the outermost of 3 adjacent methyls, as in 1N-5-7-13-14*-

16. This shows that although the outermost methyls in a row of 3 restrict the rotation of the 

middle methyl, the outermost methyls are not themselves restricted because of the additional 

space they can use to accommodate the rotation. In the extreme case where there are no 

“outermost methyls” to speak of, such as in 2N-5-7-13-14-15*-16 where all low-S sulfurs 

within the same column are functionalized, the rotational barrier is 0.09 eV, similar to the 

barrier for the middle of 3 adjacent methyls (2N-5-7-13*-14-16) discussed above. 

Given that there is a clear indication that methyl conformation is severely restricted when 

surrounded by 2 neighbors compared with either 0 or 1, this provides us with an additional 

clue in conjunction with Section 3.3.3 that the coverage limitation for methyl 

functionalization may reflect restrictions on the number of neighbors that methyl groups can 

tolerate on the surface. We can construct two types of “rules” based on this idea, the first 
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focused locally on the methyl being added, and the second globally by taking into account 

all the methyls on the surface: at every step, either (1) the number of neighbors adjacent only 

to the methyl being added determines the success of the reaction, or (2) the number of 

neighbors that any methyl experiences as a result of a functionalization reaction (not just the 

methyl being added) determines the success of the reaction. The former we will refer to as 

the “local” perspective, and the second as the “global” perspective. Both may contribute to 

our experimental observations, but we make this distinction for the purposes of thinking 

about whether the environment of methyls that are already on the surface need to be taken 

into consideration during each methylation reaction. We will explore how the coverage is 

limited based on these two perspectives using simulations in the next section. 

3.3.5 Models of expected coverage under various constraints 

We can model the simulation based on our understanding of the system from the local vs 

global perspectives, by focusing only on the environment of the methyl being added, or the 

environments of all methyls on the surface after each functionalization step. We developed 

models and simulated random functionalization based on both perspectives, the results of 

which we will discuss in this section. The common thread across the models tested is that 

they all rely on the idea that the number of nearest neighbors is a key factor: in the local 

perspective, we consider only the number of neighbors experienced by the methyl being 

added, and in the global perspective we consider the number of neighbors experienced by 

any methyl on the surface, not just the one being added. The perspective that is most 

applicable depends on the influence of functional groups on the thermodynamics and 

transition state of the reaction as a function of their distance from the reaction site.  

Below, we will discuss several simulation cases that reflect certain “rules” regarding how 

methylation of MoS2 proceeds based on assumptions inspired by the results discussed in 

sections 3.3.2–3.3.4. Under the constraints of each set of rules, which we refer to as a model, 

we simulated the random addition of functional groups to a 100×100 grid, N = 2000 times, 

to obtain a distribution of coverages and an average coverage per MoS2 (i.e. every two 

sulfurs) for each model. For all simulations, high-S were excluded from functionalization 
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given the results in sections 3.3.2–3.3.3. We will discuss the models from the most restrictive 

constraints to the least restrictive constraints and establish non-trivial lower and upper 

bounds for coverage (i.e. greater than 0% and less than 100%). The code for all simulations 

discussed in this section can be found in Appendix D. 

In the simplest and most restrictive case, no nearest neighbors are allowed for any methyl 

group (“0-neighbor max”). From the global perspective, every reaction step needs to result 

in a surface where no functional groups are adjacent to any other group. From the local 

perspective, each reaction occurs if the reaction site is not adjacent to existing functional 

groups. The implementation of these two perspectives happens to correspond to the same set 

of products, because an algorithm that limits functionalization next to existing functional 

groups (local) also produces a result where no two groups are adjacent (global). Thus, we 

modeled this using an algorithm that prohibits functionalization at any spot adjacent to a 

functional group, until all possible spots have been exhausted (Appendix D.1.1). Using this 

model, we obtained an average coverage and standard deviation of 43.5 ± 0.2% after 2000 

simulations (Figure 3.20a). 

Beyond the “0-neighbor max” case, the two perspectives diverge and require different 

algorithms. The reason for this is that the global perspective looks at the final state of all 

functional groups, for example by requiring all functional groups to have a maximum of X 

neighbors in the final state, whereas the local perspective looks only at the number of 

neighbors for the current reaction site and does not consider the number of neighbors for sites 

that are already functionalized. An algorithm that limits reactions to sites where there is at 

most 1 neighbor next to the reaction site (local constraint) can still produce in final state 

where there are multiple functional groups in a row if each group is added to the outermost 

position of the chain at every step. Therefore, we will discuss two models stemming from a 

“1-neighbor max” perspective: a “global 1-neighbor max” and a “local 1-neighbor max.” 

To simulate the “global 1-neighbor max” constraint, we used an algorithm that allows 

functionalization at a reaction site only if there are no more than 2 adjacent low-S anywhere 

on the surface after the current step. If this is not the case, the site is not functionalized. This  
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proceeds until there are no more valid positions to functionalize (Appendix D.1.2). The 

resulting average coverage from this model is 60.5 ± 0.2% (N = 2000) (Figure 3.20b). 

To simulate the “local 1-neighbor max” constraint, we used an algorithm that allows each 

functionalization step to proceed after first checking that there is no more than 1 adjacent 

functionalized site to the position being functionalized. This proceeds until there are no more 

valid positions to functionalize (Appendix D.1.3). The average coverage from this model is 

67.3 ± 0.3% (N = 2000) (Figure 3.20c).  

If we follow the above pattern in a similar vein to a “2-neighbor maximum” case, we would 

obtain 100% coverage per MoS2 in both the global and local cases, because 2 is exactly the 

 
Figure 3.20. Histograms of the coverage distributions from simulations of the random 
functionalization of a 100×100 grid (N = 2000, 30 bins) of four models and the resulting average and 
standard deviations. Half of the sites represent low-S and half represent high-S; high-S are not 
functionalized in any of these models: (a) the “0-neighbor max” model that only allows 
functionalization on sites surrounded by empty sites, (b) the “global 1-neighbor max” model that 
allows functionalization if the result is no more than 1 neighbor adjacent to any group on the surface, 
(c) the “local 1-neighbor max” model that allows functionalization if the site being functionalized 
has at most 1 neighbor at the time of addition, and (d) the “global 3-in-a-row max” model that allows 
functionalization if the resulting layout has no more than 3 functional groups in a row. 
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maximum number of available low-S positions adjacent to any low-S position. Thus, to 

obtain a non-trivial coverage result, we simulated a process that allows up to 3 functional 

groups in a row (“global 3-in-a-row max”). The reasoning for including this model is that for 

a group of 3-in-a-row methyls, although the middle group experiences 2 neighbors, the 

outermost groups can accommodate the middle group and ease the steric hinderance, as 

reflected in the methyl rotational barriers discussed in Section 3.3.4. To simulate this, we 

employed the same algorithm as for the “global 1-neighbor max,” except this time checking 

for no more than 3 adjacent functionalized sites after each functionalization (Appendix 

D.1.4). The resulting coverage from this model is 69.6 ± 0.2% (N = 2000) (Figure 3.20d). 

In the following paragraphs, we will discuss how the coverages from the models above may 

be in alignment with the experimentally observed coverages discussed in Chapter 2. The 

simulation and experimental results are listed side-by-side for comparison in Table 3.1.  

Table 3.1. Coverage per MoS2 obtained experimentally using reductant-activated functionalization 
and theoretically using simulations, expressed as an average and standard deviation. The theoretical 
results were obtained using simulations based on different assumptions on the allowed number of 
neighbors on a local vs global scale. Experimental results are based on data shown in Figure 2.8. 

Experimental Coverage Data Modeled Coverage 
Reductant Coverage per MoS2  

N = 3) 
Algorithm Coverage per MoS2 

(100×100, N = 2000) 
None 41 ± 4% 0-neighbor max 43.5 ± 0.2% 
Ferrocene 43 ± 3% Global 1-neighbor max 60.5 ± 0.2% 
Nickelocene 52 ± 1% Local 1-neighbor max 67.3 ± 0.3% 
Octamethylnickelocene 59 ± 4% Global 3-in-a-row max 69.6 ± 0.2% 
Cobaltocene 64 ± 2% 
Decamethylcobaltocene 56 ± 0.3% 

 

For the experimental and simulation conditions with the lowest coverage, the average 

experimental coverage in the no-reductant case is 41 ± 4% (N = 3) and is close to the 

simulated average coverage of 43.5 ± 0.2% (N = 2000) in the 0-neighbor max simulation. 

We found through DFT calculations discussed Section 3.3.3 that the thermodynamic 

favorability of adding methyls with no neighbors is consistent regardless of the number of 

methyls prior to the reaction (except for the first methylation which is less favorable). 

Therefore, it is possible that the experimental coverage in the no-reductant and ferrocene  
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conditions reflect the random addition of methyl groups when there are no nearest neighbors, 

and that functionalization occurs on only half of all the sulfurs on the surface (low-S). Since 

this also implies that there are no neighbors for any methyls on the surface after all the 

functionalization steps, it is not necessary to distinguish between the local vs global 

perspective in this case. 

However, this is not the case if we turn our attention to explain the highest observed coverage, 

64 ± 2% (N = 3), that was obtained using cobaltocene reductant-activated addition. The 

simulated coverage distribution using the “global 1-neighbor max”, “local 1-neighbor max”, 

and “global 3-in-a-row max” models were 60.5 ± 0.2%, 67.3 ± 0.2%, and 69.6 ± 0.2%, 

respectively (N = 2000). To decide which of these models is the most likely descriptor for 

the experimental data, we can use the results from Section 3.3.3 that compared the 

thermodynamics of two reactions which produced the same pattern of methyls on the surface 

(3-in-a-row) but achieved via the addition of either the middle methyl or an edge methyl, 

such that the reaction involved either 2 or 1 nearest neighbor(s), respectively. This 

comparison was made for the reactions 1N-5-7-13-14-(16) and 2N-5-7-(13)-14-16 in section 

3.3.3, plotted in Figure 3.14, revealing that the ΔG for 2N-5-7-(13)-14-16 is 0.5 eV higher 

than for 1N-5-7-13-14-(16). The methylation pattern is shown above in Figure 3.21. 

If we assume that the thermodynamics is reflective of the kinetics, which it appears to be for 

the first methylation reaction (Figure 3.7), then this suggests that the kinetics of the 2N-5-7-

(13)-14-16 reaction is also slower than the 1N-5-7-13-14-(16) reaction. Thus, despite these 

 
Figure 3.21. Top-down views of the final product for 3 reactions: 1N-5-7-(13)-14 (left), 1N-5-7-13-
14-(16) (middle), and 2N-5-7-(13)-14-16 (right). The latter two reactions result in the same pattern 
of methylation on S5, S7, S13, S14, and S16. For 1N-5-7-13-14-(16) (middle), the most recent methyl 
added is on S16, whereas for 2N-5-7-(13)-14-16 (right), the most recent methyl added is on S13.  
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reactions both resulting in 3 methyls in a row, the reaction with only 1 neighbor next to the 

reaction site proceeds much more favorably than the reaction with 2 neighbors. 

An interesting counterexample to using 1-neighbor as a constraint can be seen if we compare 

the 1-neighbor reactions 1N-5-7-(13)-14 and 1N-5-7-13-14-(16), where the ΔG of the former 

reaction is consistently ~0.5 eV more positive than the latter, which is as large as the disparity 

between 2N and 0N reactions. Note that the latter reaction can be viewed as an extension of 

the former reaction, i.e., adding the 5th methyl at S16 after the addition the 4th methyl was 

added at S13. By looking at the final structures resulting from 1N-5-7-(13)-14 and 1N-5-7-

13-14-(16) above in Figure 3.21, we see that the S13 methyl group is more strained than any 

other methyl group, with the CH3 group tilting sideways from the sulfur. After the 5th methyl 

is added at S16, it adopts a similar conformation to the S14 methyl that was already on the 

surface. It appears that although the methylation of S13 is unfavorable due to strain, once it 

is functionalized and provides space for the S14 methyl, space also becomes available for 

the S16 methyl to add with little additional strain. 

From this example, it appears that the strain, and thus the ΔG of reaction, varies between 

reactions categorized as 1N reactions. For this reason, the 1-neighbor maximum models 

should be interpreted as an upper bound that captures a range of 1N reactions, some of which 

are much more favored than others. We did not simulate a model that includes 2N reactions 

with ΔG values similar to the unfavorable 1N reaction since the resultant coverage would be 

> 100% which was not observed experimentally. 

Given this disparity in the reaction thermodynamics for two reactions that result in the exact 

same product and their differences isolated to the local environment of the methylation 

reaction site, we believe the most appropriate perspective to understand the coverage 

obtained using cobaltocene, which ranged from 63–67%, is that it reflects the expected 

outcome of the “local 1-neighbor max” model. From the simulated coverage distribution, 

this suggests an average upper bound of 67.3 ± 0.3% (N = 2000) coverage, with a range 

around 66.3 to 68.5% if all available sites within this constraint are functionalized each time. 

Methyl coverage, then, is ultimately limited by the unfavorable steric hinderance experienced 
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by the addition of a methyl group between two other methyl groups. It is possible that the 

“local 1-neighbor max” and the “global 3-in-a-row max” models are both contributing, e.g., 

if each methylation can occur next to at most one methyl, but not if there are already 3 

methyls in a row due to the steric hinderance for the existing methyls. But, since the coverage 

distribution for “global 3-in-a-row” is higher than for “local 1-neighbor max,” it would not 

affect the upper limit of the expected coverage under our current hypothesis. More MoS2 

units would be required in the unit cell of the DFT calculations to have enough space for 4 

adjacent methyls and an empty site, which we leave as future work. 

In a similar fashion, we argue that the “0-neighbor max” model reflects the lower bound of 

coverage distributions at 43.5 ± 0.2% (range of 42.9–44.1%), since we saw that methylation 

is more thermodynamically favorable than the first methylation reaction regardless of the 

number of methyl groups on the surface, as long as each reaction is surrounded by empty 

sites (Figure 3.17). If we assume that methylation in the no-reductant and ferrocene 

conditions proceeds only for the sites that are easiest to functionalize, then the “0-neighbor 

max” model represents an upper bound coverage distribution for these conditions. 

3.4 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we used density functional theory to explain the coverage limitations 

observed in Chapter 2 for the methylation of chemically exfoliated MoS2 in the 1Tʹ phase. 

We discovered that it is substantially more favorable both thermodynamically and kinetically 

to methylate low-S rather than high-S at any potential between 0.5 to –0.9 V vs SHE, which 

accounts for half of the sulfurs on the surface. In addition, subsequent methylation reactions 

proceed depending on the steric hinderance associated with the methyl addition, which can 

be simplified in terms of the number of nearest neighbors during the reaction. The reaction 

is substantially less favored thermodynamically when there are two neighbors compared to 

when there are none. We can model this neighbor effect on the upper limit of coverage using 

a “local 1-neighbor max” algorithm to simulate random functionalization of low-S on a 

100×100 grid of sulfurs, resulting in an expected coverage distribution centered at 67.3 ± 

0.3% per MoS2 based on 2000 simulations. This model encompasses the highest coverage 
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observed in the experimental data, which was 64 ± 2% using cobaltocene, and suggests to us 

that the coverage obtained using cobaltocene is indeed the highest coverage achievable on 

1Tʹ-MoS2. However, further examples of 1-neighbor reactions should be studied to elucidate 

the conditions where 1-neighbor reactions are favored vs restricted, since we observed both 

examples here. In the next chapter, we will discuss our investigation of reductant-activated 

WS2 methylation, compare the results to MoS2 methylation, and explain the differences in 

coverage using a combination of experimental and theoretical techniques.  
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Chapter 4:  Comparison of Reductant-Activated 

Functionalization on WS2 vs MoS2 

4.1 Introduction 

Tungsten disulfide (WS2) is a layered material that belongs to the same group of transition 

metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) as MoS2 with the formula MX2, where M = Mo, W, and X = 

S, Se.2 Tellurides are not typically included in discussions of TMDs because although WS2, 

MoSe2, and WSe2 are similar to MoS2 in their structure and phases, molybdenum and 

tungsten tellurides have semi-metallic characteristics in their natural 1Tʹ phase.2, 21 Having 

developed a reductant-activated functionalization method for MoS2 that shows a consistent 

increase in surface coverage as the reductant potential increases using both methyl and propyl 

functional groups in Chapter 2, we now seek to explore and understand the versatility and 

limits of this one-electron metallocene reductant-activated functionalization method in terms 

of how it can (or cannot) be readily applied to other materials. By investigating the 

adaptability of this method in various types of reactions, we can build a foundation of 

understanding for the important parameters that influence functionalization, which future 

researchers can use in untested scenarios. 

To extend the utility of reductant-activated functionalization beyond MoS2 and TMDs to 

other chalcogenides, pnictides, and even the carbon and boron groups, a natural starting point 

is to look at and compare the efficacy of reductant-activated functionalization on WS2, 

MoSe2, and WSe2, as these TMDs belong to the same group as MoS2, and their surface 

chemistry is the most similar. In fact, the intercalation and exfoliation functionalization in 

the absence of reductant on which this work is based is known to be applicable to MoS2, 

WS2, and MoSe2.19 Unfortunately, the Se3d peaks in the XPS spectra are highly overlapping 

and thus not amenable for quantification of the functionalized Se–C peak, making it difficult 

to measure changes in coverage to a meaningful level of precision for selenides. For this 

reason, we focus solely on comparing WS2 to MoS2. We will study the methylation reaction 

using methyl iodide as a system with minimal impact from steric limitations. By comparing 
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the effects of reductant-activated functionalization on two similar materials first, we hope to 

set a foundation for understanding how this method may be applied to other chalcogenides 

and beyond. 

4.2 Experimental Design 

To compare the effects of reductant-activated functionalization on chemically exfoliated 

WS2 (ceWS2) vs MoS2 (ceMoS2), ceWS2 was reacted with methyl iodide in the presence of 

one-electron metallocene reductants. To maintain consistency with metallocene reductants 

previously used to increase the methyl coverage on ceMoS2, the same five reductants were 

used: ferrocene (Cp2Fe), nickelocene (Cp2Ni), octamethylnickelocene (Me8Cp2Ni), 

cobaltocene (Cp2Co), and decamethylcobaltocene (Me10Cp2Co). The same procedure was 

used to intercalate and exfoliate WS2 as for MoS2 (Figure 2.1). We chose to compare only 

the case of functionalization with methyl iodide to observe the reductant effects without steric 

limitations. The procedure varied from 2–3 days in terms of the duration of the 

functionalization step. Experiments showed that these 1-day variations did not impact the 

coverage to an observable degree (see Results and Discussion), indicating that the coverages 

obtained were in the thermodynamic limit. See Appendix A for experimental details.  

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Methyl coverage of WS2 vs MoS2 using reductant-activated functionalization 

and influence of reaction time and temperature on coverage 

The coverage was quantified based on the XPS S2p peaks using the percentage of the S2p 

peak area belonging to functionalized sulfur (S–C bonds). Figure 4.1 shows the characteristic 

XPS W4f and S2p regions for ceWS2 before and after methyl functionalization and the 

additional S2p peak at ~163.3 eV indicative of functionalized sulfur. A new set of XPS fitting 

parameters was developed for WS2 samples in addition to the one used for MoS2 samples in 

Chapter 2, based on spectra of two ceWS2 and two ceMoS2 samples that were handled 

entirely under inert atmosphere with air-free transfer to the XPS instrument for XPS and UPS 
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measurements. These parameters are provided in Appendix B. Previous work indicates that 

functionalized ceMoS2 and ceWS2 remain in the 1Tʹ phase.19, 85  

Figure 4.2 graphs the UPS measurements of air-free ceMoS2 and ceWS2 in the high-energy 

cutoff and valence band regions. These measurements resulted in average work functions of 

4.11 eV and 3.94 eV for air-free ceMoS2 and ceWS2 samples (2 each), respectively. That the 

work function of ceWS2 is lower than of ceMoS2 is not surprising given that in the 2H phase, 

the conduction band minimum and valence band maximum of WX2s has been found 

experimentally and theoretically to be higher than those of the corresponding MoX2.101-103 

Note that these samples were not heated to remove adventitious carbon in situ prior to the 

UPS measurement, and thus unavoidably contain the influence of adventitious carbon. To 

determine the absolute work function with greater accuracy and precision, future work 

should attempt to remove adventitious carbon in the XPS instrument in situ with mild heating 

and measure more samples to verify this trend. The current data suggests that the work 

function of ceWS2 is lower compared to ceMoS2, and thus for reactions held at a particular 

 
Figure 4.1. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of W4f and S2p regions for ceWS2 and methyl-WS2 
synthesized with iodomethane and no reductant. Black dots are the raw data points and lines fit the 
peaks according to different species. For pure W-containing compounds, W5p3/2 separates well from 
W4f. However, for samples in which W has several chemical states, the W5p3/2 signal from lower 
chemical states overlaps with W4f5/2 peak from higher chemical states,100 which we also observe 
here. 
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potential, there is less driving force for the reductant to donate electrons to ceWS2 compared 

to ceMoS2.  

Figure 4.3a shows the coverages of functionalized ceWS2 and ceMoS2 samples as quantified 

by XPS S2p peaks following reductant-activated functionalization with methyl iodide, as a 

function of the effective solution potential assuming a reductant-to-oxidant ratio of 50:1. The 

methyl coverage increases as the reductant strength increases for both materials, with the 

highest coverages resulting from the addition of cobaltocene to the reaction. However, the 

average methyl coverage on WS2 is lower than on MoS2 for every condition. The average 

coverage on ceWS2 is 52 ± 7% in the cobaltocene condition and 25 ± 3% in the no-reductant 

condition, whereas the average coverage on ceMoS2 is 64 ± 2% and 41 ± 3% in the 

cobaltocene and no-reductant conditions respectively, resulting in a maximum relative 

coverage increase of 110% for ceWS2 and 60% for ceMoS2. Increasing the reduction 

potential from cobaltocene to decamethylcobaltocene resulted in lower coverages on both 

ceMoS2 and ceWS2. No significant difference was observed between ferrocene and no 

reductant (Figure 4.3b).  

 
Figure 4.2. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectra (UPS) of chemically exfoliated MoS2 and WS2 samples 
prepared and transferred under inert atmosphere. (a) The high binding energy cutoff and linear 
fits used to obtain the work function of drop cast nanosheets. (b) Valence-band regime for the same 
samples, showing a band gap near zero, consistent with reported calculations.14, 16 
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We also tested the effect of reaction time on WS2 methyl coverage in the range of 1–5 days, 

since the reaction times for functionalization experiments varied between 2–5 days between 

ceWS2 and ceMoS2. Figure 4.4a shows the WS2 methyl coverage as a function of reaction 

time between methyl iodide and ceWS2, either with no reductant or in the presence of 

octamethylnickelocene. Methyl coverage did not vary substantially on the time scale of 1–5 

days for both conditions, indicating that the reaction reaches the thermodynamic limit at 1–

2 days and that varying the reaction time between 2–5 days does not noticeably affect the 

coverage. 13C MAS NMR spectra were not obtained for the WS2 trend and remains to be 

investigated in future work. 

Figure 4.4b shows the results from temperature-dependence experiments which reveal that 

increasing the reaction temperature above room temperature did not substantially improve 

the methyl coverage. For these experiments, ceWS2 and methyl iodide were reacted for 2 

days at four temperatures (room temperature ~22 °C, 50 °C, 70 °C, or 90 °C) and under 4 

 
Figure 4.3. (a) Methyl coverage on ceMoS2 and ceWS2 after reacting with methyl iodide in the 
presence of various one-electron metallocene reductants as a function of the effective solution 
potential. The effective solution potentials were determined by correcting the formal potential with 
a 50:1 reductant-to-oxidant ratio for ferrocene, nickelocene, octamethylnickelocene, cobaltocene, 
and decamethylcobaltocene in order of reductant strength. Coverage increases as reductant 
strength increases for both materials, and decreases beyond cobaltocene, while ceWS2 consistently 
achieves lower coverage compared to ceMoS2. Lines are linear fits using least squares linear 
regression of points excluding those for decamethylcobaltocene. (b) Methyl coverage per MS2 (M = 
Mo, W) after reacting with iodomethane either with no reductant added or in the presence of 
ferrocene, as determined by fitting XPS spectra. Individual points represent a single experiment 
and hollow symbols indicate the average with standard deviation as error bars. No substantial 
differences can be observed between these two conditions for either ceMoS2 or ceWS2. 
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redox conditions (no reductant, octamethylnickelocene, cobaltocene, or 

decamethylcobaltocene). Not only did temperatures above room temperature not result in a 

substantial increase in coverage for any of these conditions, but temperatures above 50 °C 

appear to decrease the coverage. Temperatures above 90 °C were not used in order to 

minimize phase conversion from 1Tʹ to 2H. 

Given that MoS2 and WS2 undergo the same reaction mechanism with methyl iodide, a 

question that remains is why the coverage on WS2 is consistently lower than that of MoS2. 

This may be due to: (1) differences in the distribution or quantity of stored negative charge, 

both of which would affect the number of sulfurs with sufficient nucleophilicity to participate 

in the SN2 reaction, or (2) differences in nanosheet thickness which affects the fraction of 

sulfurs hidden from the surface. To address the question of charge distribution, we performed 

charge density calculations for 1×2 supercells of 1Tʹ-MS2 (M = Mo, W) using density 

functional theory (experimental details in Appendix A.6). Our results indicate that excess 

negative charge in 1Tʹ-MoS2 and 1Tʹ-WS2 is distributed similarly and concentrates on the 

sulfur atoms in both compounds. Figure 4.5 shows the charge density isosurfaces after 

 
Figure 4.4. (a) Methyl coverage on ceWS2 after reacting with methyl iodide in the presence of no 
reductant or with octamethylnickelocene as a function of reaction time. In both graphs, results from 
each reaction are shown as individual points to convey the distribution of values. Opacity is set of 
60% to allow visualization of overlapping points. (b) Methyl coverage on ceWS2 after reacting with 
methyl iodide in the presence of various reductants (none, octamethylnickelocene, cobaltocene, and 
decamethylcobaltocene) as a function of reaction temperature. No substantial differences were 
observed between room temperature and 50 °C, while coverage stayed the same or decreased for 
reaction temperatures above 50 °C. 
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subtracting the charge density of the neutral 1Tʹ-MS2 from the 1Tʹ-MS2 with an excess of 

0.25 electrons per MS2. The bandgaps for neutral 1Tʹ-MoS2 and 1Tʹ-WS2 were 0.09 eV and 

0.07 eV, whereas for negatively charged (0.25 per MS2) 1Tʹ-MoS2 and 1Tʹ-WS2 were 0.02 

eV and 0.01 eV, respectively. The bandgap for neutral 1Tʹ-MoS2 matches the spectroscopic 

studies and calculated bandgaps from previous studies.16, 20  

4.3.2 Zeta potentials and particle sizes of ceWS2, ceMoS2, fct-WS2, and fct-MoS2 

To determine whether the surface potential of ceWS2 is as negative as ceMoS2 after 

intercalation and exfoliation, we performed zeta potential measurements for ceMoS2, ceWS2, 

 
Figure 4.5. Charge density plot of 1Tʹ-MoS2 and 1Tʹ-WS2 using density functional theory (DFT) 
calculations after optimizing the structures. Charge density was calculated for neutral 1Tʹ-MoS2 
and 1Tʹ-WS2, and with a –1 charge for both cases, to simulate a net charge of 0.25 per MS2 (M = 
Mo, W). The neutral charge density plot was subtracted from the –1 charge density plot for both 
cases to obtain the charge density difference whose isosurface is shown above. Both structures show 
similar distribution of the excess negative charge. 
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and reaction mixtures of ceMoS2/ceWS2 with methyl iodide. The zeta potential of a particle 

is the electric potential at the boundary of the double layer on the particle surface, between 

the mobile fluid and the fluid attached to the particle, and can be used to characterize the 

dispersion stability of particles in solution.104-105 Zeta potential values typically range from –

100 mV to +100 mV, with highly dispersed particles possessing values greater than +30 mV 

or less than –30 mV. Since the zeta potential is sensitive to variations in pH and ionic strength 

and dilution is necessary in most cases to achieve a concentration low enough to measure 

particle mobility by light scattering techniques, the measured zeta potential does not reflect 

the true value of the zeta potential.104 Even so, we can gain a qualitative and comparative 

understanding of the zeta potentials between ceMoS2 and ceWS2 without knowing their true 

zeta potentials under reaction conditions. 

The particle sizes and zeta potentials for solutions of ceMoS2, ceWS2, ceMoS2 with ICH3, 

and ceWS2 with ICH3, were determined using dynamic light scattering. Each set of 

measurements consisted of 10 individual measurements, and particle size measurements  

 
Figure 4.6. (a) Particle sizes of ceMoS2, ceWS2, ceMoS2 + ICH3, and ceWS2 + ICH3, as a function of 
time after sample preparation plotted on a log10 y-axis. Linear fits are made using least squares 
linear regression. The accuracy of particle size measurements decreases for values above 1 µm. The 
increase in particle size after methyl functionalization indicate increased aggregation. (b) Mobility 
measurements using dynamic light scattering of suspensions of ceMoS2, ceWS2, ceMoS2 + ICH3, and 
ceWS2 + ICH3, as a function of time since sample preparation. For both plots, each point is an 
individual measurement, with each cluster containing 10 data points, and each point is set to 60% 
opacity to visualize the distribution of overlapping points. Values plotted here were used to obtain 
the zeta potentials plotted in Figure 4.7 using the Smoluchowski model. 
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lasted ~ 10 seconds while zeta potential measurements lasted ~ 2 minutes. The particle size 

and mobility values were used to compute the zeta potential and are shown in Figure 4.6. 

Figure 4.7 graphs the zeta potential measurements for ceMoS2, ceWS2, and the reactions 

ceMoS2 + ICH3, and ceWS2 + ICH3, as a function of the time elapsed since their preparation. 

The time of preparation for ceMoS2 and ceWS2 corresponds to the first addition of water to 

intercalated MoS2 and WS2, and for ceMoS2 + ICH3 and ceWS2 + ICH3 corresponds to the 

addition of methyl iodide. Since the exfoliated MS2 (M = Mo, W) needed to be purified, there 

was a 5-hour period between the addition of water and the zeta potential measurement for 

ceMS2, whereas the methyl iodide was added just before the particle size and zeta potential 

measurements for ceMS2 + ICH3. A second round of measurements for all four conditions 

was obtained after 24 hours. Table 4.1 lists the average and standard deviation of 10 points 

taken at each time cluster. Both ceMoS2 and ceWS2 had a zeta potential of ~ –60 mV 5 hours 

after exfoliation and ~ –50 mV 29 hours after exfoliation, suggesting that the surface 

potential is similar for both compounds. The ceMoS2 zeta potential is similar to the reported 

value of –41 mV in a previous study.19 

 
Figure 4.7. Zeta potential measurements for solutions of ceMoS2, ceWS2, ceMoS2 + ICH3, and ceWS2 
+ ICH3. Each point represents an individual measurement, with 60% opacity to show overlapping 
points. Left graph zooms in on the time frame from 5–25 minutes after sample preparation to show 
changes in zeta potential immediately after methyl iodide is added to ceMoS2 and ceWS2. Linear fits 
were made using least squares linear regression.  
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Table 4.1. Zeta potentials for solutions of ceMoS2, ceWS2, with and without methyl iodide, as a function 
of time after preparation. Averages and standard deviations are based on 10 measurements, each of 
which is plotted in Figure 4.7. 

Time elapsed since 
preparation 

(minutes) 

Zeta Potential (mV) (average ± standard deviation) 

ceMoS2 ceWS2 ceMoS2 + ICH3 ceWS2 + ICH3 

5 – – –31 ± 7 –56 ± 2 
300 (5 hours) –57 ± 2 –62 ± 3 – – 
420 (7 hours) –51 ± 5 –65 ± 1 – – 
1440 (24 hours) – – –32 ± 3 –32 ± 6 
1740 (29 hours) –52 ± 4 –47 ± 4 – – 

 

The zoom-in graph from 5–25 minutes highlights a notable difference in kinetics between 

the ceMoS2 + ICH3 and ceWS2 + ICH3 reactions. Within the first 30 minutes of reacting 

ceMoS2 with methyl iodide, the zeta potential shifted from ~ –45 mV to ~ –30 mV. In 

contrast, the zeta potential values for ceWS2 + ICH3 stayed relatively consistent in the first 

30 minutes of reaction at ~ –55 mV. We hypothesize that at t = 0 in the ceMoS2 + ICH3 

reaction, the zeta potential was similar to that of ceMoS2 at ~ –60 mV and began to move in 

the positive direction as the reaction proceeded during the 5 minutes that elapsed for the 

particle size measurement. 24 hours later, the zeta potentials for both reactions averaged –32 

mV. Using the zeta potential as an indirect measurement of the reaction progress, it appears 

that ceMoS2 reacts orders of magnitude faster than ceWS2 with methyl iodide. Given that the 

zeta potentials before and after functionalization are similar for both ceMoS2 and ceWS2, this 

data suggests that the lower methyl coverage on WS2 compared to MoS2 cannot be attributed 

to differences in surface potential. 

4.3.3 Comparison of the thermodynamics and kinetics of WS2 and MoS2 methyl 

functionalization using density functional theory modeling 

To supplement the experimental results discussed above, we performed density functional 

theory calculations for the methylation of 1Tʹ-MoS2 and WS2 with ClCH3 to assess whether 

theoretical calculations of the thermodynamics and kinetics for the first methyl addition can 

help explain the differences in coverages observed experimentally. To make the relevant 
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comparison, we used a previously developed grand canonical potential kinetics (GCP-K) 

formulation to convert the free energies obtained by fixed charge calculations to grand 

canonical potential (GCP) free energies at fixed potential.106 The same process that was used 

in Chapter 3 (detailed in Appendix C.5) was used to interpolate the GCP free energy from 

potential for the initial, transition, and final states for the MoS2 + ClCH3 and WS2 + ClCH3 

reactions. Six calculations for MoS2 spanning 0.8 to –0.8 V vs SHE and seven calculations 

for WS2 spanning 0.3 to –0.9 V vs SHE were used to interpolate the free energy vs potential 

curves of initial, transition, and final states. The interpolation process uses a quadratic fit of 

the free energy vs number of electrons, shown in Figure C.1 and discussed in Appendix C. 

Figure 4.8 shows the dependence of the free energy (ΔG) of the reaction and the barrier 

height (ΔG‡) on the potential (V vs SHE) for the reactions MoS2 + ClCH3 and WS2 + ClCH3, 

with the methyl being added to S7 in both cases. At any given potential, ΔG is calculated as 

the final state GCP free energy subtracted by that of the initial state, and ΔG‡ is calculated as 

the transition state GCP free energy subtracted by that of the initial state. These calculations 

indicate that ΔG of 1Tʹ-MoS2 methylation is ~0.2–0.4 eV more negative than the ΔG of 1Tʹ-

WS2 methylation at every potential within the interpolation range, and the ΔG‡ of MoS2 and 

 
Figure 4.8. Interpolation in 0.1 V intervals of (a) the free energy and (b) the barrier height, of adding 
ClCH3 to S7 (Figure 3.1) on 1Tʹ-MoS2 and WS2. The free energies and barrier heights are calculated 
by subtracting the initial state grand canonical potential from the final state grand canonical 
potential (for the free energy) or the transition state grand canonical potential (for the barrier 
height) at fixed potential for each reaction. 
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WS2 methylation are similar at ~0.3 V vs SHE but diverge as the potential becomes more 

negative, with ΔG‡ for MoS2 methylation being ~0.05 eV lower than WS2 methylation within 

the interpolation range. At 0.3 V vs SHE (the no-reductant condition) with a difference of 

0.02 eV in barrier height, the rate constant k for MoS2 methylation and WS2 methylation 

differs by a factor of 2 at 1.7 s-1 and 0.9 s-1, respectively. However, due to the exponential 

dependence of rate on the barrier height, at –0.1 V vs SHE (the nickelocene condition) with 

a 0.05 eV difference in barrier height, the rate differs by an order of magnitude with k = 310 

s-1 for MoS2 and k = 41 s-1 for WS2. This difference in the rate constant is consistent with our 

observations that the zeta potential of the MoS2 methylation reaction reaches the value of the 

functionalized product within 30 minutes, whereas for WS2 it takes up to 24 hours. 

Since our experiments show that the coverage does not change substantially after 1 day of 

reaction for WS2 methylation (Figure 4.4), and we used a minimum of 2 days reaction time 

for the MoS2 and WS2 coverage data shown Figure 2.8 and Figure 4.3, the experimental 

coverages for WS2 appear to be limited by thermodynamics rather than kinetics. We can 

deduce that the MoS2 reactions also reached their thermodynamic limit since we observed in 

the zeta potential measurements (Section 4.3.2) that MoS2 methylation occurs faster than 

WS2. Figure 4.8a predicts that at any potential, MoS2 methylation is more 

thermodynamically favorable than WS2 methylation and suggests that for WS2 methylation 

to have the same thermodynamic driving force as MoS2 methylation, the potential for the 

WS2 reaction should be performed between –0.3 V to –0.7 V relative to the MoS2 reaction 

depending on the potential. From the linear fit of the experimental coverage data in Figure 

4.3, we can calculate the potential at which WS2 obtains the same methyl coverage that MoS2 

obtains in the absence of reductant. The ferrocene condition at –0.1 V vs E0(Fc+/0) showed 

no substantial effect on the coverage relative to the no-reductant case for both materials. At 

this potential, the MoS2 methyl coverage is 0.44 per MoS2. When the WS2 methyl coverage 

is 0.44, the corresponding potential calculated using the linear fit is –0.9 V vs E0(Fc+/0), a 

difference of –0.8 V. Comparing this –0.8 V difference to the prediction based on the DFT 

thermodynamic calculations that WS2 requires an additional –0.3 to –0.7 V of applied 

potential in order to achieve the same coverage as MoS2, we can attribute a portion of our 
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experimental observations to differences in the thermodynamic favorability of the reaction, 

keeping in mind that these calculations are reflective of only the first methyl addition. This 

difference in thermodynamics between WS2 and MoS2 may be the result of tungsten having 

a higher electronegativity and larger size compared to molybdenum, allowing it to stabilize 

the negative charges on the sulfur which reduces the nucleophilicity of the sulfur atoms and 

makes WS2 less prone to engage in a nucleophilic addition reaction. 

4.4 Conclusion 

Methyl coverage of chemically exfoliated WS2 (ceWS2) increases as the strength of the 

reductant in the reaction solution increases from nickelocene to cobaltocene, with the latter 

achieving a two-fold increase in coverage compared to the no-reductant case. Although this 

110% increase in coverage on ceWS2 is greater than the 60% increase observed on ceMoS2, 

the methyl coverage on ceMoS2 was consistently higher than on ceWS2. Zeta potential 

measurements also confirmed that the surface potential of ceWS2 is similar to that of ceMoS2 

before and after methylation with methyl iodide. These differences in coverage at constant 

potential can be explained by the thermodynamics of these reactions with support from DFT 

calculations showing that the ΔG of WS2 methylation is consistently ~0.2–0.4 eV lower than 

the ΔG of MoS2 methylation at constant potential, and that the driving force for WS2 

methylation can be made similar to that of MoS2 if WS2 methylation occurs –0.3 to –0.7 V 

relative to MoS2. This explains a portion of the –0.8 V difference in the experimental data.  

One hypothesis that was not tested in this work is the possibility that the average number of 

layers per nanosheet for ceWS2 is higher than for ceMoS2, resulting in fewer available basal 

plane sulfurs to participate in the reaction for ceWS2. To address this hypothesis, atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) and Raman spectroscopy can be used in future work to determine 

the average number of layers in ceMoS2 and ceWS2 nanosheets. In addition, gently heating 

ceMoS2 and ceWS2 samples in situ in the XPS instrument prior to work function 

measurements in conjunction with a greater number of samples can help produce more 

accurate and precise absolute work function values in the future. 
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The results from this study suggest that reductant-activated functionalization using one-

electron metallocenes has promising potential to be broadly applicable for chalcogenide 

functionalization, and possibly also for other nucleophilic compounds. The absolute 

coverage even amongst the most similar of materials will depend on the subtle differences in 

atomic properties, and DFT along with the grand canonical potential kinetics formulation 

can be useful tools to evaluate the expected differences in reactivity and coverage prior to 

experimental testing as a method of screening promising candidates. To evaluate the 

possibility of extending reductant-activated functionalization beyond chalcogenides, 

reductant-activated functionalization should be tested on non-chalcogenide compounds, and 

theoretical studies to predict the coverage as a function of reduction potential can help to 

direct research efforts.   
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Chapter 5:  Conclusion and Outlook 

We have developed and demonstrated a redox-based functionalization method that is 

versatile and tunable, enabling the control of surface functionalization coverage as a function 

of the solution potential. This method works by changing the solution potential using redox 

couples, or by applying a potential to control the potential of a ceMoS2 electrode directly. 

Our results also indicate that a strong reductant such as cobaltocene can enable the 

functionalization of ceMoS2 with weak electrophiles (e.g. 1-chloropropane), and of 2H-MoS2 

with good electrophiles (e.g. 1-bromo-4-fluorobutane and 2-iodo-1,1,1-trifluoroethane). We 

found that the highest coverage that we could obtain using reductant-activated coverage with 

the smallest carbon-based functional group, a methyl group, averaged ~64%.  

Using density functional theory (DFT) calculations and simulations of random surface 

functionalization, we obtained two values which we believe represent the lower and upper 

bounds of expected coverage on ceMoS2. From the DFT calculations, we found that 

methylation of low-S sulfurs is substantially more favorable than of high-S sulfurs both 

thermodynamically and kinetically. We also found a substantial difference in the 

thermodynamic favorability of methylation on sites with 2 adjacent methyl groups compared 

to those with none. Methylation of sites adjacent to 1 methyl group varied between these two 

extremes. By simulating the expected coverage based on random functionalization of the 

surface according to the constraint that allows either 0 or 1 adjacent functional group for each 

reaction, we obtained expected coverages of 43.5 ± 0.2% and 67.3 ± 0.3%, which we believe 

can model the upper bounds of coverages in the experimental no-reductant and cobaltocene 

conditions, for which we observed ~40% and ~64% coverage, respectively. 

Extending the experimental and theoretical methods used to functionalize ceMoS2 to ceWS2, 

we found the coverage on ceWS2 also increases with increasing reduction potential. 

However, the coverage on ceWS2 was consistently lower than on ceMoS2 at every potential 

tested. Using zeta potential measurements, we found that the surface potentials for as-

prepared ceMoS2 and ceWS2 are both ~ –60 mV. DFT calculations helped to explain this 
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coverage difference by revealing that 1Tʹ-WS2 methylation is consistently less favorable 

thermodynamically and kinetically compared to 1Tʹ-MoS2 methylation. The latter is 

consistent with zeta potential measurements, and the former helps to explain the differences 

in coverage observed experimentally in the thermodynamic limit. This investigation 

demonstrated the similarities in the coverage trend and differences in the absolute coverage 

that results from applying the same procedure to materials within the same group of 

compounds. Out of the three materials tested in this thesis, the highest coverages were 

achieved on ceMoS2, followed by ceWS2, and (unsurprisingly, due to its relatively inert 

properties) finally 2H-MoS2. Understanding how to control coverage and achieve high 

densities is important for applying functionalized surfaces to control corrosion or 

recombination at edge sites, to create surface dipoles that tune relative band positions, to 

introduce chemically reactive handles for subsequent functionalization, and for use of such 

surfaces as absorption sensors. Any application that relies on the effects or signals produced 

by the functionalized surface requires quantitative control of the surface coverage.  

In summary, we have found that the qualitative trend of increasing coverage with stronger 

reductants holds regardless of the phase of the material and the identity of the metal for 

compounds within the same group, whether it is 1Tʹ-ceMoS2 or 2H-MoS2, or ceWS2. The 

main difference is the absolute coverage that can be obtained with a given electrophile and a 

given potential. We expect that this will be the case when extending this method to other 

chalcogenides (such as GaS and GaSe, which has been previously functionalized with aryl 

halides),107 the pnictides, and materials based on the carbon and boron groups. Since this 

method has yet to be systematically investigated on group 11, 12, 13, and other group 14 

compounds, except for oxidant-activated functionalization on bulk and nanoparticle silicon, 

this is a fruitful area for further investigation.  

As such, we propose that future work be performed in several areas: first, to extend the 

preliminary results herein on reductant-activated functionalization of 2H-MoS2 with greater 

characterization of the product and use DFT to explain and predict the reactivity of 2H-MoS2 

to electrophiles and how reactivity does (or does not) depend on the presence of sulfur 

vacancies; second, to use the control afforded by reductant-activated functionalization to 
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synthesize multifunctional surfaces with mixed functional groups; third, to explore oxidant-

activated functionalization on TMDs and merge the insights with the work herein into a 

holistic understanding of redox-activated functionalization on TMDs; fourth, to expand 

testing of redox-activated functionalization on compounds from groups 11, 12 and 13 (boron-

based, carbon-based, and pnictides) and use DFT to explain the observed behavior; and 

finally in the course of the above, to explore oxidants, reductants, and electrochemical 

techniques not tested herein. Characterization of the stability and air-sensitivity of the 

functionalized products will also enable future researchers to identify and explore 

appropriate combinations for application-specific needs. Thus, there is a tremendous breadth 

of research to explore by employing the concept of redox-activated functionalization to the 

area of 2D materials functionalization.  
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Appendix A: Experimental and DFT Computational 

Methods 

A.1 Materials 

All organic solvents and reagents were purchased commercially and used as received without 

further purification. Molybdenum disulfide powder (99%), tungsten disulfide powder 

(99.8%), bis(cyclopentadienyl)nickel(II) (nickelocene), and bis(tetramethylcyclo-

pentadienyl)nickel(II) (octamethylnickelocene) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Anhydrous 

hexanes, anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), n-butyllithium (1.6 M in hexanes), 

bis(cyclopentadienyl)iron(II) (ferrocene), bis(pentamethylcyclopentadienyl)cobalt(II) 

(decamethylcobaltocene), and bis(cyclopentadienyl)cobalt(II) (cobaltocene), were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All the above chemicals were stored in an Ar- or N2-filled 

glovebox (<5 ppm O2), except for ferrocene. Nanopure water with a resistivity ≥18.2 

MΩ·cm was obtained from a Barnstead E-Pure system. The centrifuge used for purification 

was a Beckman Coulter Avanti J-20 XP centrifuge with a JA-17 fixed rotor, where 

rcf(×g)=137.75×(rpm/1000)2. 

A.2 Synthesis of Chemically Exfoliated MoS2 (ceMoS2) and WS2 

(ceWS2) 

MoS2 or WS2 powder (1 eq.) was intercalated with Li by heating to 98 °C with n-butyllithium 

(1.6 M in hexanes, 2.5 eq.) in a sealed glass pressure tube for 24 hours. The powder was 

filtered and washed with anhydrous hexanes (10 × 2 mL), then exfoliated in H2O at a 

maximum concentration of 0.14 M. The dispersion was sonicated for 1 h, then centrifuged 

at 2000 rpm (551 rcf) for 5 min to remove unexfoliated material. The supernatant was 

retained and centrifuged at 6000 rpm (4959 rcf) to obtain the precipitate, which was then 

washed with H2O, and then with either H2O if no other reactions will be performed, or 

anhydrous N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) if the following reaction is functionalization in 

DMF. Samples of ceMoS2 or ceWS2 were drop cast from 1:1 water/methanol suspensions 
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onto p+-Si for XPS measurements and were dried in vacuo for 2 days for ATR-FTIR and 

NMR measurements. 

A.3 Reductant-Activated Functionalization of ceMoS2 and ceWS2  

Chemically exfoliated MoS2 or WS2 were suspended in 10 mL of DMF at a concentration of 

0.1 M in a 20 mL scintillation vial. The concentration was determined by evaporating 0.1 

mL of solution on tared weighing paper and measuring the mass difference using a 

microbalance. All functionalized MoS2 and WS2 samples were synthesized using DMF as 

the solvent unless otherwise indicated. The alkyl halide (10 eq.) and metallocene reductant 

(5 eq.) were added and the solution was stirred for 42 h (WS2) or 66 h (MoS2) while being 

covered in aluminum foil. No significant differences were observed in coverage between 42 

h vs 66 h for MoS2 and WS2 functionalization. Metallocenes were added in either ambient 

conditions (ferrocene) or in an Ar-purged glovebox (nickelocene, octamethylnickelocene, 

cobaltocene, decamethylcobaltocene) after purging the TMD/DMF solution with Ar(g). The 

reductant was not added under no-reductant conditions. Centrifugation to wash the 

functionalized TMD was performed at 6500 rpm (5820 rcf) for 30 min rounds, and the 

precipitate was resuspended by sonication in between rounds. The product was washed with 

DMF until the metallocene color was not visible (typically 3-4 rounds × 12 mL), then with 

isopropanol (2 × 12 mL) and methanol (2 × 12 mL). The final product was resuspended in 

1:1 water/methanol for drop casting for XPS, and the solvent was removed in vacuo to obtain 

a dry powder for ATR-FTIR and NMR measurements. 

A.4 Preparation of ceMoS2 Electrodes and Open-Circuit Voltage 

Measurement 

Pyrolytic graphite plates (GraphiteStore) were polished to a mirror finish with SiC polishing 

paper. Solutions containing ceMoS2 suspended in nanopure water at a concentration of 3.4 

mg/mL were diluted to 0.20 mg/mL in methanol and drop cast in 20 µL aliquots to a total 

loading of 16 µg onto graphite plates heated to 120 °C in air. Samples were stored under a 

dry nitrogen atmosphere (O2 < 1 ppm) prior to testing. Silver pseudo reference electrodes 
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were prepared from a silver wire, polished with SiC paper to a bright finish, and sealed in a 

glass tube containing 0.10 M tetrabutyl ammonium perchlorate and 0.01 M silver nitrate. A 

Vycor frit was sealed to the end of the tube using heat-shrink tubing. Electrochemical cells 

were cleaned in 3:1 (v/v) HCl(aq)/HNO3(aq) for 6 h, rinsed in deionized water, and dried in an 

oven at 120 °C. Tetrabutyl ammonium perchlorate (0.10 M) was dissolved in acetonitrile to 

serve as the working electrolyte, with methyl iodide (0.10 M) added immediately prior to 

electrochemical testing. A Pt wire served as a counter electrode and an Ag/Ag+ wire was 

separated from the working electrolyte with a Vycor frit and served as the reference 

electrode. The potential of the Ag pseudo reference was calibrated to Fc/Fc+ in a separate 

cell before and after testing. The cell was purged with N2 prior to testing to remove dissolved 

O2 and the headspace was continuously flushed with a small stream of N2 throughout the 

experiment. The voltametric responses for three samples of ceMoS2 film on polished 

pyrolytic graphite were obtained in a cell containing 0.10 M methyl iodide. The average open 

circuit voltage immediate after placement within the cell was –0.074 ± 0.006 V vs Fc/Fc+. 

A.5 Sample Characterization 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) 

data were collected using a Kratos AXIS Ultra spectrometer equipped with a hybrid magnetic 

and electrostatic electron lens system and a delay-line detector (DLD). The photoelectron-

ejection vector was 90° with respect to the sample surface plane. XPS data were collected 

using a monochromatic Al Kα X-ray source (1486.7 eV) at pressures < 9 × 10-9 Torr. The 

electron-collection lens aperture was set to sample a 700 × 300 μm spot, and the analyzer 

pass energy was 80 eV for survey spectra and 10 eV for high-resolution spectra. UPS data 

were collected using a He I ultraviolet source (21.2 eV) at a pressure of 1 × 10-8 Torr in the 

analysis chamber. The electron-collection lens aperture was set to a 55 μm spot size and the 

analyzer pass energy was 5 eV. The instrument energy scale and work function were 

calibrated using clean Au, Ag, and Cu standards. The instrument was operated by Vision 

Manager software v. 2.2.10 revision 5 and data was analyzed using CasaXPS software 

(CASA Software Ltd). 
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Attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) data were 

collected using a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 optical spectrometer with a IR6118 

Diamond ATR Smart iTR accessory. The spectrometer was equipped with a deuterated ʟ-

alanine-doped triglycine sulfate (DLaTGS) detector, an electronically temperature-

controlled (ETC) EverGlo mid-IR source, a N2(g) purge, and a KBr beam splitter. The 

spectra reported herein are averages of 1000 scans at 2 cm-1 resolution, background corrected 

using the spectrum of ceMoS2. Spectra were collected and processed using OMNIC software 

v. 9.2.41. 

Raman spectra were collected with a Renishaw inVia Raman microprobe equipped with a 

Leica DM 2500 M microscope, Leica N Plan 50x objective (numerical aperture = 0.75), 1800 

lines mm-1 grating, and CCD detector configured in a 180° backscatter geometry. A 532 nm 

diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) laser (Renishaw RL532C50) was used as the excitation 

source. A λ/4 plate was used to circularly polarize the incident excitation. No polarizing 

collection optic was used. 

The solid-state carbon-13 (125.4 MHz) nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectra were 

acquired on a Bruker DSX-500 MHz NMR spectrometer using a Bruker 4.0 mm magic-angle 

spinning probe at ambient conditions. Samples were prepared by carefully packing dried 

functionalized MoS2 powder in a zirconium rotor. For 13C cross-polarization magic angle 

spinning (13C CPMAS) NMR experiments, 8.0 kHz spin rate, 4 s recycle delay, 2 ms contact 

time, π/2 pulse width of 4 μs, and typically 4000 scans using a TPPI 1H decoupling method 

were used. The spectra were referenced to tetramethylsilane (TMS). 

The particle sizes and zeta potentials were measured using Brookhaven Instruments 

Corporation Zeta-PALS instrument. Using nanopure H2O, samples of ceMoS2 and methyl-

MoS2 were diluted to 0.043 mg/mL (0.27 mM), ceWS2 and methyl-WS2 were diluted to 

0.095 mg/mL (0.38 mM), and 150-200 µL of each sample was loaded into a disposable 

cuvette (Eppendorf UVette). Particle size was measured using the Zeta-PALS particle sizing 

software (version 4.0, Brookhaven Instruments Corporation) with an angle of 90° and 

refractive index of 1.33. Zeta potential measurements were performed with conductance 
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values of 20-30 µS for ceMoS2, 25-36 µS for methyl-MoS2, 27-31 µS for ceWS2, and 24-33 

µS for methyl-WS2. After 1 day, the conductance for methyl-MoS2 and methyl-WS2 

increased to 89 µS and 163 µS, respectively. Electrodes were placed in the cuvette with the 

samples, and each set of zeta potential measurements consisted of 10 runs at 10 seconds each, 

fitted to the Smoluchowski model using the Zeta-PALS software. 

A Cahn C-35 microbalance with a sensitivity of 10 μg was used to determine the 

concentration of MoS2 and WS2 dispersions. 

A.6 Density Functional Theory Methods 

Geometry optimization calculations were carried out using the Vienna ab-initio simulation 

package (VASP) with plane wave basis set and projector augmented-wave pseudopotentials 

(PAW). The geometries were optimized using conjugate gradient with Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation potentials using the PBE-D3 functional with Becke -

Jonson damping starting from a previously reported calculated 1Tʹ-MoS2 structure 

transformed from the hexagonal cell to a rectangular cell and the addition of a 30 Å thick 

vacuum slab.14 We applied a plane wave energy cutoff of 500 eV and used a Γ-centered 

6×6×1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid for a 1×2 periodic slab of 1Tʹ-MS2 (M = Mo, W). The 

1×2 unit cell was then converted into a 2×4 supercell containing 16 Mo atoms and 32 S atoms 

and re-optimized using a 3×3×1 k-grid (Figure 3.3). The criteria of convergence for energy 

and force were set to 1E-5 eV and 0.01 eV/ Å. Water was used as the solvent and cavitation 

energy contribution was neglected during the structural minimization with VASP. Both the 

MoS2 and WS2 structures were optimized by first allowing the unit cell parameters, volume, 

and atom positions to relax, and then constraining the cell parameters in subsequent 

optimizations for functionalized 1Tʹ-MoS2 and WS2. The free energies of our optimized 

structures (obtained using jDFTx as described in the following paragraph) compared to the 

starting structure from literature differed by 0.03 eV/MoS2, indicating minimal deviation in 

the formation energy. Climbing image nudged elastic band (NEB) method with was used to 

calculate the reaction barrier and transition states for all reactions at fixed charge.  
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To determine the free energy and potential of the optimized structures with greater accuracy, 

we used jDFTx (v.1.6.0.)108 with the CANDLE solvation model109 and 0.1 M KF in water, 

with the corresponding charge used to obtain the minimized structure in the input. The 

potential vs SHE was calculated using “mu,” the potential relative to vacuum in hartrees, 

from the Charged.out file as Potential (V vs SHE) = mu × -27.2116 eV/Ha – 4.44 eV.  
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Appendix B: Details of X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

(XPS) Analysis 

B.1 Analysis and Quantification of Coverage from XPS Data 

High-resolution XPS data were analyzed using CasaXPS software v. 2.3.17. A Shirley 

background was applied to all C1s, S2p, Mo3d, W4f, and F1s spectra, with endpoints 

averaged from 21 points. Spectra were calibrated by setting the C1s peak at 284.8 eV. Peaks 

were fitted according to the constraints listed below, and the coverage per sulfur atom was 

obtained using the area of the functionalized sulfur peaks divided by the total area of all 

sulfur peaks. This value was doubled to obtain the coverage per MS2 unit (M = Mo, W). 

Although a similar value can be obtained by quantifying the sulfur peaks relative to the 

transition metal peaks, a comparison within the same XPS binding energy region removes 

errors associated with any changes in the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of photoelectrons 

as the kinetic energy is changed. 

B.1.1 Lineshapes 

The W4f and Mo3d peaks were fit using a modified Lorentzian asymmetric lineshape with 

tail damping, LF(α, β, w, m), where α and β determine the tail asymmetry, w is the tail 

damping parameter, and m defines the width of the Gaussian. LF(1,1,55,260) was used to fit 

all Mo3d peaks based on previous reports modelling Mo XPS peaks110 and 

LF(1.6,1.6,75,260) was used to fit all W4f and W5p3/2 peaks in order to minimize the residual 

standard deviation (residual STD) by adjusting the tail. Mo3d and W4f peaks are symmetrical 

except in the case of pure Mo and W metal.100 The S2s peak in the Mo3d region was fit using 

a Lorentzian asymmetric lineshape, LA(α, β, m), with parameters LA(2,2,50) by matching 

the experimental data and minimizing the residual STD between the fit and the data in 

CasaXPS. S2p peaks were fit using a Voigt GL(30) function with 70% Gaussian and 30% 

Lorentzian character, which resulted in a minimum in the residual STD. 

B.1.2 Constraints 
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Due to spin-orbit coupling, the Mo3d, W4f, and S2p peaks are doublets with specific area 

ratios and position constraints. The following constraints were applied:  

• area(Mo3d3/2) = area(Mo3d5/2) × 0.67 

• FWHM(Mo3d3/2) = FWHM(Mo3d5/2) ± 0.2 

• position(Mo3d3/2) = position(Mo3d5/2) + 3.13 eV 

• area(W4f5/2) = area(W4f7/2) × 0.75 

• FWHM(W4f5/2) = FWHM(W4f7/2) 

• position(W4f5/2) = position(W4f7/2) + 2.17 eV 

• area(S2p1/2) = area(S2p3/2) × 0.5 

• FWHM(S2p1/2) = FWHM(S2p3/2) 

• position(S2p1/2) = position(S2p3/2) + 1.18 eV 

In addition, the ratios of the areas and positions of the 2H to 1T′ S2p peaks were determined 

from the average of the unconstrained fitting of ceMoS2 and ceWS2 samples (2 each) that 

were handled completely under inert atmosphere including air-free transfer to the XPS 

instrument. These ratios were used to constrain the ratios of 2H to 1T′ S2p in the analysis of 

functionalized samples to avoid over- or under-fitting the functionalized sulfur peak. The 

following constraints were applied to fct-MoS2 and fct-WS2 spectra: 

• area(MoS2(2H) S2p) = area(MoS2(total) S2p) × 0.18 

• area(MoS2(2H) Mo3d) = area(MoS2(total) Mo3d) × 0.18 

• position(MoS2(2H) S2p3/2) = position(MoS2(1Tʹ) S2p3/2) + 1.0 eV 

• position(MoS2(S*) S2p3/2) = position(MoS2(1Tʹ) S2p3/2) – 0.61 eV 

 

• area(WS2(2H) S2p) = area(WS2(total) S2p) × 0.18 

• area(WS2(2H) W4f) = area(WS2(total) W4f) × 0.18 

• position(WS2(2H) S2p3/2) = position(WS2(1Tʹ) S2p3/2) + 1.12 eV 

• position(WS2(S*) S2p3/2) = position(WS2(1Tʹ) S2p3/2) – 0.61 eV 
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Note that since the values above were determined from 2 samples, additional samples will 

improve the accuracy of the estimate for these constraints and would change the 

quantification values for individual samples accordingly. Even so, a given set of constraints 

produces a reliable method of fitting and comparison between samples, thus we proceeded 

with the above constraints with the disclaimer that should different constraints be applied, 

the fittings would change accordingly. For instance, increasing the distance between 2H and 

1T S2p3/2 peaks from 1.12 to 1.17 eV, keeping all other parameters constant, results in an 

decrease of 0.7% in the calculated coverage per WS2, which is negligible considering the 

variability between samples of 2–5% in most conditions. To provide a metric of variability, 

below are the average ± standard deviation of fitting parameters found from fitting ceMoS2 

and ceWS2 samples that were used to inform the above constraints:  

• area(MoS2(2H) S2p) / area(MoS2(total) S2p) = 0.18 ± 0.02 

• position(MoS2(2H) S2p3/2) – position(MoS2(1Tʹ) S2p3/2) = 0.979 ± 0.003 eV 

• position(MoS2(S*) S2p3/2) – position(MoS2(1Tʹ) S2p3/2) = –0.62 ± 0.006 eV 

 

• area(WS2(2H) S2p) / area(WS2(total) S2p) = 0.18 ± 0.018 

• position(WS2(2H) S2p3/2) – position(WS2(1Tʹ) S2p3/2) = 1.12 ± 0.13 eV 

• position(WS2(S*) S2p3/2) – position(WS2(1Tʹ) S2p3/2) = –0.60 ± 0.04 eV 
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Appendix C: Calculations and Conversions 

C.1 Quantification of Coverage from 13C MAS NMR Data 

For quantification to corroborate the XPS analysis, solid state magic angle spinning (MAS) 
13C NMR spectra were obtained for 13C-enriched methyl-MoS2 and methyl-WS2 synthesized 

from 13C-iodomethane under three conditions: no reductant, with nickelocene, and with 

cobaltocene. Spectra were normalized using an external standard, 1,2,4,5-tetramethyl-1H-

imidazole, and corrected for the natural abundance of 13C. The mmol/g of carbon was 

calculated per sample according to the standard spectrum, and converted to coverage per 

MS2 (M = Mo, W) using the expected molecular weight of the functionalized samples based 

on the XPS data (e.g. for the no-reductant WS2 case, with ~40% coverage per MoS2, the 

molecular weight of MoS2(13CH3)0.4 was used). For example, with 2.4 mmol/g of 13C in the 

no-reductant condition and 10.1 mg of sample during the measurement: 

coverage per MoS2 = (mmol of 13C) / (mmol of Mo) 
                                = (2.4 mmol/g × 0.0101 g) / (0.0101 g / (166.5g/mol) × 1000 mg/g) 
                                = 0.02424 mmol 13C / 0.06066 mmol Mo 
                                = 0.40 

C.2 Work Functions of ceMoS2 and ceWS2 

The high-binding energy regions of the UPS spectra for ceMoS2 and ceWS2 (2 each) shown 

in Figure 2.7 and Figure 4.2 were fitted using linear regression to determine the point at 

which the linear fit intersects the x-axis. This binding energy cutoff value was then used to 

calculate the work function using the formula WF = E(He I) – BE(cutoff) = 21.22 eV – 

BE(cutoff). 

C.3 Effective Reduction Potential for One-Electron Reductants 

The standard potential for the one-electron redox couple corresponding to each of the 

reductants used in our experiments was obtained from literature using values obtained in 

acetonitrile shifted by +30 mV based on the difference in formal potentials for the 
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ferrocenium/ferrocene redox couple in acetonitrile vs DMF.96, 111 This conversion affects 

only the comparison between the MoS2 and WS2 work functions and the reductant on the 

absolute energy scale, for which we used Evac = –4.44 V vs SHE, E(Fc+/0) = 0.4 V vs SHE, 

resulting in E(Fc+/0) = 4.84 V vs Evac. The effective reduction potential for a solution where 

only the reductant was added was estimated from the Nernst equation assuming a 50:1 ratio 

of reductant to oxidant (i.e. 98% purity), resulting in a correction of –0.1 V to obtain the 

effective potentials in Figure 2.8 and Figure 4.3, and Table 2.1. 

𝐸𝐸eff = 𝐸𝐸(A/A−) −
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅
𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧

ln
𝑎𝑎Red

𝑎𝑎Ox
 

C.4 Vibrational Frequencies of Methanethiol and Propanethiol 

Table C.5.1. List of all vibrational frequencies calculated using density functional theory (B3LYP with 
basis set 6-311G**) for methanethiol and propanethiol, assigned to experimental peaks from methyl-
MoS2 and propyl-MoS2 (synthesized using methyl iodide and 1-iodopropane, respectively). A 
description is provided for characteristic (experimental) or high-intensity (theoretical) peaks. 
Calculated frequencies that contained substantial contribution from the S–H bond were not used to 
assign peaks due the absence of this bond in experimental samples. 

 DFT Vibrational 
Frequency (cm-1) 

DFT 
Intensity 
(km/mol) 

Experimental Peak 
Frequency from MoS2-CH3 
and MoS2-(CH2)2CH3 (cm-1) 

Description 

Methanethiol 24500 16.1 -- -- 
688.57 2.56 694 C–S stretch 
800.70 1.044 -- -- 
978.82 11.6 946 C–H in-plane rock 
1099.55 20.8 -- CH3/S–H rock 
1369.87 10.4 1289 C–H symmetrical wag 

(CH3) 
1475.65 5.49 -- -- 
1486.35 8.65 -- -- 
2659.60 8.76 -- S–H stretch 
3047.06 28.6 2905 C–H symmetrical 

stretch (CH3) 
3130.39 10.8 -- -- 
3135.79 8.24 -- -- 

Propanethiol 108.54 4.44 -- -- 
174.96 17.7 -- -- 
231.84 2.22 -- -- 
249.30 0.0700 -- -- 
355.97 0.528 -- -- 
721.89 3.44 727 C–S stretch 
768.36 4.94 793 C–H in-plane rock 

(CH3/CH2) 
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847.50 3.66 -- S–H bend 
882.49 0.334 -- -- 
944.17 1.581 898 C–H out-of-plane wag 

(CH3/CH2) 
1043.98 0.0873 -- -- 
1074.90 5.08 1054 C–H twist (CH2/CH3) 
1135.96 5.40 1082 C–C–C symmetric 

stretch 
1250.33 0.960 -- -- 
1283.66 37.2 1257 C–H wag (CH2) 
1334.70 3.45 -- -- 
1383.15 4.97 -- -- 
1418.79 2.79 -- -- 
1491.30 2.52 -- -- 
1499.35 1.56 -- -- 
1502.66 8.80 -- -- 
1511.67 5.58 -- -- 
2662.37 9.01 -- S–H stretch 
3020.12 22.4 2862 C–H symmetric 

stretch (CH3) 
3023.59 11.0 -- -- 
3043.41 40.4 2924 C–H symmetric 

stretch (CH2) 
3050.68 1.07 -- -- 
3081.84 17.6 -- -- 
3091.20 36.7 2955 C–H asymmetric 

stretch (CH3) 
3098.89 50.4 C–H asymmetric 

stretch (CH2/CH3) 
 

C.5 DFT Modeling of Grand Canonical Potential Free Energy 

We used a published method to relate traditional Quantum Mechanics (QM), where the 

number of electrons is fixed throughout a reaction, to Grand Canonical QM, where the 

potential is fixed by allowing the charge to change. This method, called Grand Canonical 

Potential Kinetics (GCP-K), allows us to model reactions at fixed potential to make 

comparisons with experimental data. The relationship between the voltage-dependent grand 

canonical potential (GCP) for surface states can be derived from traditional fixed-electron 

free energies using a Legendre transformation.106 The result is that GCP depends 

quadratically on the applied potential (U) and on the number of electrons, allowing a 

continuous description of the evolution of the initial state, final state, and transition state of 

a reaction with respect to potential, shown in Eq. G(n; U) = F(n) – ne(USHE – U), (3: 
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G(n; U) = F(n) – ne(USHE – U), (3) 

where G is the grand canonical free energy, which depends on the applied voltage U vs SHE 

and the number of electrons n, e is the unit electronvolt in energy, F is the total free energy 

as a function of n, and USHE is the electronic energy at the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) 

condition which is –4.44 V. U is defined such that the sign relates directly to the experimental 

potential, i.e. U = 0.4 V corresponds to 0.4 V vs SHE. For G(n; U) to be used as a 

thermodynamic potential, the number of electrons in the system must be equilibrated to the 

applied voltage and in order to obtain the value of G at equilibrium, F(n) must be minimized 

with respect to n, and thus the form of F(n) must be at least quadratic. Although F(n) appears 

to be linear with respect to n, as shown in the top row of plots in Figure C.1, this apparent 

linearity is largely due to the linear contribution of the free energy of electrons. Linearly 

correcting for the free energies of electrons by plotting F(n) – nUSHE as shown in the plots in 

the bottom row of Figure C.1 reveals that F(n) is quadratic with respect to n.  

To determine how the potential varies with charge for a particular state along the reaction, 

whether it is the initial state, final state, or transition state of a reaction, we fitted F(n) 

quadratically to obtain the quadratic coefficients a, b, and c that can then be used to calculate 

the thermodynamic GCP free energy by substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 3: 

F(n) = a(n – n0)2 + b(n – n0) + c, (4) 

where n0 is the number of electrons in a neutral system. 

To obtain the coefficients a, b, and c specific of the structures (all initial, transition, and final 

states) mentioned in this thesis, we obtained the optimized geometries using VASP at charges 

that span the potential of interest, then used jDFTx with CANDLE solvation to obtain the 

free energy and potential (V vs SHE) of the optimized geometry (see Appendix A.6). Figure 

C.1 shows the fitting for F(n) – nUSHE vs n – n0 for the initial states, transition states, and 

final states for the reactions MoS2 + ClCH3 on S7 (a low-S sulfur), and on S10 (a high-S 

sulfur). The initial states and final states for MoS2 reactions involving one or more sulfurs on 
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the surface, as well as the initial, transition, and final states of the WS2 + ClCH3 reaction on 

S7, were also fitted using this method. 

 
Figure C.1. Free energy as a function of the number of electrons relative to the neutral charge (n0) 
for the initial state (left column), transition state (middle column), and final state (right column) of 
the MoS2 + ClCH3 reaction on S7 and S10. The points are energies calculated using DFT and dashed 
curves indicate the interpolated fit that is a quadratic fit vs the number of electrons n. The quadratic 
nature of the free energy dependence on the number of electrons n is more apparent once corrected 
for the free energy contribution of electrons (bottom row). 

C.6 Calculations Using the Boltzmann Distribution and Eyring 

Equation 

The Boltzmann distribution for the relative probabilities of two states to be populated based 

on their free energies is given by: 

pi/pj = exp(–(Ei – Ej)/kBT), 
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where pi is the probability of the system being in state i, Ei is the energy of state i, kB is the 

Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature. In this work, we used the energy of the state in eV, 

kB = 8.617E-5 eV/K, and T = 298 K. 

The Eyring equation used to obtain the rate constant of a reaction based on the barrier height 

is given by: 

k = (kBT/h)exp(–ΔG‡/RT),  

where k is the reaction rate constant, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, h is 

Planck’s constant, and R is the gas constant. We used the barrier height ΔG‡ values converted 

to J/mol, kB = 1.38E-23 J/K, T = 298 K, h = 6.63E-34 J·s, and R = 8.31 J/(K·mol). 
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Appendix D: Modeling Coverage Code 

D.1 Python Code for Modeling Coverage Distributions 

Python v. 3.8.5 was used to simulate the random addition of surface functional groups within 

a given set of constraints. For each model of coverage distribution, random surface 

functionalization was simulated on 100×100 grids N = 2000 times. Half of the positions 

represent low-S and half represent high-S sulfurs, corresponding to 5000 MoS2 units. Section 

D.1.1 is the “0-neighbor max” model, where no functional groups are allowed to have nearest 

neighbors; Section D.1.2 is the “global 1-neighbor max” model, where a maximum of 2 

functional groups in a row is allowed in the vertical direction (low-S sulfurs) after each 

functionalization step; Section D.1.3 is the “local 1-neighbor max” model, where 

functionalization occurs only if there is no more than 1 neighbor next to the position being 

functionalized; and Section D.1.4 is the “global 3-in-a-row max” model, where a maximum 

of 3 functional groups is allowed in the vertical direction (low-S sulfurs) after each step. 

The corresponding coverage per MoS2 from the simulations below can be calculated by 

taking the number of functionalized positions divided by the total number of positions 

multiplied by 2 to express the fractional coverage per every 2 sulfurs:  

Model coverage per MoS2 = 2 × Number of Functionalized Positions / Total Number of 

Positions. 

D.1.1 Coverage distribution model for low-S with no neighbors (“0-neighbor max”) 

The pseudocode and code to model the coverage distribution under the constraints that (1) 

low-S sulfurs can be functionalized with a maximum of 0 neighbors and (2) no high-S sulfurs 

can be functionalized, is given below. The pseudocode is: 

1. Initialize a grid of 0’s (i.e. not functionalized) with length SHEET_SIZE that is 

divisible by 2. Even-indexed columns are high-S and odd-indexed columns are low-
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S. Create a set of positions that correspond to low-S sulfur which is the set of odd 

numbers between 0 and (SHEET_SIZE)2.  

2. Randomly select a number from this set of odd positions if it’s not empty and convert 

it to the (row, column) location in the grid. 

3. Check the value in of the corresponding position in the grid. If it’s 0 (i.e. not 

functionalized), functionalized it (i.e. change it to 1). Then, remove this position and 

the position above and below it from the set of positions available. 

4. Repeat steps 2–3 until the set of available positions is empty. 

The Python code written in Jupyter Notebook used to obtain the coverage distribution is 

provided below. 
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Example output from a single simulation of a 12 × 12 grid: 
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D.1.2 Coverage distribution model allowing a maximum of two functional groups in 

a row on low-S (“global 1-neighbor max”) 

The pseudocode and code to model the coverage distribution under the constraints that (1) 

low-S sulfurs can be functionalized if the result is no more than two adjacent functional 

groups and (2) no high-S sulfurs can be functionalized, is given below. The pseudocode is: 

1. Initialize a grid of 0’s with length SHEET_SIZE that is divisible by 2. Even-indexed 

columns are high-S and odd-indexed columns are low-S. Create a set of positions 

that correspond to low-S sulfur which is the set of odd numbers between 0 and 

(SHEET_SIZE)2.  

2. Randomly select a number from this set of odd positions if it’s not empty and convert 

it to the (row, column) location in the grid. Functionalized this position. (i.e. set the 

value in the grid to 1). 

3. If functionalization yields more than 2 functional groups in a row, remove this 

functional group: check every window within which this position is contained for 

more than 2 functional groups in a row. If there is more than 2, stop checking and 

remove this functional group (i.e. set the value to 0).  

4. Remove this position from the set of positions available to be functionalized. 

5. Repeat steps 2–4 until the set of available positions is empty. 

The Python code written in Jupyter Notebook used to obtain the coverage distribution is 

provided below. 
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Example output from a single simulation of a 12 × 12 grid: 

 
 

D.1.3 Coverage distribution model with at most one adjacent functional group to 

functionalization site at each step (“local 1-neighbor max”) 

The pseudocode and code to model the coverage distribution under the constraints that (1) a 

low-S sulfur site can be functionalized if there is a maximum of 1 neighbor to the 
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functionalization site and (2) no high-S sulfurs can be functionalized is given below. The 

pseudocode is: 

1. Initialize a grid of 0’s with length SHEET_SIZE that is divisible by 2. Even-indexed 

columns are high-S and odd-indexed columns are low-S. Create a set of positions 

that correspond to low-S sulfur which is the set of odd numbers between 0 and 

(SHEET_SIZE)2.  

2. Randomly select a number from this set of odd positions if it’s not empty and convert 

it to the (row, column) location in the grid. 

3. Check the values of the position above and below to see if there is at most one of 

these positions that is functionalized (i.e. sum of the values in positions above and 

below is < 2). If this is the case, functionalize this position (change to 1). Remove 

this position from the set of positions available. 

4. Repeat steps 2–3 until the set of available positions is empty. 

The Python code written in Jupyter Notebook used to obtain the coverage distribution is 

provided below. 
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Example output from a single simulation of a 12 × 12 grid: 
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D.1.4 Coverage distribution model allowing a maximum of three functional groups 

in a row on low-S (“global 3-in-a-row max”) 

The pseudocode and code to model the coverage distribution under the constraints that (1) 

low-S sulfurs can be functionalized if the result is no more than three adjacent functional 

groups and (2) no high-S sulfurs can be functionalized, is given below. The pseudocode is: 

1. Initialize a grid of 0’s with length SHEET_SIZE that is divisible by 2. Even-indexed 

columns are high-S and odd-indexed columns are low-S. Create a set of positions 

that correspond to low-S sulfur which is the set of odd numbers between 0 and 

(SHEET_SIZE)2. 

2. Randomly select a number from this set of odd positions if it’s not empty and convert 

it to the (row, column) location in the grid. Functionalized this position (i.e. set the 

value in the grid to 1). 

3. If functionalization yields more than 3 functional groups in a row, remove the 

functional group: check every window within which this position is contained for 

more than 3 functional groups in a row. If there is more than 3, stop checking and 

remove the functional group (i.e. set the value in the functionalization position to 0). 

4. Remove this position from the set of positions available to be functionalized. 

5. Repeat steps 2–4 until the set of available positions is empty. 
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The Python code written in Jupyter Notebook used to obtain the coverage distribution is 

provided below. 
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Example output from a single simulation of a 12 × 12 grid: 
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Appendix E: Geometries and Images of DFT Optimized 

Structures 

Geometries are provided in VASP POSCAR format with implicit solvation (H2O). For 

functionalized MoS2 and WS2, the numbers indicate sulfur positions that are functionalized, 

and brackets surround the position that was most recently functionalized. Sulfur positions 1–

4 and 9–12 are high-S; positions 5–8 and 13–16 are low-S. 

E.1 1Tʹ-MoS2 and Functionalized Structures 

E.1.1 1Tʹ-MoS2 

[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S  
    16    32 
Direct 
  0.9992564560122318  0.4869644033571848  0.4973573526197572 
  0.9992564560122318  0.9869644033571848  0.4973573526197572 
  0.4992564560122318  0.4869644033571848  0.4973573526197572 
  0.4992564560122318  0.9869644033571848  0.4973573526197572 
  0.0978526590544889  0.2368762280331037  0.4973463090323394 
  0.0978526590544889  0.7368762280331037  0.4973463090323394 
  0.5978526590544889  0.2368762280331037  0.4973463090323394 
  0.5978526590544889  0.7368762280331037  0.4973463090323394 
  0.3902563444682616  0.2369321500737897  0.4973600857028460 
  0.3902563444682616  0.7369321500737896  0.4973600857028460 
  0.8902563444682616  0.2369321500737897  0.4973600857028460 
  0.8902563444682616  0.7369321500737896  0.4973600857028460 
  0.2068526209006109  0.4869226148300467  0.4973516697567233 
  0.2068526209006109  0.9869226148300467  0.4973516697567233 
  0.7068526209006109  0.4869226148300467  0.4973516697567233 
  0.7068526209006109  0.9869226148300467  0.4973516697567233 
  0.4904648541069574  0.1501628728328316  0.5536116563576483 
  0.4904648541069574  0.6501628728328316  0.5536116563576483 
  0.9904648541069573  0.1501628728328316  0.5536116563576483 



 

 

97 
  0.9904648541069573  0.6501628728328316  0.5536116563576483 
  0.1066546486953023  0.0736781594279838  0.4410887705444373 
  0.1066546486953023  0.5736781594279837  0.4410887705444373 
  0.6066546486953024  0.0736781594279838  0.4410887705444373 
  0.6066546486953024  0.5736781594279837  0.4410887705444373 
  0.2425247008738617  0.1560107912150419  0.5434785606052362 
  0.2425247008738617  0.6560107912150418  0.5434785606052362 
  0.7425247008738616  0.1560107912150419  0.5434785606052362 
  0.7425247008738616  0.6560107912150418  0.5434785606052362 
  0.3545790917181873  0.0678435660828590  0.4512288540193930 
  0.3545790917181873  0.5678435660828449  0.4512288540193930 
  0.8545790917181871  0.0678435660828590  0.4512288540193930 
  0.8545790917181871  0.5678435660828449  0.4512288540193930 
  0.3545759480034879  0.4060219504290737  0.5434818340969864 
  0.3545759480034879  0.9060219504290737  0.5434818340969864 
  0.8545759480034878  0.4060219504290737  0.5434818340969864 
  0.8545759480034878  0.9060219504290737  0.5434818340969864 
  0.4904299919796027  0.3236886812695851  0.4411023573466789 
  0.4904299919796027  0.8236886812695851  0.4411023573466789 
  0.9904299919796028  0.3236886812695851  0.4411023573466789 
  0.9904299919796028  0.8236886812695851  0.4411023573466789 
  0.1066704076477910  0.4001514311734428  0.5535979294909528 
  0.1066704076477910  0.9001514311734429  0.5535979294909528 
  0.6066704076477910  0.4001514311734428  0.5535979294909528 
  0.6066704076477910  0.9001514311734429  0.5535979294909528 
  0.2425377142142246  0.3178321512750594  0.4512249904269947 
  0.2425377142142246  0.8178321512750593  0.4512249904269947 
  0.7425377142142247  0.3178321512750594  0.4512249904269947 
  0.7425377142142247  0.8178321512750593  0.4512249904269947 
 
E.1.2 (MoS2)16CH3 

[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3), methyl on S(7), charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H  
    16    32     1     3 
Direct 
  0.9910641984481288  0.4696663576018736  0.4943745698752053 
  0.9994630217062976  0.9838952159698593  0.4946455884592282 
  0.5016841241764567  0.5025216331855802  0.4972445844713747 
  0.4988882089495732  0.9889468187762489  0.4955787583072677 



 

 

98 
  0.0918686163883251  0.2351979638338051  0.4968247160304742 
  0.1079842604998191  0.7567964167903085  0.4952983620392004 
  0.5900952045757464  0.2321694073852996  0.4970567363269680 
  0.5998543024680956  0.7367724041192929  0.4950669159911030 
  0.3716853825412443  0.2044929519589758  0.4963953633216178 
  0.3930682875335947  0.7353867564847221  0.4948127742659167 
  0.8852750460508787  0.2395710226275227  0.4968724632096766 
  0.8945754174539289  0.7404798257711107  0.4946772898292267 
  0.2007064316753286  0.4909782614390537  0.4955389090277791 
  0.2150880200203815  0.9981603620491555  0.4963596840968023 
  0.7057175358532035  0.4858789863659538  0.4953217950516233 
  0.7070353671982659  0.9862313554827367  0.4945437136847488 
  0.4852027407181652  0.1428533143923332  0.5532379624858095 
  0.4938575076505316  0.6568055283378911  0.5534966588218708 
  0.9836858692113211  0.1474225079395808  0.5520983361688963 
  0.9976865285968302  0.6527434836489903  0.5478804765419341 
  0.1092650760631813  0.0752730973980107  0.4399723590470757 
  0.0986710642794293  0.5740606291717327  0.4410930644433648 
  0.6050310171321982  0.0770305236740256  0.4392706891779099 
  0.6071795765831922  0.5737953642848694  0.4387029754605294 
  0.2325807670524398  0.1586024820905365  0.5474001970770317 
  0.2443813672258059  0.6574892864885129  0.5412093387192840 
  0.7393380645467573  0.1558677763714229  0.5417026719304801 
  0.7470611076718185  0.6575573477364713  0.5399029159389030 
  0.3594480730580116  0.0552751303879404  0.4437216161937059 
  0.3536095908272330  0.5672980311642064  0.4494655291942422 
  0.8541252905932737  0.0696972856133797  0.4491172531611625 
  0.8520377671071557  0.5668876651632999  0.4497770657029818 
  0.3554282809326992  0.4048022069866235  0.5354708040435980 
  0.3558442249376199  0.9037094993440178  0.5413914022499853 
  0.8529589666952049  0.4092811544277808  0.5436878352218812 
  0.8547802831970444  0.9069525510343723  0.5403920015697778 
  0.4755486968585743  0.3236921108597457  0.4465521002624584 
  0.4934692357527481  0.8219733597166510  0.4391296115496246 
  0.9877159068339267  0.3174789800444913  0.4382806968557560 
  0.9969223519025903  0.8264712812565449  0.4378126268020637 
  0.1007085143021555  0.3997513829609858  0.5519791450436102 
  0.1081829501716243  0.9069004486539853  0.5517350520739512 
  0.6046834233817364  0.4019987588005662  0.5519474827912347 
  0.6091768413783214  0.9001210775261654  0.5510559781610311 
  0.2375473881144288  0.3146765781559111  0.4525062108396867 
  0.2464446611191065  0.8174120677750381  0.4487346701680579 
  0.7357439333249260  0.3157338523339561  0.4502009096233976 
  0.7435951391620890  0.8186035199490789  0.4483135869549386 



 

 

99 
  0.3555789260307805  0.4037958309200818  0.5955703302775959 
  0.3400254341122348  0.4968434854065791  0.6071619257708107 
  0.4306322058383572  0.3732005213423903  0.6070712427125784 
  0.2959227497792156  0.3410523257477536  0.6069578649154934 
 
E.1.3 (MoS2)16(CH3)2 

[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)2, methyl on S7-(14) charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H  
    16    32     2     6 
Direct 
  0.0000465151793066  0.4823001460245124  0.5012078507906156 
  0.0049090704274593  0.9735121416973563  0.4971451028224882 
  0.5081164141156185  0.5021792821926820  0.5045415880286469 
  0.4996672348228020  0.9912050228147421  0.5010807447846845 
  0.0871986065663639  0.2333485838535444  0.4999689925843698 
  0.0984946602674406  0.7232485993235269  0.4986906314077138 
  0.5875159482379961  0.2397619010230775  0.5024458566661938 
  0.5945754727968026  0.7523702036691371  0.5031062549540128 
  0.3677795218353386  0.2086202465128693  0.5018769634338870 
  0.3890156140963626  0.7338075193327852  0.5008579597135853 
  0.8679125377654962  0.2595773051965470  0.5001125114832801 
  0.8927930681290780  0.7408146318033331  0.5008101226707475 
  0.2059160693141618  0.4916196741669898  0.5014124219422367 
  0.2220920608507738  0.0122808692578295  0.4987814267593161 
  0.7232148343488244  0.4568612648853057  0.5027895924716776 
  0.7079983580765797  0.9840700559076292  0.5007152189101014 
  0.4813146790007896  0.1463526645663446  0.5582365025772659 
  0.4921842772080542  0.6594798938323401  0.5597341908017949 
  0.9753045777237793  0.1464493859299394  0.5511848281503682 
  0.9918412372490942  0.6500819751774173  0.5567390680556434 
  0.1067402697199591  0.0765796341960060  0.4426183875629822 
  0.1055040276950091  0.5665239376645959  0.4430320284465105 
  0.6070471984797590  0.0767634923681575  0.4458815178979778 
  0.6203713840543571  0.5754676265689097  0.4511586132292507 
  0.2271102151070384  0.1622156640499197  0.5528286804868462 
  0.2394445943307179  0.6568661192799994  0.5483393202232884 
  0.7361733925779921  0.1569171546479924  0.5466521305605619 
  0.7416975686898257  0.6568500602308336  0.5408824043411530 
  0.3615759081883592  0.0596521604679850  0.4474342186331940 



 

 

100 
  0.3601845370402548  0.5651767584064438  0.4556818064720137 
  0.8578658541914691  0.0669278513529980  0.4575209526335622 
  0.8552044403580978  0.5645907578459117  0.4569913883985544 
  0.3578331337787340  0.4067018113617230  0.5411528975033691 
  0.3538655477811959  0.9081709377914309  0.5455897097086866 
  0.8625138660084859  0.4109938003472058  0.5541854589583681 
  0.8608942259520038  0.9086315729905484  0.5463566397440919 
  0.4745042883673158  0.3272488480776720  0.4519348698641780 
  0.4890901083056949  0.8247630735566640  0.4452339322350710 
  0.9810979109658651  0.3255502401533004  0.4440908450593313 
  0.9949504145328585  0.8157807557078535  0.4420865472824125 
  0.1069098998931618  0.3962155387111707  0.5564425598412954 
  0.1169919853600935  0.9001752281464015  0.5512839724623604 
  0.6081117843773945  0.3969228413466846  0.5592879627016755 
  0.6061961920235289  0.9078178118814469  0.5588593677503252 
  0.2361630485897905  0.3158379888548253  0.4565874890678489 
  0.2409567213284335  0.8165820161133059  0.4573546016893144 
  0.7277203634427681  0.3068906832469180  0.4490178475948398 
  0.7404880464553277  0.8181826354881954  0.4542326189524084 
  0.3559029989302815  0.4038192443847600  0.6012240552904800 
  0.7419870056594383  0.6586110374172165  0.6009394600830581 
  0.3408489409683731  0.4966996126766290  0.6131241608813083 
  0.4305249464175082  0.3720230370877531  0.6128865866822522 
  0.2956216755475886  0.3413106629489407  0.6120895338994204 
  0.7553839429844138  0.7527353280828301  0.6118836759751322 
  0.8030710186135144  0.5983955565139355  0.6126270727064284 
  0.6676135359713179  0.6261971528648573  0.6126419544038441 
 
E.1.4 (MoS2)16(CH3)3 

[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)3, methyl on S(5)-7-14, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H  
    16    32     3     9 
Direct 
  0.0046965174596654  0.4804988765180682  0.5006128930818942 
  0.0023773566048455  0.9721296842566918  0.4983979314504802 
  0.5104836225277017  0.4981464771990225  0.5042910313131139 
  0.5026729581027364  0.9985956892870224  0.5025314886448972 
  0.0870125619211058  0.2245433334592575  0.4987981960122332 
  0.0947846351871672  0.7240419945497071  0.5005123686951921 



 

 

101 
  0.5900619214183621  0.2400454652328793  0.5025239704862403 
  0.5884065032548199  0.7513171403232253  0.5044538502583671 
  0.3684810273581884  0.2076351955389074  0.5028548005630126 
  0.3714907405019279  0.7065812611651062  0.5035747526907467 
  0.8705811618131285  0.2600021997208211  0.4999518695801964 
  0.8897560686665160  0.7406727404646117  0.5016848444691427 
  0.2229971440773897  0.5103462491192621  0.5001286674931122 
  0.2189205461944216  0.0120659206783707  0.4990696454370359 
  0.7250921669728255  0.4573418940233692  0.5026956230512284 
  0.7083708135674317  0.9823323544016490  0.5009733353300466 
  0.4847366687167401  0.1502143702106693  0.5595151667709819 
  0.4883221982877230  0.6513277175508889  0.5607072583584093 
  0.9760184018675238  0.1475296509734113  0.5522755168073130 
  0.9874741953943468  0.6463383744223313  0.5571979630715758 
  0.1039468267615933  0.0712779760735792  0.4421345214942299 
  0.1098088154754332  0.5713334595711536  0.4434408308515533 
  0.6085415016461005  0.0759206527224215  0.4457794485376424 
  0.6211657317420323  0.5762012198797865  0.4514763230176695 
  0.2258927098759782  0.1628879093913084  0.5530851409255002 
  0.2312179187926288  0.6607084522775231  0.5546895249163500 
  0.7392663746324568  0.1566273206645334  0.5463719369980059 
  0.7387373043353075  0.6565420741803011  0.5412922554532255 
  0.3613910459679408  0.0587711547315953  0.4485101696148002 
  0.3668503802554831  0.5556066096266838  0.4502632558093055 
  0.8563083578571044  0.0659786816578205  0.4578267116241689 
  0.8566857976788198  0.5643561798507962  0.4571983644926618 
  0.3615393819144898  0.4056454563999967  0.5409140578532450 
  0.3567395437299316  0.9066061497252498  0.5404295778937550 
  0.8656415413797560  0.4115216330525979  0.5537138715486104 
  0.8599456436555104  0.9076446867506140  0.5479805757165177 
  0.4749850713440507  0.3240248668357911  0.4522209139173161 
  0.4749800747896878  0.8218191767707107  0.4511380868031288 
  0.9843702785292419  0.3242346296866184  0.4435343906319905 
  0.9918432939459381  0.8152686417277868  0.4432238370395160 
  0.1174738526205858  0.3978612756102600  0.5521267005059460 
  0.1150935619823757  0.9015769697993733  0.5525736167431454 
  0.6118526777216274  0.3961160750046410  0.5594205940616769 
  0.6058062005206608  0.9079126166218362  0.5595877336445285 
  0.2331259073266639  0.3149121331704929  0.4595458371211541 
  0.2367374883901904  0.8142464977190811  0.4596114207148065 
  0.7297664991396062  0.3078648001706915  0.4487574405147299 
  0.7357412714179834  0.8149688362940402  0.4551988518328201 
  0.3583343047829489  0.4072553386585789  0.6009226683919289 
  0.7394455150792857  0.6553293834309372  0.6013607776559970 



 

 

102 
  0.3554787868610100  0.9116077980190048  0.6004167047717236 
  0.3505726829748279  0.5021315594110218  0.6119887556657400 
  0.4297328795466173  0.3676449282944224  0.6132167169011093 
  0.2928272397391714  0.3529242859410283  0.6118820658216070 
  0.7546711899489620  0.7485127437203372  0.6128937712147300 
  0.7992627292623650  0.5928061866401024  0.6126753515541461 
  0.6643936597351360  0.6244989561121094  0.6128371308510739 
  0.3477798065179890  0.0069931881095044  0.6108629961141816 
  0.4274259443814457  0.8730418426147463  0.6125332671954316 
  0.2904647485465768  0.8575410639855895  0.6120857282511322 
 
E.1.5 (MoS2)16(CH3)4 

[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)4, methyl on S5-7-14-(16), charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H  
    16    32     4    12 
Direct 
  0.0047992376617919  0.4724597089877940  0.4996535597259520 
  0.0047988059711997  0.9724290790669459  0.4996433230481912 
  0.5079390524196357  0.4980881479299640  0.5043574128227031 
  0.5080205222238832  0.9980787092876785  0.5043406875129258 
  0.0900009349769538  0.2224351104460670  0.4996479833004577 
  0.0900149117947520  0.7224670656931116  0.4996456092493324 
  0.5868542366359891  0.2480543581004772  0.5043583625497794 
  0.5868385619112240  0.7480624485518351  0.5043395939492291 
  0.3693968850851534  0.2065526950263550  0.5037067552632780 
  0.3693691869043993  0.7066075803182834  0.5036699315438991 
  0.8736447503442208  0.2606080430611685  0.4998738666213776 
  0.8736467795778552  0.7606129341453928  0.4998624581743417 
  0.2211307230975664  0.5105696551099177  0.4998937658871629 
  0.2211867677288445  0.0105888859579408  0.4998534983706929 
  0.7254160382422256  0.4565941375723959  0.5036872628709058 
  0.7255180399599087  0.9565411455489000  0.5037014002176263 
  0.4851809279466365  0.1505003337365883  0.5608037685703979 
  0.4850692578861561  0.6506387360243437  0.5607862997858918 
  0.9773248549986024  0.1488448740950537  0.5529217200334391 
  0.9773773107849922  0.6489071086468797  0.5529290118772300 
  0.1072421497250711  0.0699181010916565  0.4429413074869833 
  0.1072378992929513  0.5698883258339996  0.4429608650986562 
  0.6210204084135343  0.0726760639192222  0.4519236201702124 



 

 

103 
  0.6208863357318359  0.5726577511955441  0.4518998808407506 
  0.2271220404834693  0.1621034873573431  0.5540138230476933 
  0.2271470054120401  0.6621593753122679  0.5540036792879948 
  0.7358571255263940  0.1559401411756912  0.5410771246148879 
  0.7358371486910611  0.6559564770140814  0.5410335672597613 
  0.3656281582808722  0.0559858915714336  0.4500662390441006 
  0.3655552049456337  0.5559342509217067  0.4500870224507699 
  0.8599398314052038  0.0637819157089046  0.4598341167811343 
  0.8599266496247570  0.5638048230524517  0.4598355995221763 
  0.3589813346947071  0.4059301682899537  0.5410867077426635 
  0.3590180062631992  0.9059617427108263  0.5410305663035681 
  0.8676462226452873  0.4121260419172401  0.5540241491784893 
  0.8677406750736146  0.9120537187403072  0.5540290721569058 
  0.4738849670914678  0.3226584145142938  0.4519225374496459 
  0.4738890157696668  0.8226672645826781  0.4518981742669917 
  0.9875785890340613  0.3198978286958533  0.4429516736030785 
  0.9875818550750736  0.8199128706903804  0.4429372588965406 
  0.1174163306027872  0.3988349751151674  0.5529449817502854 
  0.1174854240488328  0.8988953583538647  0.5529233293309254 
  0.6096583812255549  0.4006212013987047  0.5607905012911873 
  0.6097254470938682  0.9005255629076201  0.5607861411983417 
  0.2349164576844721  0.3137765410528517  0.4598635818107144 
  0.2348709225936421  0.8138270369119035  0.4597987125819635 
  0.7292046336963279  0.3059663493262449  0.4500821384293535 
  0.7292569421789746  0.8059896877746136  0.4500653128392392 
  0.3569283066516487  0.4084012328983193  0.6011230921445107 
  0.7378849831514465  0.6583685034044444  0.6010623146089323 
  0.3569330787469319  0.9083977353779044  0.6010679831136972 
  0.7379769261852400  0.1585576126397660  0.6011072357594922 
  0.3486111819811697  0.5033212235942816  0.6120649410694198 
  0.4290151803681665  0.3700069306408911  0.6131780457324659 
  0.2922202987639259  0.3533579151170371  0.6125037618489296 
  0.7473889573772157  0.7531405315269986  0.6119957600226762 
  0.8018799083578882  0.6021599995440959  0.6124475561032564 
  0.6652824751165551  0.6212724406009226  0.6130764905808715 
  0.3467441541155979  0.0030804842997025  0.6119881788921989 
  0.4297929552649131  0.8720592018888235  0.6130955177922744 
  0.2933364771183908  0.8515316366697994  0.6124516599628574 
  0.7444105295368788  0.2537283337775150  0.6120125495215163 
  0.8037973631931922  0.1054286036030130  0.6124795384719471 
  0.6666860263145424  0.1181454899725476  0.6131905167971254 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)4, methyl on S5-7-(13)-14, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      



 

 

104 
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H  
    16    32     4    12 
Direct 
  0.0041818989342124  0.4845538375554349  0.5016046991337383 
  0.0023818853067106  0.9702359300901874  0.4984790758674439 
  0.5102669245057913  0.4980806405781614  0.5039073232377624 
  0.4996338446837152  0.9989255576359822  0.5030522705258768 
  0.0852830514334245  0.2274164724983788  0.4986249020194573 
  0.0963228949210941  0.7237571868510622  0.5011193349041235 
  0.5875246397577548  0.2397218484771337  0.5022301627940463 
  0.5886203221376585  0.7519211771212100  0.5052832485556650 
  0.3661099950056266  0.2085596619217648  0.5025998857513295 
  0.3715405334183149  0.7064860210913774  0.5039630076412455 
  0.8689821150778905  0.2609106713750387  0.4999761544672228 
  0.8918831198252301  0.7312390893354490  0.5013978780912486 
  0.2235504463982805  0.5108140531192729  0.5003702863504649 
  0.2179731431234865  0.0123040401576137  0.4994381479196749 
  0.7251891961662232  0.4568409075571728  0.5023649696087344 
  0.7033958508704122  0.9881815571666989  0.5021488309596267 
  0.4817574071400344  0.1515043377261233  0.5595260789235255 
  0.4884881822200421  0.6503072296116336  0.5609488789194620 
  0.9754335233023673  0.1493902138986022  0.5517247929660608 
  0.9901891720891488  0.6479331043768645  0.5587473930178666 
  0.1034119796378387  0.0720710068723572  0.4424661146837627 
  0.1100944292334074  0.5719212095030061  0.4439283685315205 
  0.6047137296986863  0.0745158817711815  0.4456611088149516 
  0.6213660479832449  0.5775660406658248  0.4515360979266450 
  0.2243206339977673  0.1631463798435998  0.5531087116118946 
  0.2319741955481218  0.6606930411923898  0.5551849691677641 
  0.7367580488698674  0.1595216039557099  0.5473384269107711 
  0.7376279185435956  0.6541302767123859  0.5420793101278276 
  0.3594973635045682  0.0579028147186443  0.4487686292947516 
  0.3668099920032529  0.5567979169400743  0.4502934915520192 
  0.8554177511128264  0.0652648890599823  0.4591620049622757 
  0.8564853670338388  0.5625965807314993  0.4560745214677043 
  0.3615842604953243  0.4058982699964023  0.5407919229211764 
  0.3551902611517700  0.9063217567391715  0.5410101255336410 
  0.8650757662242479  0.4119522640531625  0.5538977191338369 
  0.8569237562950905  0.9094925631210984  0.5444070505184530 
  0.4735527550053572  0.3244997919107783  0.4519283547587698 
  0.4755417005570211  0.8217638366255091  0.4517666472668203 



 

 

105 
  0.9829089885792938  0.3269150517952255  0.4437985259939322 
  0.9937604945462344  0.8126932581959935  0.4434229720017007 
  0.1181710037950965  0.3978382303290385  0.5520674509909097 
  0.1144363474837243  0.9015717443812060  0.5529783840702920 
  0.6109960741372024  0.3953048305454603  0.5588372052748536 
  0.6021753265032580  0.9093839175161822  0.5605029162194241 
  0.2315215010561029  0.3160655364771850  0.4592894381779021 
  0.2368570728998030  0.8142974065427384  0.4600555337230600 
  0.7281750032880664  0.3057506342633274  0.4488285257985809 
  0.7391398361250259  0.8169765649078471  0.4585611489471257 
  0.3584979087092162  0.4071728624417569  0.6007960580790001 
  0.7351854843821042  0.6433456249201337  0.6021409494423002 
  0.3538171974281806  0.9120101386886508  0.6010040670915062 
  0.8677968755974416  0.9119406216337667  0.6044937034112534 
  0.3501005930418646  0.5019300347790482  0.6119446965317533 
  0.4301416539756927  0.3681448128993465  0.6130681409744755 
  0.2933517717778188  0.3521434377031769  0.6117407867986799 
  0.7160151529606099  0.7330283227132210  0.6158697669468470 
  0.8101116935636967  0.6128450434278527  0.6138114540036669 
  0.6764438284706459  0.5770419750928480  0.6115386434687726 
  0.3467707551762124  0.0075984779729370  0.6113349317774275 
  0.4254941791402519  0.8729233967345674  0.6132347017986300 
  0.2884445924362740  0.8586781211203196  0.6127513641522410 
  0.9041705429723913 -0.0014771134426889  0.6136211300228355 
  0.9142097969942553  0.8343998382512441  0.6153400692257209 
  0.7907239724463223  0.9077075675515995  0.6184296364699764 
 
E.1.6 (MoS2)16(CH3)5 

[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)5, methyl on S5-7-(13)-14-16 or S5-7-13-14-(16), charge = 4.2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H  
    16    32     5    15 
Direct 
  0.0041003621205770  0.4762412635884324  0.4997078279852382 
  0.0067871341145721  0.9771451245962095  0.4997009949242658 
  0.5060587973092501  0.4956255643535660  0.5041489718827699 
  0.5065631831909310  0.9950262247915259  0.5051558570942903 
  0.0878588024822758  0.2272255207297025  0.4993984264222067 
  0.0872062857591673  0.7254385581129159  0.5001010167523028 
  0.5837320845707340  0.2455474045699944  0.5042260984337167 



 

 

106 
  0.5841306063943205  0.7452031236991910  0.5051688238942026 
  0.3675420241914611  0.2079367069604277  0.5032756746448936 
  0.3674113045791701  0.7075649948763548  0.5039236529319796 
  0.8714899050157775  0.2615664951776124  0.4999956887695985 
  0.8718290361328355  0.7569989370530916  0.5007305443847158 
  0.2197114241775403  0.5112765087194092  0.4999625756441681 
  0.2200783451660162  0.0108581095137154  0.5002105198661332 
  0.7233562811191677  0.4578693598046116  0.5031718960824374 
  0.7221423512530664  0.9590439401023377  0.5049196446410493 
  0.4816049039978571  0.1494984881844611  0.5609375504481811 
  0.4817295616889398  0.6472548639085198  0.5612014095581553 
  0.9763191160356121  0.1525608535041559  0.5531307117818337 
  0.9757659841138248  0.6480722242334946  0.5536514707291734 
  0.1078831842055634  0.0737035900806694  0.4429117250230813 
  0.1059736680601163  0.5735925600163064  0.4432512530833512 
  0.6188539688770361  0.0715279125677566  0.4525448160310571 
  0.6183378751326684  0.5728127481769962  0.4518359629135740 
  0.2254441971770710  0.1630790713081052  0.5538776518201386 
  0.2249468997864628  0.6615730739109762  0.5543593756933819 
  0.7329947416191147  0.1587224502772723  0.5409316627749627 
  0.7328208779666795  0.6548357205923473  0.5411735733731534 
  0.3644094498345686  0.0551841184975694  0.4503663166775478 
  0.3638644288732130  0.5568567114884766  0.4502368482464151 
  0.8587161416319798  0.0634793623196710  0.4612671496740532 
  0.8585578401633389  0.5646786167665707  0.4596004548711073 
  0.3572188728439312  0.4058889367290295  0.5402880387904727 
  0.3573071147596216  0.9056778575616998  0.5410090477361906 
  0.8656739519634760  0.4127840655073226  0.5538679905354831 
  0.8682809353842936  0.9158272600625013  0.5509356759389525 
  0.4722654715775838  0.3222248361783909  0.4515453411243847 
  0.4725458457230272  0.8221442299445176  0.4525291299711213 
  0.9849659627384816  0.3237177547561083  0.4430492140026823 
  0.9852040830600030  0.8235064604060677  0.4438177703385835 
  0.1162138668669148  0.3996655167050329  0.5527732243714325 
  0.1170750741107996  0.8995059081065695  0.5532424392634059 
  0.6080055114871996  0.3987757098882693  0.5602646839305574 
  0.6071666003866829  0.8979869744565168  0.5619260923303709 
  0.2327940859979803  0.3149163434105725  0.4596270132735078 
  0.2324092025188698  0.8141688158012063  0.4604978854744284 
  0.7269346443449575  0.3056251423762091  0.4500352449292837 
  0.7261278778591387  0.8063484594058906  0.4517035270905747 
  0.3546829519065479  0.4068401842555859  0.6002771425754472 
  0.7334806333684469  0.6503898154043726  0.6011821581630121 
  0.3542986931745741  0.9076620355094109  0.6009940013389514 



 

 

107 
  0.7351675655810935  0.1633765185969236  0.6009013273179602 
  0.8849905743183549  0.9056008652297380  0.6108519800170717 
  0.3444319765967154  0.5013709375188015  0.6113902300953873 
  0.4275386076391889  0.3700917307024218  0.6121926583733772 
  0.2908683871927936  0.3495398076210439  0.6111731964116967 
  0.7184255281567392  0.7424623678337049  0.6138323165321049 
  0.8081713683935964  0.6171549688614266  0.6121963701444155 
  0.6727839171774781  0.5879913568403037  0.6117929378752548 
  0.3457206365527868  0.0025992441031175  0.6119274346569307 
  0.4263383471622926  0.8691639541583787  0.6131153630771037 
  0.2893353505288902  0.8522639316238787  0.6119094587298657 
  0.7190238979638351  0.2573124975519057  0.6113653940144190 
  0.8113104553277303  0.1360981264701856  0.6121248322665455 
  0.6764961076845121  0.1009541639942998  0.6134982312498434 
  0.9328511215363473  0.9828582061073885  0.6210839283411482 
  0.9233450635629349  0.8186682572935565  0.6178734903040355 
  0.8101206985113123  0.9096865565451528  0.6269621805928436 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)5, methyl on S(1)-5-7-14-16, charge = 4.2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H  
    16    32     5    15 
Direct 
  0.0056974069103479  0.4761818579343221  0.5007009886657446 
  0.0020733305179469  0.9791272790979365  0.4999311163076921 
  0.5082553785564699  0.4949856863056015  0.5052472020783533 
  0.5082900156549490  0.9953689983783947  0.5047061537387566 
  0.0883052033346055  0.2257610064426005  0.5007455470365959 
  0.0877316521311081  0.7216849796439594  0.5003942130990771 
  0.5857464700204945  0.2456468333734103  0.5048751836782593 
  0.5857634654120860  0.7455436519534895  0.5048192925679501 
  0.3688894308826881  0.2079380161318241  0.5044950388335541 
  0.3688418944924875  0.7071058382554576  0.5047648320969572 
  0.8728217145898910  0.2604254065524420  0.5006577176375837 
  0.8724127933762342  0.7602041219820295  0.5004835152341591 
  0.2210890264843987  0.5097320936993989  0.5013443597584382 
  0.2222900433690817  0.0125156144419457  0.5012658852180348 
  0.7249390536587442  0.4571224240824125  0.5041116610260810 
  0.7247584377512707  0.9575357811619705  0.5033947505334583 
  0.4845326622838760  0.1479437354060517  0.5613351913145829 
  0.4847854863953500  0.6483241162123433  0.5615710769881083 



 

 

108 
  0.9761004352634908  0.1496342950380606  0.5539990915646392 
  0.9753202393181369  0.6483638216182441  0.5539145571704369 
  0.1080548700792481  0.0740970361114227  0.4441625657855519 
  0.1078444378267958  0.5716112551117037  0.4438966414973968 
  0.6195320765810355  0.0723171464124058  0.4520040578506876 
  0.6197546095384393  0.5714531548802242  0.4525168820078583 
  0.2271356172230334  0.1633471999348070  0.5554418267456873 
  0.2278215539723614  0.6603679360154175  0.5558761109731573 
  0.7348211760606678  0.1553249331769852  0.5406535840771099 
  0.7345980552703909  0.6555317777717361  0.5409540409212599 
  0.3649484417199023  0.0561519046986291  0.4510449456782535 
  0.3648020883753186  0.5556881668671313  0.4513845006628787 
  0.8591974979102874  0.0646008473329694  0.4591736049368766 
  0.8601184672920432  0.5633927000332769  0.4607337375710261 
  0.3594842184642550  0.4055359530582284  0.5416304269122836 
  0.3606030077759094  0.9054540697757314  0.5415852273946764 
  0.8669562253291864  0.4114250555296106  0.5546942368859433 
  0.8663279924419536  0.9125476484199340  0.5542199757869888 
  0.4733354674430757  0.3222853668310402  0.4525316366330195 
  0.4728781539668702  0.8214707006211326  0.4525046769085958 
  0.9868535539668063  0.3227353113548136  0.4441269854307744 
  0.9864012720615252  0.8212588459134705  0.4439144938216266 
  0.1169039014106597  0.3993796899624289  0.5543873250096972 
  0.1167898749871526  0.8978183496586007  0.5500360782094748 
  0.6103194229599169  0.3979404250568380  0.5614810001112513 
  0.6107391514756991  0.8986144527510409  0.5609134329189998 
  0.2335040849790905  0.3143525961093053  0.4612466478766006 
  0.2327573689539136  0.8146666464659635  0.4622668978472342 
  0.7285604879193260  0.3058740506765662  0.4507870642056863 
  0.7283905755022571  0.8048375309891611  0.4505166936340496 
  0.3579297138747720  0.4060744110888301  0.6016101485696893 
  0.7372114778028226  0.6571385780210892  0.6009430733997909 
  0.3616929517155412  0.9067337259007486  0.6016477727278616 
  0.7372383550266280  0.1556607900193472  0.6006399701049406 
  0.1033209294520228  0.9053877159898859  0.6101325345046775 
  0.3534302841480224  0.5012098231238448  0.6127995848203428 
  0.4286234537868762  0.3632291182425998  0.6132754446122490 
  0.2910555544604497  0.3542565061280896  0.6126557743436265 
  0.7463859613285779  0.7519293315404748  0.6119640574470465 
  0.8016394951834960  0.6009777312808021  0.6119448454392153 
  0.6647424058100860  0.6194051594756745  0.6129053358103548 
  0.3371442909549222  0.9971320883031494  0.6131062578949877 
  0.4399540259127489  0.8877603763955272  0.6125325660690641 
  0.3098703224212351  0.8352216704686510  0.6134612614676999 



 

 

109 
  0.7465155446051915  0.2502161199746210  0.6118926573865894 
  0.8015385451049583  0.0991400269090729  0.6115190353266224 
  0.6646539542616724  0.1178517234066460  0.6124203200889461 
  0.1396708875055868  0.9897441771532162  0.6216477115131451 
  0.1398573782434280  0.8245998748335782  0.6246485685856145 
  0.0211984272101850  0.9061547425116524  0.6172035052764621 
 
E.1.7 (MoS2)16(CH3)6 

[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)6, methyl on S5-7-13-14-(15)-16, charge = 4.2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H  
    16    32     6    18 
Direct 
  0.0064181863168910  0.4799892537234002  0.4998795134982707 
  0.0063655017939882  0.9799259211172837  0.4998819316486425 
  0.5055042429498376  0.4948701820918474  0.5047994034197040 
  0.5054548071339010  0.9948520839895836  0.5048364492279065 
  0.0877106752828707  0.2282895015446002  0.5001071408430167 
  0.0877656563123584  0.7282670750128463  0.5000917331624835 
  0.5830578028578669  0.2450341711948109  0.5047872418821493 
  0.5831072471469407  0.7450933977115339  0.5047897337150332 
  0.3669592951635034  0.2085307877614407  0.5036479357327420 
  0.3669839810048174  0.7085396108693922  0.5036527499730341 
  0.8713881181994355  0.2579348572435035  0.5008337489852264 
  0.8714452265198919  0.7579755900506109  0.5008417825249384 
  0.2196210572693603  0.5120276124092303  0.5003091118883747 
  0.2195732469165845  0.0120222490289656  0.5003036336119073 
  0.7214516635922513  0.4594160281614633  0.5043308461250632 
  0.7214286428226837  0.9593973503620630  0.5043924209807770 
  0.4805306809000400  0.1484549928328149  0.5612013336215813 
  0.4805922414591906  0.6483953651789288  0.5611890847769032 
  0.9761537011693248  0.1524816318163779  0.5542291731386386 
  0.9762427170009954  0.6524302314606641  0.5542089143178294 
  0.1074634381277464  0.0757828024412047  0.4431654761585501 
  0.1075125910965120  0.5757480665713915  0.4431527698970613 
  0.6178670645148732  0.0721689995903885  0.4523363863407242 
  0.6178826578217217  0.5722175009592557  0.4522858690779804 
  0.2252464823629475  0.1632672861935557  0.5544150513522437 
  0.2252972190921771  0.6632861460551421  0.5544160150096102 
  0.7315464269033873  0.1577780133991507  0.5415096548609877 



 

 

110 
  0.7316481581759536  0.6577659561096990  0.5414500313309211 
  0.3635542360620826  0.0564154061891761  0.4503691772524012 
  0.3635681238700841  0.5564690654293852  0.4503696756584936 
  0.8580825836999021  0.0643619388309074  0.4606098174979850 
  0.8581412953278666  0.5644069049422146  0.4605726313321885 
  0.3566507098906672  0.4061466349878456  0.5408057446862374 
  0.3565935445442361  0.9061436339165247  0.5408213863887409 
  0.8669780848434789  0.4173845655298568  0.5507543040073350 
  0.8670246370341224  0.9173125220677529  0.5508091560872413 
  0.4718879982393782  0.3223586471138019  0.4519911343654289 
  0.4718934502337105  0.8224009806637085  0.4519942953795486 
  0.9846186692190776  0.3256530275071093  0.4440173960477520 
  0.9846883568079160  0.8256691930982339  0.4440167229447756 
  0.1166266564924856  0.4011701391697242  0.5533159064314990 
  0.1166697095282131  0.9011583130789270  0.5533135528541102 
  0.6065429126942534  0.3980875681802457  0.5612641578870566 
  0.6064768509857941  0.8980551874308677  0.5613106273044227 
  0.2321734392767047  0.3156318895927385  0.4601547701527563 
  0.2322440585813632  0.8156478870052677  0.4601581953705514 
  0.7258187734912378  0.3059364919030897  0.4513271765931953 
  0.7258519004684948  0.8060449481236199  0.4513483670619025 
  0.3544699893453168  0.4076593871119199  0.6007931398946247 
  0.7303048200625647  0.6555690050626075  0.6015160340722463 
  0.3543807872864438  0.9076403877417342  0.6008029939664615 
  0.7298640798804239  0.1555614615926404  0.6015737228915756 
  0.8815952804981007  0.9046877406760159  0.6107687996244179 
  0.8809485362836879  0.4045495080100749  0.6107251407814424 
  0.3476958600163927  0.5027189736936984  0.6118140858803031 
  0.4260670833027216  0.3673351127777457  0.6126296817192947 
  0.2887736528565740  0.3536698137193783  0.6117993287075384 
  0.7030343085078339  0.7444503944106564  0.6133245178094886 
  0.8078996595875437  0.6380378720645673  0.6134255870702378 
  0.6779886496821892  0.5832088616282097  0.6122490355269417 
  0.3473639403658830  0.0026757106017494  0.6118171490935442 
  0.4260879718795009  0.8675787624531089  0.6126213089466616 
  0.2888208234234128  0.8534146697472590  0.6118148611068697 
  0.7021148117782290  0.2442698896795359  0.6133512145644371 
  0.8074362609635994  0.1384449413505991  0.6136039944805124 
  0.6777008004891050  0.0829235082426449  0.6122194585491388 
  0.9291020364973864  0.9814057318686571  0.6217858955432697 
  0.9199349532633883  0.8174101508454215  0.6174162227608930 
  0.8062139014428003  0.9078271966239840  0.6264596276997223 
  0.9274845203709051  0.4818800351828512  0.6219867880597659 
  0.9200878176634382  0.3177915819100048  0.6173651693288086 



 

 

111 
  0.8053264840534596  0.4064016933627595  0.6262200077478887 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)6, methyl on S(4)-5-7-13-14-16, charge = 4.2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H  
    16    32     6    18 
Direct 
  0.0029211772833670  0.4685084553910487  0.5004586889197979 
  0.0071580113846895  0.9612756816730122  0.4946821493638870 
  0.5055855860533238  0.4902651373690408  0.5034974086153842 
  0.5057719920612089  0.9898164072962834  0.5044020266305461 
  0.0851789839693299  0.2192597710793913  0.5042915550009582 
  0.0869048934445147  0.7152354362865375  0.4985554566294986 
  0.5830936256327821  0.2401914059252445  0.5043632336674251 
  0.5829055860874077  0.7405268591309632  0.5040902403351321 
  0.3663648982831067  0.2011116311455051  0.5033024243425914 
  0.3663415339955995  0.7012331742955088  0.5025569325516431 
  0.8718313122368163  0.2540132643394393  0.5047074785502798 
  0.8711380966012582  0.7513649646550836  0.4990879250544740 
  0.2190248033713871  0.5043945751431695  0.4992846659351584 
  0.2191084352576116  0.0050663545072172  0.4994523870057112 
  0.7217612119706523  0.4534980357984570  0.5027922168690020 
  0.7217386850395815  0.9527556616489690  0.5040703713957658 
  0.4811029590277927  0.1434552755726502  0.5606268286456969 
  0.4806436233888988  0.6423102863189589  0.5600347689218520 
  0.9753814811752672  0.1593714394728909  0.5663552242564260 
  0.9742176546965713  0.6436196021064947  0.5526173774574848 
  0.1059194797844892  0.0726164943122641  0.4433839685478165 
  0.1036975885070570  0.5608924042572506  0.4425449475933505 
  0.6184024989620724  0.0665386366115593  0.4521641815363354 
  0.6173893102794723  0.5672389245918447  0.4509584231694558 
  0.2262602954818470  0.1528029868587667  0.5549223393133791 
  0.2239605246589338  0.6563339558364495  0.5530350939501369 
  0.7303065107521787  0.1509925051679454  0.5421941673401279 
  0.7319360815725575  0.6520997461801404  0.5401382145652930 
  0.3634784789897186  0.0497522119064360  0.4499661057214340 
  0.3630574291660791  0.5492495334345034  0.4491936577545886 
  0.8590127798892322  0.0599477312885744  0.4624887340421868 
  0.8585055564123071  0.5564000907692711  0.4587342527791859 
  0.3566331900537372  0.3997443507338135  0.5397897042671730 
  0.3563542095522618  0.8990325222008310  0.5399282820127070 



 

 

112 
  0.8607339917106747  0.4143153222977536  0.5544069968622998 
  0.8730252721911995  0.9150612616511641  0.5481510149397173 
  0.4713105162369367  0.3157292184636358  0.4514410174592843 
  0.4712635786394369  0.8172520504900462  0.4514782371000641 
  0.9834708293696158  0.3111550614238278  0.4468589143210502 
  0.9853974923258445  0.8106402261099356  0.4408719413654368 
  0.1179520342652532  0.3971504385124099  0.5534988225536160 
  0.1132980781649877  0.8917771574069520  0.5506257030840961 
  0.6069399800973584  0.3944707796567332  0.5600606073799520 
  0.6067692417821358  0.8921637470201438  0.5609262111868329 
  0.2278622714314317  0.3045167674793777  0.4611367950155165 
  0.2313269374988335  0.8074774154607688  0.4592477133987150 
  0.7307512456100588  0.2970159135280112  0.4518682480829227 
  0.7253349001448689  0.8012297462042888  0.4504070614564605 
  0.3545369777401759  0.4016749014601487  0.5997961404734811 
  0.7314056501768552  0.6476173776099282  0.6001674680823481 
  0.3535676642349517  0.8992973807655862  0.5999201829249101 
  0.7273017518093364  0.1529379142831345  0.6021416233762226 
  0.8853174355984413  0.8973879569269542  0.6080777899538969 
 -0.0052427089317723  0.2486099347088078  0.6185275916465351 
  0.3457685259664547  0.4965312622946330  0.6107773378224867 
  0.4269588038438399  0.3635681948701632  0.6116488365199193 
  0.2899304777381040  0.3459025400636159  0.6108670366134270 
  0.7161538350896157  0.7396524481487742  0.6127715522810456 
  0.8058380587150847  0.6142904011131105  0.6114461001120581 
  0.6705216586780766  0.5851711500596490  0.6105317015599073 
  0.3470001567888162 -0.0058848155368743  0.6112210502413922 
  0.4247505118856695  0.8582185156373057  0.6118836382795791 
  0.2875076256370557  0.8454920820613017  0.6106531448192920 
  0.7207090342877991  0.2483524968005484  0.6128240221363120 
  0.7986229543685675  0.1134903453739897  0.6144220344401539 
  0.6611753532149088  0.1000050473992323  0.6133778180704356 
  0.9334726538369649  0.9729032489494166  0.6197420031183498 
  0.9216739994090987  0.8088973318307471  0.6144158732922205 
  0.8094348885457240  0.9013794259743063  0.6232655113418694 
 -0.0240034702628023  0.3456297737696439  0.6158318826241630 
  0.0751753633610898  0.2375585844771237  0.6279468816126177 
  0.9454996944762174  0.2050758819481648  0.6435851599415313 
 
E.1.8  (MoS2)16(CH3)7 

[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)6, methyl on S5-(6)-7-13-14-15-16, charge = 1] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
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     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H  
    16    32     7    21 
Direct 
  0.0048214502018683  0.4728116053703166  0.4995134293019557 
  0.0054419443377889  0.9745276121127782  0.4989131094288935 
  0.5065547924099599  0.4972444820402347  0.5048951066766476 
  0.5071262628833220  0.9969463022246846  0.5040547823262278 
  0.0873871302890867  0.2251244086716641  0.4988521180191434 
  0.0866769475369624  0.7237158086429781  0.4994378698136389 
  0.5835410630993459  0.2479532789290261  0.5040025620139527 
  0.5835318499166990  0.7474119114611277  0.5050411125135735 
  0.3671909640170475  0.2073158715976219  0.5026142293741724 
  0.3691803139549458  0.7087462763932314  0.5046143084535682 
  0.8720414662035390  0.2586470699057978  0.4999574567742180 
  0.8724263496923120  0.7584242774355188  0.5001011195796629 
  0.2187097577673225  0.5077616769155090  0.5001411237046693 
  0.2200786513149394  0.0117733176981398  0.4991936892636329 
  0.7215477183571168  0.4590534025625986  0.5043506302805256 
  0.7218190025645250  0.9590796011202907  0.5039432752190978 
  0.4820984057878295  0.1498882672444551  0.5599282202594055 
  0.4839415840772977  0.6491195242559997  0.5616573123763983 
  0.9769713453967606  0.1498586706812985  0.5524254801084476 
  0.9756613445461916  0.6490037503621926  0.5529166420029358 
  0.1064929967984805  0.0727614632838922  0.4420788923804368 
  0.1055115766843249  0.5714015244861959  0.4429184144906259 
  0.6190476170200367  0.0733589357985823  0.4516205036220085 
  0.6183594081257225  0.5736360396672515  0.4523641437018084 
  0.2252448883620794  0.1622942373708512  0.5532046118558465 
  0.2231812312937167  0.6642264414884470  0.5510735981304945 
  0.7320634837225265  0.1583544511158005  0.5410406191910958 
  0.7324852098431097  0.6583538766623703  0.5415413629402230 
  0.3645567388332029  0.0561269269611895  0.4493453130288337 
  0.3649516748994791  0.5575481170070125  0.4512377508023889 
  0.8581074506886237  0.0637320021033294  0.4602078797829514 
  0.8580506583318889  0.5633539349155765  0.4606699862106687 
  0.3577640528001083  0.4050034232819439  0.5408621824818027 
  0.3577540676997066  0.9091956416094856  0.5408365938581277 
  0.8676234207906174  0.4146768211478553  0.5508961069833314 
  0.8682980739687228  0.9160470374906056  0.5504507542367347 
  0.4719702610700927  0.3243302280540566  0.4515197102599567 
  0.4717655155075093  0.8228356042656481  0.4522032824886805 
  0.9849520727073584  0.3217284029818663  0.4426211578374061 



 

 

114 
  0.9855902242918217  0.8214511463470562  0.4426988193488099 
  0.1166918984927411  0.3961291882729874  0.5528028158342903 
  0.1170769589898251  0.9012244346359656  0.5522362112972172 
  0.6061180106295418  0.3985147075022724  0.5610239681460591 
  0.6064498451139050  0.9008361860387393  0.5609537443274096 
  0.2325222035413493  0.3149979910041299  0.4590798811175691 
  0.2330401043722400  0.8129346870781851  0.4609599847760196 
  0.7258728954194240  0.3079007331264789  0.4508435034756704 
  0.7257848162949513  0.8065242368114347  0.4510622209641849 
  0.3570687290453953  0.4014829034588389  0.6008898103715896 
  0.7318360985908836  0.6581144275350841  0.6016437571162644 
  0.3559451471340993  0.9154159577094702  0.6008354891009161 
  0.7314365645242061  0.1574587759980428  0.6011387817740379 
  0.8884569457890882  0.9075555399365738  0.6101044151418900 
  0.8875821410343291  0.4062915195044916  0.6105747303627547 
  0.2028735899862408  0.6564977882120620  0.6107446370469173 
  0.3705717388447969  0.4938951349666946  0.6134571103696617 
  0.4187982575365846  0.3409405361686325  0.6117356209889709 
  0.2831919463857166  0.3664165210379141  0.6121333390133372 
  0.7045959671071425  0.7470906672875216  0.6133045623838196 
  0.8093801744255458  0.6410716297730337  0.6136441179016919 
  0.6797688533417534  0.5863001187630237  0.6129570464774198 
  0.3687894520855906  0.0102291990850601  0.6110358615428129 
  0.4167658127211784  0.8564719612747222  0.6136394294008981 
  0.2810638860342551  0.8849159344101433  0.6124904219317576 
  0.7042673787280684  0.2463599428017477  0.6129018382466915 
  0.8090046304285839  0.1403212730063675  0.6130834440452224 
  0.6793501906251300  0.0856466266166398  0.6124292206942638 
  0.9324093137431696  0.9881388493808227  0.6200922304458941 
  0.9315766726441613  0.8238642464350303  0.6169384727219653 
  0.8140782731699018  0.9058386211258734  0.6266310165582624 
  0.9310065765935291  0.4872415181358462  0.6206053238507561 
  0.9312040293626631  0.3229993897261803  0.6174284621345045 
  0.8131624283583881  0.4040198068675381  0.6270595104312415 
  0.1554395215365196  0.7346333282602991  0.6203082452240809 
  0.2771224757938285  0.6601450675143782  0.6273744435218285 
  0.1635190741053441  0.5703714352728433  0.6178872481920540 
 
E.2 1Tʹ-MoS2 Initial, Transition and Final States of Reactions 

E.2.1 (MoS2)16 + ClCH3 reactions on S7 and S10 

Methylation of S7 (low-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: None 
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[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16 + ClCH3, S(7) INITIAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     1     3     1 
Direct 
  0.9975861212489048  0.4874274574428786  0.4994053850453433 
  0.9976735396756059  0.9872923981162771  0.4995062796662182 
  0.4977440609836358  0.4877056389078596  0.4993261389730131 
  0.4976237339575163  0.9872176940530315  0.4995330258887995 
  0.0969893927261534  0.2373737765217110  0.4993823023422635 
  0.0969490176426455  0.7371373917318004  0.4994406875978200 
  0.5969825857240119  0.2375964334049023  0.4994805510792653 
  0.5969407961862585  0.7374777109140346  0.4995910286200768 
  0.3891766556067693  0.2369225272946630  0.4991395884244864 
  0.3890688385909749  0.7372639255739487  0.4995117362865298 
  0.8891401897915253  0.2374758290201592  0.4994938790653740 
  0.8890683337330986  0.7374317913514098  0.4995609557460150 
  0.2053747167193548  0.4875748363618633  0.4991935817843915 
  0.2055329363533296  0.9875566616699147  0.4995370388939827 
  0.7055373743884388  0.4873403746540969  0.4994733546590922 
  0.7054631315593517  0.9873051488050444  0.4995912987377195 
  0.4890642285084891  0.1511435194882865  0.5556277874692266 
  0.4892187961200673  0.6505900873411613  0.5557497763136117 
  0.9894869071872531  0.1508945630582897  0.5556711466638949 
  0.9894454636950487  0.6506505380010115  0.5556999049636259 
  0.1052409445573380  0.0737542135666023  0.4432558752529921 
  0.1048425113224557  0.5740871568902280  0.4430694078224763 
  0.6053527047518501  0.0738268039289782  0.4433556361082586 
  0.6055116026764327  0.5742641092687268  0.4432472493787928 
  0.2415114132073674  0.1568567637588766  0.5455255925135286 
  0.2413781860796201  0.6562615309306417  0.5455408424021843 
  0.7413937738499465  0.1567187678598525  0.5455987864296690 



 

 

116 
  0.7414151243412826  0.6565065380206569  0.5456406905371627 
  0.3532711919414514  0.0677289682857844  0.4532255163252875 
  0.3532799593229425  0.5684910788773964  0.4531807401729218 
  0.8531225522554113  0.0681085045761979  0.4534796597871588 
  0.8530905867178999  0.5682594233886119  0.4534178223246403 
  0.3529013937598850  0.4067002295333181  0.5446412673172208 
  0.3531135736952183  0.9065464085921252  0.5456243135618689 
  0.8532507803044600  0.4065877416871093  0.5455946131316262 
  0.8532604673573554  0.9066011069070677  0.5456771215636107 
  0.4896780262321780  0.3240161743428631  0.4431061171795180 
  0.4893977804144087  0.8239321175068310  0.4433298606399330 
  0.9892455317421124  0.3238655955635523  0.4432076542796622 
  0.9892265142074882  0.8238958900874181  0.4432973048005273 
  0.1055450625861970  0.4008903274178180  0.5555432302611423 
  0.1053299238382126  0.9006956898692380  0.5556920610131236 
  0.6050141788724424  0.4010123979699899  0.5556737479161749 
  0.6051058974168051  0.9008559328441342  0.5558257773969871 
  0.2413466159901880  0.3180440072625996  0.4531342396295661 
  0.2414077685463764  0.8182148250305977  0.4534532256248747 
  0.7414284696897753  0.3181637594659303  0.4533703671716457 
  0.7413882795883565  0.8182092900814105  0.4534815484036688 
  0.3549142158650113  0.4012556869642001  0.6540427414756765 
  0.3334811196132213  0.4931419074212631  0.6433512113440175 
  0.4315702801398737  0.3781388918344309  0.6424580501296081 
  0.2993011776842363  0.3339675526334678  0.6424928796592793 
  0.3556635385817176  0.3985957477062875  0.7141919392681899 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16 + ClCH3, S(7) TRANSITION STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841991    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573995    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     1     3     1 
Direct 
  0.9918346085597275  0.4706957109144003  0.4985419186601842 
  0.9992043718253236  0.9858964269962739  0.4981078037494657 
  0.4981630717787110  0.4866648464100197  0.4998440390755040 
  0.4991203631681139  0.9880572246664014  0.4990487297663562 
  0.0955262529453276  0.2376109277518805  0.4998120039393305 
  0.1025504928309134  0.7530701967604387  0.4993688058805035 
  0.5954609327092528  0.2393724072324747  0.4998002658702430 
  0.5974283897798437  0.7400983544626346  0.4991563476402407 
  0.3881112608323434  0.2317273389388282  0.4990797341587738 
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  0.3908154269489654  0.7354817093026905  0.4986666802927539 
  0.8873334677772560  0.2382230144589072  0.4996570851365683 
  0.8924239701171811  0.7367890707276653  0.4984930858478523 
  0.2009624748041162  0.4903559645687155  0.5000945612332317 
  0.2078503648768008  0.9878712993453062  0.4986986754447291 
  0.7045379347523634  0.4858222488955273  0.4996373534198604 
  0.7065763308384406  0.9857351925894834  0.4978820458324830 
  0.4888448624363733  0.1493003989825632  0.5558586016663265 
  0.4909077196617615  0.6521534968133720  0.5554808634742840 
  0.9871293574686222  0.1487455864271436  0.5551225182027104 
  0.9938171670368877  0.6512909135446489  0.5528559061576589 
  0.1075294010830266  0.0750310503160685  0.4428157575595699 
  0.1000104502356559  0.5731011144684908  0.4450350128322018 
  0.6058037545598426  0.0763690480186827  0.4428000699268135 
  0.6053499115448306  0.5738469998119804  0.4435227210210227 
  0.2405129274106194  0.1550471926829788  0.5464118936628838 
  0.2424112210296489  0.6593883052418882  0.5451403236303909 
  0.7414337099989972  0.1548818384676684  0.5447223623335201 
  0.7431837443440171  0.6569721706452472  0.5444025695258339 
  0.3547687522023926  0.0672402172808785  0.4518538272272845 
  0.3523033523420583  0.5670305414919948  0.4536268058853707 
  0.8537801181341690  0.0693203249737543  0.4521238357057196 
  0.8516375661018023  0.5655300629920662  0.4536008586735168 
  0.3516745846320267  0.4073007222777406  0.5433585786289341 
  0.3549113242252007  0.9054285765037540  0.5446354575200142 
  0.8523683836363872  0.4070336170186746  0.5469821330865847 
  0.8540912662875051  0.9053935214814469  0.5438023382137239 
  0.4881860929640093  0.3245786467773798  0.4435062618867884 
  0.4901738210463061  0.8249389816769453  0.4426585458353700 
  0.9903143238017895  0.3185536842674576  0.4417449609102633 
  0.9925422461465315  0.8258507947408971  0.4417920681210356 
  0.1013740795469117  0.3983401532705554  0.5562622666810598 
  0.1047618141740126  0.9054741419530988  0.5560720989350761 
  0.6047379622985518  0.4001055698488561  0.5564260618515678 
  0.6071986109646030  0.9014218287074688  0.5551012256970758 
  0.2412691048477205  0.3195507067400186  0.4551902266815950 
  0.2430260355075474  0.8169557902561382  0.4517044782475537 
  0.7390896806181012  0.3186394015756972  0.4531324465040184 
  0.7415555830838598  0.8170561827142685  0.4521057465317644 
  0.3538708020289433  0.4033984148076050  0.6194321524655881 
  0.3317556420796235  0.4987110495470469  0.6204302487789880 
  0.4338509097918313  0.3785067443892803  0.6195500528132841 
  0.2958036367043343  0.3329314234310493  0.6196210749699466 
  0.3551683330276073  0.4006822956188625  0.6970604106106291 



 

 

118 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16 + ClCH3, S(7) FINAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     1     3     1 
Direct 
  0.9924257410815982  0.4707727347425814  0.4941800947904575 
 -0.0000301356036127  0.9834393675680480  0.4945054001555181 
  0.5027511574680542  0.5005880873829377  0.4975461053376077 
  0.5005659661839790  0.9887223334773599  0.4956981663404538 
  0.0915142392760285  0.2351560816405606  0.4964659941625572 
  0.1063747106193111  0.7546775698557957  0.4952740637930841 
  0.5892481462840675  0.2401834706354361  0.4975535159153827 
  0.5987091251405906  0.7414270652455348  0.4957753388992110 
  0.3722954012235393  0.2058547492430542  0.4959309209554211 
  0.3924266943731010  0.7335336860853866  0.4947928249431541 
  0.8851745386512472  0.2394466554471194  0.4966439489105133 
  0.8934073250844254  0.7408846933351205  0.4949040564921010 
  0.2006681824307670  0.4909757460205683  0.4956500529308698 
  0.2153434311661098  0.9980665925042496  0.4962592299578833 
  0.7068575471456023  0.4823250623180846  0.4950302064683761 
  0.7077076734937499  0.9830407694612543  0.4943191890688481 
  0.4848499109080205  0.1445174476531203  0.5529556361366421 
  0.4934537857861915  0.6565367206303248  0.5534901645980804 
  0.9838621157559673  0.1470117359864897  0.5517870520386909 
  0.9956332104394021  0.6520707616008159  0.5481151962835112 
  0.1092654185232941  0.0749571490684264  0.4397529691178629 
  0.0997641643680724  0.5734355255493292  0.4406319017187385 
  0.6066664599424880  0.0791032556187736  0.4400839394340719 
  0.6081047702796496  0.5754014523479419  0.4395197824191788 
  0.2330004631618393  0.1588092630854578  0.5468414174247774 
  0.2433828916892393  0.6569851939898959  0.5412938179254234 
  0.7394282954681846  0.1550363834194508  0.5409561340403959 
  0.7462219260070739  0.6567265646504951  0.5394698173742046 
  0.3597637989658574  0.0557846351822161  0.4438809233851524 
  0.3549027549092266  0.5664802681077613  0.4494846560113104 
  0.8541905064767769  0.0685170422363647  0.4491534480888925 
  0.8524345215828888  0.5665711037313765  0.4499163478450393 
  0.3550230934276728  0.4052889610294002  0.5357349985458715 
  0.3560913199419746  0.9035250238744180  0.5409907157578920 
  0.8538463366379808  0.4077187231344750  0.5437179101200625 



 

 

119 
  0.8556650110135970  0.9066739997286795  0.5409086144700644 
  0.4761561961648603  0.3250434692613622  0.4457529298565568 
  0.4923550295840697  0.8236584442062660  0.4392420903910635 
  0.9870855779346437  0.3176371784453319  0.4380739689601741 
  0.9958312102661644  0.8257988438286873  0.4378220104621003 
  0.1012117285342238  0.3990892648071078  0.5518546357072727 
  0.1086987757498150  0.9060105794391516  0.5515453751021452 
  0.6053487482810459  0.4030887670041218  0.5528916173018987 
  0.6088660635809090  0.9011055357302760  0.5518174868482876 
  0.2373907892155875  0.3153378200432784  0.4521865521239838 
  0.2454730146264889  0.8167500146938068  0.4489698713529739 
  0.7349364517486646  0.3150080589733997  0.4494005467893246 
  0.7416180288281508  0.8179445688338468  0.4477418869193005 
  0.3555188018641587  0.4035138063646510  0.5958689276928298 
  0.3395727896421239  0.4962389552650880  0.6076236181456866 
  0.4307356855028114  0.3734429353688064  0.6072957924635330 
  0.2963355568543650  0.3403420690939776  0.6073109499665165 
  0.3469230198659199  0.4193172568390159  0.7226297271027831 
 
Methylation of S10 (high-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: None 

 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16 + ClCH3, S(10) INITIAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     1     3     1 
Direct 
  0.9981268007524423  0.4845597836005430  0.4992390445849335 
  0.9981666508355171  0.9845618765668858  0.4992337568941715 
  0.4979334508950951  0.4832884750572587  0.4988914850349467 
  0.4980828103671117  0.9838788397319631  0.4990395807705924 
  0.0973324137196303  0.2394940003379842  0.4996623803471895 
  0.0973703905859064  0.7396135008237906  0.4995801329157828 
  0.5973844548421898  0.2400014708313107  0.4996563245397295 



 

 

120 
  0.5975549198043982  0.7406367924836983  0.4994194818318950 
  0.3895319284983091  0.2371706271489327  0.4994752458145953 
  0.3895733367590151  0.7372182163741625  0.4991212095655602 
  0.8895440981631820  0.2370274967477538  0.4995324867616082 
  0.8895826290567868  0.7370048980970136  0.4994037640964573 
  0.2059034257531344  0.4869815549119982  0.4993371083981030 
  0.2059692332250029  0.9868669122219842  0.4993179351606227 
  0.7057758388125990  0.4870723343361096  0.4993194048941680 
  0.7059726119909605  0.9869793470328276  0.4993353336306782 
  0.4896176176163227  0.1500891201131370  0.5552667196281432 
  0.4896300180603528  0.6502264658847403  0.5547090939339808 
  0.9896805431072649  0.1501809683007871  0.5554352817860255 
  0.9896678960058632  0.6502968937508480  0.5553552452508185 
  0.1058135242679198  0.0738984503324965  0.4434738532365528 
  0.1057420451860241  0.5737675008196367  0.4434455097110869 
  0.6059805036985981  0.0738469702677506  0.4434724557660222 
  0.6058951093893175  0.5736770532549800  0.4433871657295818 
  0.2420708853965227  0.1561438938922032  0.5454256287223999 
  0.2421777180481313  0.6563331621177396  0.5453105942300654 
  0.7418536428116640  0.1561549503498699  0.5455205064420483 
  0.7417703261063953  0.6563425753845580  0.5453675336675947 
  0.3534919247069875  0.0679341209360342  0.4533166774229054 
  0.3534055845037536  0.5676512986422769  0.4531798659885882 
  0.8535476221965449  0.0678924878827919  0.4534091576376756 
  0.8535085967433510  0.5677466509592777  0.4533619173757681 
  0.3539135185569328  0.4064765213460872  0.5455794767686909 
  0.3539225376403669  0.9060020108523691  0.5454519448516834 
  0.8537142644792424  0.4063081807835100  0.5455864715758341 
  0.8538235368038937  0.9061155683217661  0.5455572406382947 
  0.4900477405053749  0.3228944175391977  0.4427285942997621 
  0.4901983376242850  0.8237226205370005  0.4425818500732163 
  0.9898853788643446  0.3234157139544803  0.4429820238983832 
  0.9899357140438302  0.8235699987000623  0.4429052785167518 
  0.1056269486212157  0.4006422241447651  0.5559197530283662 
  0.1056362001563732  0.9005363366854359  0.5558907044936008 
  0.6051527352110443  0.4007398853554894  0.5558995047058964 
  0.6053018207971772  0.9005468970909429  0.5558930971337072 
  0.2415544050014008  0.3177928847970067  0.4532442969948955 
  0.2414121492139122  0.8179471266447418  0.4530492314954727 
  0.7417693599274660  0.3177427498193393  0.4533033610238554 
  0.7418941729278222  0.8179141203433696  0.4531086422138393 
  0.4838102989424408  0.6476867350092972  0.6660328617160370 
  0.4602720575287315  0.7380834333646177  0.6544896876947137 
  0.5618477160152104  0.6273960626669906  0.6555425287981631 



 

 

121 
  0.4310003061433023  0.5774362708448161  0.6542999027541829 
  0.4807731787050200  0.6479948766091356  0.7261227332977874 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16 + ClCH3, S(10) TRANSITION STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841991    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573995    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     1     3     1 
Direct 
  0.9979426262489037  0.4852658650097316  0.5009608942971120 
  0.9999270535440354  0.9856367738938908  0.5000845324807136 
  0.4912889565427097  0.4687483553530047  0.5010162127073667 
  0.4994395278788674  0.9870880958571785  0.5003399476053784 
  0.0953724125128102  0.2368308797093130  0.5010773223220332 
  0.0973514651388363  0.7373066513496013  0.5000611919240593 
  0.5956075923522565  0.2370853785611130  0.5017737928205285 
  0.6052008302420966  0.7561032720520000  0.5014084986194358 
  0.3870608013645445  0.2374303557469614  0.5016661414308198 
  0.3917811497183059  0.7368288152256417  0.5001151190098845 
  0.8883729469952096  0.2376945838582755  0.5017955235764165 
  0.8912251664069853  0.7372626916601454  0.4999997857743362 
  0.2040580538904622  0.4872336833449369  0.5014678082458385 
  0.2068516638743049  0.9871586952247426  0.4999493470477355 
  0.7024046321345804  0.4877128542713585  0.5013908023770003 
  0.7081300851279413  0.9861964526353085  0.5001928202917855 
  0.4873544173475381  0.1491168532546215  0.5573622023224476 
  0.4967360760079315  0.6498716925522577  0.5527747732107990 
  0.9889961313568920  0.1474841066762877  0.5571284264357388 
  0.9904503676332269  0.6505135709334061  0.5565099985989274 
  0.1064708634974657  0.0753652080120780  0.4441002957676727 
  0.1049603177619256  0.5724336069619838  0.4445444141460982 
  0.6075962850874583  0.0750131313708378  0.4447448171612994 
  0.5992837806591514  0.5731716836901969  0.4477044312716781 
  0.2405438267536399  0.1548098961905877  0.5470402009498708 
  0.2425670139502301  0.6571129125878459  0.5463347663628878 
  0.7414287119064785  0.1544579196785482  0.5478479207413733 
  0.7441933409392079  0.6586442124280073  0.5463410137542654 
  0.3543821004743382  0.0692242969119413  0.4539398629916485 
  0.3514455049930429  0.5649111723003696  0.4555221504176214 
  0.8540413508673164  0.0690814007946221  0.4547653647757349 
  0.8521357052718892  0.5668624691527626  0.4552295678913990 
  0.3515277054149183  0.4068091459860237  0.5491718398236134 
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  0.3541972134079007  0.9049177776929699  0.5456207385435157 
  0.8534843900954072  0.4068157981992197  0.5476097493204209 
  0.8562098655313493  0.9050856130193369  0.5464166003211265 
  0.4902427030053286  0.3179302865591218  0.4438038562628872 
  0.4933246110573572  0.8263217544326943  0.4440362656828880 
  0.9878309029075142  0.3233471374619851  0.4448786658936792 
  0.9908146541944474  0.8242936162182821  0.4434977446682456 
  0.1043670234013507  0.3987969549699337  0.5576360967904946 
  0.1071770658563355  0.8994377040911932  0.5563238523717188 
  0.6034212984783066  0.3966556945328514  0.5581469450632810 
  0.6051148590371718  0.9068923110083532  0.5583942210316953 
  0.2397447832508568  0.3185560912828831  0.4552733506451669 
  0.2424698788491839  0.8174405280584826  0.4539048077360665 
  0.7407753168858925  0.3188438883656508  0.4562714992823617 
  0.7432320372321519  0.8168581892659742  0.4526207940008239 
  0.4864069531616030  0.6487038316206512  0.6270174368268572 
  0.4633746932088338  0.7438380536885609  0.6275988139650436 
  0.5662239337567704  0.6249776221464283  0.6307379327780815 
  0.4290068054146276  0.5774315204979538  0.6270603236326324 
  0.4756034769877449  0.6518922682556425  0.7063784470052986 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16 + ClCH3, S(10) FINAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     1     3     1 
Direct 
  0.9979341816222393  0.4849742409802880  0.5003393365142201 
  0.0001997999641550  0.9852951594027723  0.4995240094831934 
  0.4907631040397952  0.4679339694141377  0.5008470260311156 
  0.4995455013600903  0.9879041717100758  0.4997257204028884 
  0.0951266891770234  0.2365969642202489  0.5006112725395319 
  0.0971713971806901  0.7371387520142819  0.4993216397636566 
  0.5954704865638435  0.2366462041293413  0.5011207198532980 
  0.6067600278119903  0.7578156133343159  0.5010050378181766 
  0.3867252551569366  0.2377768024011388  0.5011234450029527 
  0.3903271698659014  0.7379543499042542  0.4989230821211748 
  0.8882556383789088  0.2382535968315987  0.5014442484927751 
  0.8912568603982396  0.7379083371966519  0.4994878901192012 
  0.2037533045067379  0.4874906209200444  0.5008251276405603 
  0.2069463846388844  0.9879878690924853  0.4995843479491994 
  0.7026709139351686  0.4872024699537804  0.5005928278071383 
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  0.7083906772476459  0.9861168047238732  0.4995598627566421 
  0.4870976398300702  0.1493096637807292  0.5568084962176472 
  0.4973085954861322  0.6492336708559436  0.5505175306136699 
  0.9887876468558128  0.1470818620469689  0.5566431311899567 
  0.9905098155412507  0.6504716776517264  0.5558456824192367 
  0.1065603057518767  0.0754618716977918  0.4436091726209533 
  0.1045443829814293  0.5723493530820992  0.4438209207476996 
  0.6079944998068412  0.0751078753728162  0.4440720906673990 
  0.5985857893384684  0.5736318646306738  0.4476169760635633 
  0.2401897564973183  0.1550212242323511  0.5467105021412949 
  0.2422816047140718  0.6575092700338867  0.5455548941183606 
  0.7414759368956274  0.1543001382763545  0.5472562194668877 
  0.7445749894859924  0.6584811690049248  0.5458049496626817 
  0.3543982620357028  0.0693433126416166  0.4534010825169322 
  0.3506741585147746  0.5643673083804268  0.4549087231310026 
  0.8543345741982292  0.0692233873060706  0.4543243089045097 
  0.8521803038072656  0.5670697210010971  0.4547143057033765 
  0.3509603153804969  0.4066464722588393  0.5487748933129643 
  0.3546452176790881  0.9047698990613753  0.5450639269294694 
  0.8538196432514606  0.4069945020554571  0.5472539437646201 
  0.8565684190645761  0.9052365174903620  0.5459643722573728 
  0.4901044434212198  0.3175127522070172  0.4432325775603343 
  0.4941901051618476  0.8266673209379868  0.4434622068004950 
  0.9877225032376722  0.3231353852697538  0.4443622173852100 
  0.9907618959235778  0.8244779576024952  0.4428446340661025 
  0.1043020052022095  0.3988210316047173  0.5570976722345630 
  0.1073001503113008  0.8990585429367406  0.5557592136378460 
  0.6042244869583983  0.3953374910404855  0.5575243039338412 
  0.6051143316013535  0.9081875026339117  0.5579348657745243 
  0.2393782563535773  0.3183649767801381  0.4547739829649333 
  0.2424066358243460  0.8181417833028416  0.4531313871423430 
  0.7407538112253599  0.3187184702646469  0.4556113273262046 
  0.7434067720144436  0.8169801077685055  0.4518314761241949 
  0.4865777870012643  0.6452912527713516  0.6103532530658784 
  0.4661510641494458  0.7374508472652668  0.6213708443376380 
  0.5604722798914042  0.6173835846249029  0.6239098739067644 
  0.4268269869988120  0.5793423372515514  0.6187412435936710 
  0.4806681653747056  0.6640252932506571  0.7265282711436061 
 
E.2.2 (MoS2)16(CH3) + ClCH3 reaction on S14 

Methylation of S14 (low-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: S7 



 

 

124 

 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3) + ClCH3, S7-(14) INITIAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     2     6     1 
Direct 
  0.9934964096503418  0.4712021150965980  0.4953091054610599 
  0.0020001123589596  0.9854903843085365  0.4956094241152728 
  0.5039422237147395  0.5047202108128135  0.4979587798540326 
  0.5014885153965151  0.9902683240137464  0.4964927207596616 
  0.0943712961187134  0.2367812264627896  0.4979913190896919 
  0.1105360044728237  0.7585455175673592  0.4961955035139467 
  0.5928775963311761  0.2326146539673429  0.4979129562990361 
  0.6021060418978427  0.7389943298476658  0.4956016085226513 
  0.3742452711966077  0.2059103181782541  0.4975529942768206 
  0.3955084392074051  0.7370993160379116  0.4956198769748151 
  0.8877708493204169  0.2411679957426755  0.4979418505357370 
  0.8972266816853229  0.7420042576650495  0.4951188912163624 
  0.2031629325162228  0.4926625068227213  0.4966000396843925 
  0.2176760883797847 -0.0001240900393611  0.4974888802536608 
  0.7079928543101457  0.4868354981514339  0.4957395366027598 
  0.7096881159971123  0.9877159475674286  0.4953777681664056 
  0.4881223433832732  0.1440546589231987  0.5542708577615351 
  0.4967990282931724  0.6587637566718451  0.5542394198667911 
  0.9860334424126607  0.1488285771109762  0.5531826883938457 
 -0.0002501164105415  0.6544529219056351  0.5486278394952057 
  0.1120209032550151  0.0770741858897989  0.4410884185540377 
  0.1012677246754710  0.5755468506006826  0.4420922453225845 
  0.6074044791765049  0.0783023727871749  0.4400651486055110 
  0.6092870565331102  0.5755012852594712  0.4392676968562971 
  0.2351296104944745  0.1602276948859279  0.5486163766343389 
  0.2469003284328526  0.6592736192840677  0.5421653526725299 
  0.7417805041621466  0.1572381665289004  0.5427277513521211 



 

 

125 
  0.7497757060176174  0.6591529114758934  0.5394846378809812 
  0.3618130807784642  0.0570427787558479  0.4448061570213014 
  0.3558468777615053  0.5689077641108568  0.4503051096349509 
  0.8567912266844017  0.0713978264493684  0.4501036074882805 
  0.8547583056941939  0.5680011080961848  0.4503074500035426 
  0.3581375824728499  0.4066446046474764  0.5364439860690233 
  0.3585203401944366  0.9051728495043059  0.5423951590777906 
  0.8550802272778378  0.4111530350532766  0.5445340825540741 
  0.8571804764491918  0.9079485012881884  0.5411399862130772 
  0.4779433523461649  0.3249368223127526  0.4476257835702250 
  0.4955355555351818  0.8239719621974632  0.4398151522339990 
  0.9903909981329876  0.3186984335704206  0.4393519113040492 
  0.0000467138387728  0.8285097423301166  0.4385366347913486 
  0.1029705646658900  0.4015764863158464  0.5530637116942938 
  0.1105732105049513  0.9083241502560160  0.5527424282588181 
  0.6071925154639340  0.4038723406267632  0.5525399222183480 
  0.6118991074416393  0.9013187869573741  0.5518770036739206 
  0.2401143054024339  0.3162246519327579  0.4537190985248610 
  0.2489702016712158  0.8192896017586108  0.4497182448584580 
  0.7382568993744102  0.3165342256617634  0.4509357601545826 
  0.7460904409169334  0.8205496435318748  0.4488214193006120 
  0.3587525303710466  0.4063936856182280  0.5965559849546048 
  0.7456899730450689  0.6590573787855644  0.6478118510474434 
  0.3445553683113109  0.4999014145592259  0.6079849929312288 
  0.4334866791355677  0.3745443975429611  0.6080040942063518 
  0.2983464969388133  0.3450084704337739  0.6081617451345084 
  0.7629295061913228  0.7519555897335098  0.6368641020130330 
  0.8048612896626220  0.5955010479869333  0.6368618885254039 
  0.6707421791047441  0.6302877609840630  0.6358016408478995 
  0.7430055267947629  0.6580585100982284  0.7080210050242832 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3) + ClCH3, S7-(14) FINAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     2     6     1 
Direct 
  0.0026734581846541  0.4838534789337848  0.4965161303905235 
  0.0070280078049859  0.9772078523619002  0.4927328236711952 
  0.5113589117650013  0.5030016152510762  0.5001561752719428 
  0.5022911474750061  0.9926141141874709  0.4964868860233118 
  0.0909721687452593  0.2350725814696326  0.4951324273006679 



 

 

126 
  0.1007003615507910  0.7260683084396692  0.4942733352280170 
  0.5912157073452642  0.2410349729556377  0.4981329502042398 
  0.5964065062255013  0.7537058942710606  0.4984837151119798 
  0.3724393589734678  0.2104971190849164  0.4970523703940761 
  0.3908815312393364  0.7348570796875845  0.4962768730785218 
  0.8732062987768967  0.2593567720464839  0.4959179598346119 
  0.8947914794879930  0.7433958221426028  0.4962412012004002 
  0.2086262847917831  0.4938446339670326  0.4971218127189500 
  0.2233130439397781  0.0122853889370122  0.4943755294326935 
  0.7247037689832164  0.4596115621506555  0.4979277432052530 
  0.7103080540711395  0.9852300435855995  0.4959316471305310 
  0.4847720304824942  0.1477643484560541  0.5536979165768090 
  0.4939303704631849  0.6607739959205040  0.5551160530271450 
  0.9801134024716202  0.1484497299182486  0.5472371512928456 
  0.9933183811709483  0.6515885868372967  0.5520094496207271 
  0.1094115234222339  0.0778056839580419  0.4378890702578548 
  0.1083638593444607  0.5688380694843582  0.4386620813993398 
  0.6093839483901083  0.0790772668175764  0.4411795404910934 
  0.6222116864815233  0.5775197521640915  0.4463710334666845 
  0.2314812335132992  0.1634612938714794  0.5478860280910705 
  0.2411395656636152  0.6589339829598467  0.5440069226908667 
  0.7399306290630291  0.1578071216162571  0.5420677260599935 
  0.7439452719234183  0.6590266093820308  0.5366785018619393 
  0.3638127373657645  0.0622387919213353  0.4428253514754307 
  0.3630643080402512  0.5667673958804526  0.4510893867715854 
  0.8590910489520102  0.0688976914136926  0.4525071226480235 
  0.8575753684998094  0.5667432051552892  0.4524872564555391 
  0.3604506506600121  0.4082822162234476  0.5370600747348042 
  0.3560099269677535  0.9097406087282079  0.5409036193852823 
  0.8643793184418155  0.4123589760655334  0.5491847720257357 
  0.8632796006255438  0.9104025119845768  0.5419164248326740 
  0.4782930977583574  0.3295445112426587  0.4473403479159221 
  0.4905152103605827  0.8267365906047472  0.4406527363220268 
  0.9845074465909261  0.3268745671972920  0.4394472283487025 
  0.9967746958278826  0.8186602722064532  0.4376725381450343 
  0.1093596753593779  0.3977567828553836  0.5519277927139441 
  0.1182074305331467  0.9025570720256454  0.5470900766168737 
  0.6113303372037165  0.3986808866210068  0.5549050877880063 
  0.6086790007512139  0.9091420539625932  0.5542155063394588 
  0.2398304844636391  0.3179971966917755  0.4521042662622709 
  0.2434522268098190  0.8184614587068237  0.4524342525720788 
  0.7316405657193989  0.3098922065574515  0.4446399486156495 
  0.7420322565971627  0.8195952479011818  0.4494975944019868 
  0.3592515615849681  0.4050666944866861  0.5971680007273213 



 

 

127 
  0.7439628981276137  0.6597390643681899  0.5967805366490694 
  0.3448163927444363  0.4979678627856654  0.6091540927187146 
  0.4338132428729359  0.3727072138475139  0.6086628538330693 
  0.2987810609536210  0.3430068209445697  0.6081559873976236 
  0.7560355735717599  0.7537989237197891  0.6080448150337577 
  0.8057172223568395  0.6005457111988476  0.6084605584835603 
  0.6700755070732185  0.6256390626633704  0.6083902267465884 
  0.7451764502332782  0.6586033218350920  0.7346521806389326 
 
E.2.3 (MoS2)16(CH3)2 + ClCH3 reaction on S5 

Methylation of S5 (low-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: S7, S14 

 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)2 + ClCH3, S(5)-7-14 INITIAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     3     9     1 
Direct 
  0.9997462897609107  0.4822943265914555  0.5019188333835085 
  0.0043893199868143  0.9734198016600782  0.4976445052209248 
  0.5077634921176367  0.5020638560223036  0.5052946201999957 
  0.4993315609465236  0.9913006363957657  0.5015144115169918 
  0.0867599679654757  0.2332227878731690  0.5005088319995744 
  0.0981480822723360  0.7231513604631744  0.4992702846070496 
  0.5871193320661353  0.2398332838327386  0.5031763511084992 
  0.5941348877897477  0.7525076795071575  0.5037917141863488 
  0.3673413679359175  0.2085775798161758  0.5024210828701341 
  0.3886005285187485  0.7336074819580899  0.5012837745807568 
  0.8674840869095454  0.2595856497069285  0.5008707718435995 
  0.8924273679851891  0.7406548669657471  0.5015252806131270 
  0.2056501965561256  0.4917295100588079  0.5020666409465928 



 

 

128 
  0.2214911793792175  0.0124482351025800  0.4990501307897497 
  0.7227698375140796  0.4568188296382681  0.5036402114157748 
  0.7075712824978651  0.9841208526879081  0.5013952596458445 
  0.4806589143228729  0.1459863618877099  0.5588125239282068 
  0.4914573380977882  0.6597655125607744  0.5603661497484557 
  0.9751452892215700  0.1462628866533955  0.5518050505755724 
  0.9916740720883184  0.6500749705296043  0.5574254929166437 
  0.1058244157605761  0.0767173610818952  0.4430035803410029 
  0.1051023378929443  0.5663715204009877  0.4436767191680878 
  0.6069108949453137  0.0770498234452846  0.4464855853527219 
  0.6201092184694114  0.5753844694674111  0.4519793938569601 
  0.2266637989218832  0.1618320121349958  0.5532910662298536 
  0.2390917249606328  0.6570874773962144  0.5489665709518212 
  0.7357710686516574  0.1568212880089792  0.5473881628740063 
  0.7411832736308764  0.6569169320539650  0.5416514233796930 
  0.3612720801041310  0.0599252607925973  0.4477995669701301 
  0.3599758059299190  0.5648684317941950  0.4562476294995120 
  0.8572954720420000  0.0670411927176933  0.4582094249846739 
  0.8546783654083920  0.5644185601243017  0.4578056799171826 
  0.3574095858806621  0.4065839281921221  0.5417604851488670 
  0.3530484292297822  0.9085066941949999  0.5452362402922891 
  0.8622509874781285  0.4109516273744251  0.5549672575262665 
  0.8605621588318807  0.9086518373764360  0.5469924417713644 
  0.4742981987752566  0.3273846782229102  0.4526213243707374 
  0.4889711555841106  0.8246565530512620  0.4457471738911054 
  0.9804330398632101  0.3256665113678761  0.4447798341060177 
  0.9943460983291721  0.8154762959781380  0.4426859089368261 
  0.1067403372812614  0.3959721615872213  0.5570370537518983 
  0.1167376337951414  0.9003209832810423  0.5517272344120340 
  0.6075072313325269  0.3967204797555260  0.5601099192263691 
  0.6054336138055567  0.9080467918648563  0.5595000790470349 
  0.2357521076457788  0.3159105670615663  0.4572015534273712 
  0.2404029595000203  0.8163402032644320  0.4577013906580840 
  0.7273082317229187  0.3070054924895221  0.4498324806286248 
  0.7401895672110791  0.8181223522897546  0.4549939123481206 
  0.3554063610154046  0.4039610371678830  0.6018340999138114 
  0.7410301370498431  0.6586114858419788  0.6017203236371074 
  0.3572493167581384  0.9033241678441388  0.6533877229289907 
  0.3429733258111092  0.4974774852842748  0.6136546365861568 
  0.4290754394589582  0.3692429112999496  0.6135384622291760 
  0.2933616202105507  0.3440021351533244  0.6127180312117140 
  0.7529694564884167  0.7529292291455107  0.6127572088502241 
  0.8028728547864670  0.5995729315549790  0.6134648644430679 
  0.6670517529379973  0.6246118137985273  0.6133022042392231 



 

 

129 
  0.3446659467235010  0.9977367877270396  0.6429817887574690 
  0.4304708210931509  0.8696857580515447  0.6410591650469932 
  0.2948150326291409  0.8446911220595907  0.6422359471512142 
  0.3605200756787296  0.8995548670517405  0.7135658528581733 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)2 + ClCH3, S(5)-7-14 FINAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     3     9     1 
Direct 
  0.0068798361492700  0.4844977279129045  0.4992439835657845 
  0.9976383826728211  0.9749759231261190  0.4984211812203659 
  0.5120279261915518  0.4988235869222369  0.5035435131411440 
  0.4995585806329855  0.9978130148769020  0.5018907654871985 
  0.0863548033406299  0.2238468875524363  0.4971014128796130 
  0.0971189375445380  0.7360754272519251  0.5013397661315996 
  0.5888370544182555  0.2391323365802583  0.5015329987576163 
  0.5881160667132230  0.7507846269256885  0.5037668834018908 
  0.3741654153329460  0.2110582107714453  0.4997305706044426 
  0.3720501666502429  0.7074831319728215  0.5025950942131879 
  0.8702292527721917  0.2614527850166542  0.4986808733721971 
  0.8904575961733437  0.7427566975726559  0.5007334122174539 
  0.2241563270638356  0.5112450758073577  0.4993588048089845 
  0.2055064444240672  0.9954291149497823  0.5015209874334958 
  0.7265397923787428  0.4587627864999447  0.5015214687787964 
  0.7056648018554663  0.9839107560511057  0.5005015348226409 
  0.4832790554401548  0.1508086702485892  0.5581944817944992 
  0.4877406867788532  0.6511455397066535  0.5599072717632870 
  0.9756217880538547  0.1504754166644402  0.5514740721107432 
  0.9888244967692549  0.6472275609884877  0.5557497197911195 
  0.1021619426120612  0.0675847457665428  0.4422104193348887 
  0.1125327286392114  0.5777595400981400  0.4435362975975912 
  0.6062206252554898  0.0763936226902729  0.4449303705284527 
  0.6223839024710641  0.5776357512990509  0.4507092844583067 
  0.2290180324131341  0.1624312860442631  0.5486825980493721 
  0.2324291766793250  0.6604191271031422  0.5540011854785404 
  0.7382908749961361  0.1580697987369686  0.5453007335630548 
  0.7393484745467467  0.6573183564712701  0.5406346493602288 
  0.3602592861667309  0.0592367200778155  0.4489395500042368 
  0.3677409654455858  0.5563477804119480  0.4494356751937046 
  0.8541300474880824  0.0668136279720652  0.4570912009840361 



 

 

130 
  0.8584467836760139  0.5673200863190287  0.4561394150156330 
  0.3623856751126872  0.4068786434595943  0.5403974820274756 
  0.3529274624989425  0.9051899616188700  0.5411902346745571 
  0.8669378093632274  0.4123759811712868  0.5523859066224740 
  0.8561665333582952  0.9075729497542829  0.5476136130602731 
  0.4783023387544862  0.3285316601274814  0.4500975152648772 
  0.4772696991328709  0.8214167535453759  0.4499129861589847 
  0.9847556890560731  0.3268985967325286  0.4424127789755391 
  0.9916846812731404  0.8189640748486574  0.4427488152853236 
  0.1182523243745795  0.3980724138438740  0.5504944066591371 
  0.1040868244224755  0.9030804955381374  0.5564904383777824 
  0.6137465977012355  0.3958854093737413  0.5582328636080296 
  0.6033386224071591  0.9077372037165765  0.5589376223763073 
  0.2336344553236799  0.3150937382062338  0.4581641059629014 
  0.2417004488913283  0.8170174974583531  0.4568559023133617 
  0.7298493768320086  0.3096002979039725  0.4475499032420547 
  0.7357861695701532  0.8165843380439162  0.4550154185009464 
  0.3593848628731945  0.4045470135361330  0.6004372944403626 
  0.7402813638025116  0.6551841342204341  0.6007484858106540 
  0.3531544910561871  0.9076786037058039  0.6012426272311481 
  0.3491884379192738  0.4983753526993422  0.6122795233439837 
  0.4316786056528881  0.3668262149203955  0.6124740726477131 
  0.2952575996352579  0.3473342833753174  0.6110160769513217 
  0.7544603621779772  0.7483865704131969  0.6125014387224634 
  0.8007834847756214  0.5934864975622939  0.6119658492379181 
  0.6657037507494028  0.6229584640566715  0.6122836392343937 
  0.3429584743889172  0.0023029674744586  0.6122123546345560 
  0.4263572737797965  0.8717000554963464  0.6129285954252144 
  0.2901459552549368  0.8505729826160667  0.6130499882183651 
  0.3532137056743039  0.9075908128547244  0.7393412081471015 
 
E.2.4 (MoS2)16(CH3)3 + ClCH3 reactions 

Methylation of S16 (low-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: S5, S7, S14 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)3 + ClCH3, S5-7-14-(16) INITIAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     4    12     1 
Direct 
  0.0062440188551238  0.4802927734528745  0.5014834499203353 



 

 

131 
  0.0038339131031149  0.9719491959341537  0.4992010606935308 
  0.5118985706713098  0.4978580681137516  0.5052792576372112 
  0.5042574068213226  0.9982777092113911  0.5033632164311984 
  0.0885799903530334  0.2243229202940083  0.4996397772880340 
  0.0962313923437309  0.7237804446645211  0.5014190121217220 
  0.5914812590593693  0.2398511886971103  0.5032123484390439 
  0.5899017295432313  0.7507855197500676  0.5053622012047501 
  0.3699893122478036  0.2073487098093218  0.5038343042474452 
  0.3730238310439754  0.7063302661882624  0.5045876491656217 
  0.8722670253454879  0.2598704739022897  0.5005036389385494 
  0.8911733718583132  0.7405423208523733  0.5026194833594732 
  0.2245867294397563  0.5101093923809858  0.5011525637053503 
  0.2205099321820848  0.0118862845647069  0.4999671650225127 
  0.7266008607190588  0.4569778861954790  0.5035516800886533 
  0.7099156794708523  0.9815614564039041  0.5014880692183896 
  0.4866048892984869  0.1498621221544416  0.5603798684107308 
  0.4899003450197212  0.6510503961481472  0.5617075445145343 
  0.9772823705014579  0.1473788285926824  0.5530300518328877 
  0.9889110870339208  0.6460401376220509  0.5580827576724027 
  0.1056120405217922  0.0710054034920074  0.4429798381368439 
  0.1116248506160210  0.5711161741169573  0.4443856597242462 
  0.6097188724508404  0.0755829221596495  0.4464573420312578 
  0.6225315944616212  0.5758207279925146  0.4524042260654119 
  0.2272829657964217  0.1625929786196109  0.5540162996184936 
  0.2326317343471144  0.6605473222374324  0.5556701167747861 
  0.7410597536063961  0.1564637904939120  0.5461413742061118 
  0.7402893372537301  0.6560979303230715  0.5422874610254838 
  0.3629267132378385  0.0585966259764397  0.4494443157289938 
  0.3683842345087093  0.5553148562155305  0.4513006090229799 
  0.8579086147127869  0.0655359319852727  0.4583663286178819 
  0.8582326474522524  0.5641102936359651  0.4581222402123893 
  0.3630698355282996  0.4052688395212533  0.5420750997270735 
  0.3583357059301681  0.9064696171577893  0.5414210916015003 
  0.8671521038588721  0.4108892129908457  0.5544913002296959 
  0.8613229367748163  0.9077277846815169  0.5487778630451807 
  0.4761600213655932  0.3239672070480976  0.4531068195166188 
  0.4763571646108137  0.8213571120263102  0.4520892576657251 
  0.9864427876022781  0.3242669938550594  0.4442479889894336 
  0.9933462710818964  0.8149002035497831  0.4441164441845956 
  0.1188957688276453  0.3975510834747034  0.5530521119428434 
  0.1165302539076812  0.9014079729023791  0.5534195398469579 
  0.6134884910968544  0.3954312767263437  0.5602859542018075 
  0.6077480990598243  0.9077472165585388  0.5603460986731493 
  0.2348024546106660  0.3147588855938885  0.4605659246616859 



 

 

132 
  0.2383053541303798  0.8140231268079413  0.4606176619311617 
  0.7311702488768458  0.3079094641557454  0.4494184284728053 
  0.7371327263317624  0.8140440331985997  0.4558996167915954 
  0.3601989111533806  0.4066119668061399  0.6021092044487771 
  0.7410884455407910  0.6547742885053480  0.6023647670654164 
  0.3573050298480719  0.9113659761816668  0.6014253288940893 
  0.7350698333896377  0.1561225680260198  0.6539004082308053 
  0.3520493657359987  0.5013822519997148  0.6132717916261543 
  0.4318866825105860  0.3674933449603325  0.6143043396461466 
  0.2950912190529749  0.3517412169569898  0.6131777614013150 
  0.7544862836975634  0.7483225515091279  0.6139430793777455 
  0.8021191262476541  0.5939287118005940  0.6136689209162683 
  0.6667033669738170  0.6218086435589193  0.6138935234569270 
  0.3490901727172834  0.0066266325920332  0.6119684629522345 
  0.4295267950021018  0.8733655688165100  0.6134639753135896 
  0.2926977165753715  0.8566867203987083  0.6131456601529961 
  0.7425904488937028  0.2508963247530588  0.6429798844026363 
  0.8006524931165007  0.1020576882588096  0.6431461447285020 
  0.6639278374397064  0.1163545470445811  0.6416665972855735 
  0.7315176049696678  0.1546547010837401  0.7141223227013113 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)3 + ClCH3, S5-7-14-(16) FINAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     4    12     1 
Direct 
  0.0089933565380269  0.4758002089363169  0.4981501942331234 
  0.0021103050449639  0.9755296719954313  0.5003062405027834 
  0.5106201885487286  0.4991575084683969  0.5035286667841159 
  0.5065198928223654  0.9966811240546251  0.5032360285405463 
  0.0906320913450858  0.2215294828051326  0.4983073041246250 
  0.0944423271661144  0.7360662822421487  0.5010822450455985 
  0.5875072093689165  0.2477187402927638  0.5033933568160025 
  0.5879671307864645  0.7475077998502750  0.5034133776251291 
  0.3762590776997265  0.2091714421258973  0.5006314592312325 
  0.3710344845748501  0.7069493731621769  0.5027243499838472 
  0.8750566665266687  0.2615380635554098  0.4990846399163290 
  0.8747864237102482  0.7618451878097843  0.4993736414293208 
  0.2237252345411331  0.5117141064105917  0.4992941563300384 
  0.2091438748237924  0.9937125898781975  0.5023835868255500 
  0.7278959400456932  0.4577884504013975  0.5025629196977003 



 

 

133 
  0.7248600238443444  0.9564269695795032  0.5030311149851925 
  0.4860042807594389  0.1503432733993485  0.5592269741697586 
  0.4862306379047244  0.6508183974955581  0.5599217656518261 
  0.9789265984530225  0.1519383981486645  0.5528408553944661 
  0.9793772644045728  0.6492942061619814  0.5512081584827871 
  0.1060072428262559  0.0659261592489525  0.4432951174234911 
  0.1109335671394910  0.5769463832907936  0.4432198357394037 
  0.6215173721395144  0.0732982231603983  0.4513050956660403 
  0.6234011080721720  0.5735310267222944  0.4509184137451758 
  0.2318701421811264  0.1614725835664530  0.5498418862047404 
  0.2303523467926984  0.6608588704569979  0.5538378012443125 
  0.7365052139730335  0.1562760162870828  0.5403354413392092 
  0.7372399274416246  0.6562839957775020  0.5405095589232143 
  0.3661497793858782  0.0565489441703373  0.4502964080842194 
  0.3674298019230460  0.5560229607354480  0.4492716834683337 
  0.8594499621240498  0.0645279980104066  0.4593132598674590 
  0.8631928962090777  0.5659594397825212  0.4589767071304108 
  0.3612982547998707  0.4067637759957494  0.5404677470521034 
  0.3568813550307575  0.9041932660147770  0.5417003165093511 
  0.8700409046435926  0.4131719249458863  0.5527646679133472 
  0.8653609396501455  0.9117850122890369  0.5540446955370044 
  0.4779630896711167  0.3269479593907849  0.4500733773693321 
  0.4773477819285306  0.8215901523810156  0.4503546366988760 
  0.9891723039417544  0.3215149056476592  0.4420251177054506 
  0.9887495460190779  0.8235829704726122  0.4431695819781383 
  0.1196909923617426  0.3987095059848727  0.5514785722125604 
  0.1086907095320554  0.9004914938296377  0.5574318644033152 
  0.6123633038130840  0.4004770985539949  0.5596360651048430 
  0.6088292031984506  0.9000197276345336  0.5598175835311677 
  0.2363387771617887  0.3136192463738285  0.4588265257469019 
  0.2419453745132716  0.8167921813154406  0.4566765880187652 
  0.7312805050472505  0.3075979592575607  0.4489711900894440 
  0.7306819424800087  0.8061625261130326  0.4494070614364668 
  0.3595427713190160  0.4060287386176897  0.6005314387463929 
  0.7395151265250062  0.6578606072516123  0.6005661539307382 
  0.3567485294756677  0.9049433742264712  0.6017608762948521 
  0.7387006661244299  0.1591830780326887  0.6003732731025860 
  0.3503584703507450  0.5002841850990400  0.6121013418203434 
  0.4319843172806290  0.3680729364824090  0.6123239737720372 
  0.2953612841359339  0.3497597542803390  0.6116846413945919 
  0.7472864380162697  0.7526357978120298  0.6117271934895586 
  0.8046272183990669  0.6032761425988105  0.6118081996166983 
  0.6678714428717614  0.6184314288244684  0.6126685643239916 
  0.3455137689526792  0.9992388867838670  0.6129533833861017 



 

 

134 
  0.4303923471975936  0.8698973973950288  0.6133265203095762 
  0.2943961083705288  0.8466008172414394  0.6134212905346778 
  0.7464790855874448  0.2540642176338052  0.6113763343108691 
  0.8038104172180874  0.1048454544968804  0.6117090136732622 
  0.6671123850694514  0.1200088044588287  0.6125925897757060 
  0.7322639005322644  0.1571465802633503  0.7373316607645507 
 
Methylation of S13 (low-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: S5, S7, S14 

 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)3 + ClCH3, S5-7-(13)-14 INITIAL STATE, charge = 1.5] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     4    12     1 
Direct 
  0.0010296925015231  0.4774404907908601  0.5014497799342099 
  0.9987890249455190  0.9696562618806038  0.4992462175182544 
  0.5069795327800948  0.4950484165842811  0.5051696851622094 
  0.4990560391086726  0.9953633562081718  0.5031867284959544 
  0.0839556451011991  0.2215253829862051  0.4996527986819589 
  0.0916474231977181  0.7213721505448301  0.5014485198645492 
  0.5870813949242156  0.2368570642437760  0.5032605869503646 
  0.5848762276578542  0.7481169713083231  0.5050769691457542 
  0.3654745565285915  0.2044968562703041  0.5037355134357429 
  0.3681418199594285  0.7035584047530697  0.5043561357753956 
  0.8678054206491143  0.2562287842684658  0.5008521291255579 
  0.8863722730272896  0.7376343692310842  0.5023372421601452 
  0.2191239969582060  0.5069199608020484  0.5011221469452850 
  0.2151243962685049  0.0085749468360714  0.5000721031127334 
  0.7213043492627630  0.4543345260724426  0.5033534091832602 
  0.7048768417207880  0.9790006950125236  0.5014321138666118 
  0.4818915397593952  0.1469717486861485  0.5602347214837202 



 

 

135 
  0.4849641695257902  0.6485166175863253  0.5614504915811662 
  0.9730983504927603  0.1445624175843907  0.5532608728789336 
  0.9838325786049102  0.6434441325587344  0.5579719555023404 
  0.1007987253857647  0.0681796237722366  0.4430025276450140 
  0.1063865176718778  0.5682914489521810  0.4443901036505585 
  0.6048506179791105  0.0731429024159424  0.4463720334917550 
  0.6173370890853183  0.5729952861139777  0.4521599174278935 
  0.2229667473412227  0.1597158932542555  0.5539827202028796 
  0.2279204824716777  0.6575672644627522  0.5555628467190875 
  0.7360776181889374  0.1530318216358802  0.5470720836958597 
  0.7353292125099847  0.6535030445441198  0.5420943562693343 
  0.3577462470703092  0.0559662220700860  0.4493702518861146 
  0.3629617663103859  0.5524004292308694  0.4511833675398193 
  0.8526193872975717  0.0631225885312535  0.4583009034747224 
  0.8532192471091545  0.5612922810648840  0.4578921453732336 
  0.3580338318456678  0.4024976284103135  0.5421018825871072 
  0.3531227202958314  0.9034312859252919  0.5415404872977548 
  0.8616624204221006  0.4082370861978382  0.5544274126226028 
  0.8560859787885802  0.9047300477451351  0.5482501584879098 
  0.4714559355741844  0.3211450015585067  0.4530477692421486 
  0.4713465795270552  0.8185901853231626  0.4517659753092508 
  0.9812986848497373  0.3209421681191911  0.4443765722666929 
  0.9886869795656293  0.8124924984445288  0.4440481741115390 
  0.1136893532412155  0.3947424172894401  0.5531384740530864 
  0.1111659059054606  0.8988375539159743  0.5535798788648093 
  0.6084712767385877  0.3930056709297925  0.5601848560114725 
  0.6026038237049240  0.9047075639723595  0.5601393770257023 
  0.2301202824477907  0.3118373873665022  0.4603696000116749 
  0.2336891516005653  0.8114672906161291  0.4603256382258447 
  0.7267992381555987  0.3051823539712027  0.4494789511300199 
  0.7320400161923318  0.8116279283868946  0.4556964595234239 
  0.3550967022378596  0.4039587681869185  0.6021440086859492 
  0.7356829934397421  0.6520279994793996  0.6021580439428297 
  0.3520642021529580  0.9080914651559820  0.6015571348853306 
  0.9010571988539881  0.9331876681633803  0.6573704573143451 
  0.3499922811952971  0.4990100995228616  0.6133032091295103 
  0.4253560987841414  0.3615013292153494  0.6144158995021896 
  0.2881798647780152  0.3522113470870831  0.6131401041977905 
  0.7452097504322293  0.7461881605383988  0.6137757627646353 
  0.7989249519559288  0.5946916268134205  0.6135872924018044 
  0.6625942453202324  0.6150221266301937  0.6136084023443518 
  0.3480514981244761  0.0036836229407329  0.6121475323291415 
  0.4223793139574468  0.8654351153763474  0.6136756331900692 
  0.2850341222051713  0.8576080757637321  0.6131844286832708 



 

 

136 
  0.9481075360331657  0.0049700601478971  0.6425805204579425 
  0.9238061745417686  0.8434293232032826  0.6449159138770044 
  0.8201818762981595  0.9502820631837026  0.6510772889040429 
  0.9208469323963054  0.9349183321540605  0.7168444571455953 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)3 + ClCH3, S5-7-(13)-14 FINAL STATE, charge = 1.5] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     4    12     1 
Direct 
 -0.0014741979639001  0.4713541967212340  0.5000958298520417 
  0.0032306223121967  0.9746512722798863  0.4990058627707642 
  0.5062641410267774  0.4951376841421762  0.5041099934692299 
  0.5083137599306765  0.9956094193227716  0.5025189993484416 
  0.0908569974564335  0.2341227060698567  0.5004841836159164 
  0.0873052064960360  0.7199240040828440  0.4990764055577647 
  0.6116211340615462  0.2443734330991937  0.5012172303250036 
  0.5839282743438656  0.7469468253520222  0.5040874148800296 
  0.3671665551360351  0.1997349412480243  0.5046207955178803 
  0.3729949037541671  0.7069731809436631  0.5015023369860051 
  0.8548398021116892  0.2608440070441299  0.4985808102057524 
  0.8725934826312916  0.7573791185524994  0.5003391502898749 
  0.2087198367221241  0.4943458123350712  0.5028754902226081 
  0.2197492673060236  0.0100574720589300  0.4990739201117280 
  0.7227532555026109  0.4603684985383696  0.5021621140028093 
  0.7223621037764932  0.9627583520086661  0.5029705322075131 
  0.4921199002685576  0.1513123703831311  0.5575785027152347 
  0.4838061839506617  0.6478607476330881  0.5601246764249734 
  0.9764598781779524  0.1530169348020395  0.5502593191115108 
  0.9764336670874164  0.6468761976919059  0.5533738343655051 
  0.1058615971479400  0.0746799594061731  0.4433802298318724 
  0.1037272270430979  0.5633108094920227  0.4439745671683745 
  0.6198176498087858  0.0674161217534873  0.4484708404220263 
  0.6161358076292510  0.5750197743702011  0.4507212988884562 
  0.2258737456600084  0.1582126457587698  0.5544510099944623 
  0.2288237684826465  0.6601538553755609  0.5510578428234245 
  0.7378931429063684  0.1521936328512090  0.5486138465061251 
  0.7325254557353365  0.6557488280965964  0.5413611899187738 
  0.3643642292641513  0.0543625090877063  0.4492149401591957 
  0.3631039411614384  0.5516066654727039  0.4516723961775261 
  0.8568594569667586  0.0653935108748668  0.4587321873140289 



 

 

137 
  0.8582128964006609  0.5659108501812898  0.4585913635672075 
  0.3565091943788136  0.4004537328479900  0.5423737905975912 
  0.3586191094607884  0.9062523245989209  0.5402660508009155 
  0.8595658760391776  0.4099676234909342  0.5537628923536871 
  0.8664571847146246  0.9149361488393032  0.5507084003165061 
  0.4772388068089146  0.3147761149753607  0.4548630130459456 
  0.4742076060499403  0.8223027965142096  0.4500284065503660 
  0.9807547775737246  0.3177556194374830  0.4442775610379420 
  0.9858327717024210  0.8200350715487332  0.4430213597286312 
  0.1063352933534880  0.3986283655232856  0.5569691391899254 
  0.1160643739044406  0.8978800883920195  0.5518429086165966 
  0.6105607689360608  0.3968848837791891  0.5590641778094863 
  0.6080051332788786  0.9010225362755332  0.5598357636031596 
  0.2393709528510186  0.3127915906526959  0.4579933696057036 
  0.2328761395252809  0.8113820200062671  0.4596472484364151 
  0.7279423060723971  0.3171050906701475  0.4441215617238101 
  0.7279045221942791  0.8073555680139167  0.4508048109953289 
  0.3550095781733043  0.4021459784861121  0.6025044917157850 
  0.7327511797954444  0.6521243080514778  0.6014195690226537 
  0.3576132376169968  0.9089627417922189  0.6003193790740726 
  0.8792223700251333  0.9221543139006976  0.6106581141415082 
  0.3465611839925797  0.4971101063615956  0.6133822449586891 
  0.4271532323307908  0.3639926445831638  0.6145288457783388 
  0.2904676600180963  0.3471823412633682  0.6140725244599751 
  0.7202161734706005  0.7447087805002462  0.6139903570038395 
  0.8063287562478462  0.6162512552073117  0.6126712555337801 
  0.6706200942577490  0.5923624366186990  0.6123342492262657 
  0.3532584925152001  0.0042809843899895  0.6112954861092195 
  0.4280574942127315  0.8664741087179895  0.6123165964102030 
  0.2907742454596578  0.8579748973352033  0.6118659368689616 
  0.9258526405707916  0.0021404872399569  0.6187260182726080 
  0.9165076635640678  0.8380271563776205  0.6217698736086469 
  0.8029196136629450  0.9315774828026415  0.6250242607679399 
  0.8816747279045194  0.9138676757677523  0.7312523625906798 
 
E.2.5 (MoS2)16(CH3)4 + ClCH3 reactions 

Methylation of S13 (low-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: S5, S7, S14, S16 



 

 

138 

 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)4 + ClCH3, S5-7-(13)-14-16 INITIAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     5    15     1 
Direct 
  0.9968992287217425  0.4739382391810462  0.5004224880457110 
  0.9968403400712255  0.9739521082615477  0.5003008957362949 
  0.5001031776546035  0.4996603568528846  0.5051057294831373 
  0.5000519419350717  0.9997479406043883  0.5049960812937450 
  0.0821380661185806  0.2239368270179021  0.5003917256168521 
  0.0820954456787897  0.7239970168836869  0.5003479284798557 
  0.5789484609833867  0.2497122944266997  0.5050482149200746 
  0.5789096480519199  0.7496153966841641  0.5050395468585825 
  0.3614804627395963  0.2081393837094658  0.5044352182985676 
  0.3614401346837637  0.7081685845453403  0.5044507408148092 
  0.8657642015655442  0.2621062800478357  0.5006280749963363 
  0.8657827099263672  0.7620327178576153  0.5005010998441878 
  0.2132775350452908  0.5121684776823978  0.5006417240515075 
  0.2133325038329234  0.0122810538862550  0.5004467663003687 
  0.7175878889602315  0.4581276941325663  0.5044585757708648 
  0.7172740567307696  0.9582838679648050  0.5041410590727351 
  0.4773645409946280  0.1521316606268168  0.5614982042133154 
  0.4772877715296248  0.6522198714555252  0.5615340190897742 
  0.9695592572345597  0.1502350756019550  0.5536711312995934 
  0.9694385039589044  0.6505573225357707  0.5536411332926637 
  0.0991926488236418  0.0715139094104829  0.4435983033020100 
  0.0993640402653798  0.5713406051319445  0.4437006764121922 
  0.6127529080573525  0.0745398228629090  0.4524720713788424 
  0.6130677830236517  0.5741824327845160  0.4526488400425904 
  0.2192388650839201  0.1634700646228710  0.5547259691446146 



 

 

139 
  0.2191736243168760  0.6637383145539376  0.5547806836011526 
  0.7279422677460015  0.1574580154084806  0.5417059847131315 
  0.7279874450754888  0.6575847822634618  0.5417683446358216 
  0.3577552064311529  0.0577433578946055  0.4507155004237958 
  0.3576684737626063  0.5575592556279224  0.4508418278405862 
  0.8520111075815492  0.0654404324302491  0.4604277952867248 
  0.8520196569167316  0.5651448033150485  0.4605484062311622 
  0.3511108786927950  0.4074838295491596  0.5418034164890209 
  0.3510635405056091  0.9076252858388386  0.5417240714779457 
  0.8597885023419489  0.4135831295224723  0.5547943717747675 
  0.8591630555477243  0.9140807525474267  0.5543273478060706 
  0.4659109815851524  0.3243627502552042  0.4526524160659284 
  0.4658816289917863  0.8242091284983040  0.4526236778123373 
  0.9797105794960527  0.3214628077975543  0.4437041969060860 
  0.9797878681685436  0.8213434826607146  0.4435996330040567 
  0.1095515404569771  0.4003863993873014  0.5536905156859844 
  0.1099056917561953  0.9004898904005175  0.5534625124796393 
  0.6017818258104700  0.4021282628918632  0.5615412411744964 
  0.6018553819505449  0.9022544954587354  0.5613858831766850 
  0.2269978615792866  0.3153615253435379  0.4606048420869044 
  0.2270026861916004  0.8152817954693570  0.4605101170847132 
  0.7213628962228077  0.3076159835973294  0.4508213437365796 
  0.7212966369684584  0.8073888089307263  0.4506637453022070 
  0.3488075774321392  0.4098829898848047  0.6018239419976111 
  0.7304398201725394  0.6600524954432351  0.6017931123976217 
  0.3485098486913361  0.9102391253547153  0.6017534491130316 
  0.7305548894048512  0.1597092088280208  0.6017294316463100 
  0.9544787048147395  0.8859771231771822  0.6567858513363726 
  0.3421404788011031  0.5049744508141124  0.6127906312000591 
  0.4201174653179954  0.3695785178530145  0.6139321723032395 
  0.2830373951653469  0.3564946291042797  0.6130945852879416 
  0.7354873349580711  0.7552944990813587  0.6127421926395047 
  0.7971272037103502  0.6083002115697818  0.6130475459426379 
  0.6598800684823646  0.6180305332500174  0.6139551740497605 
  0.3422606877052288  0.0054267792808907  0.6126603231219869 
  0.4195610451041460  0.8694701061361209  0.6139513132382526 
  0.2824044692516233  0.8574023593683883  0.6130071323621530 
  0.7367251409957569  0.2548515692548915  0.6126918668654351 
  0.7967783628104262  0.1069772913137146  0.6128981802462209 
  0.6596139388985330  0.1187394371411351  0.6139528664074407 
  0.9858435914474084  0.9636878573864669  0.6384967214987950 
  0.9650693978445709  0.8017500874123884  0.6377780745382226 
  0.8740520875891892  0.9004503622664332  0.6648254726459989 
  0.0239713566528295  0.8713749368945464  0.7084309468554356 



 

 

140 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)4 + ClCH3, S5-7-(13)-14-16 FINAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     5    15     1 
Direct 
  0.0031105164011905  0.4724852174849808  0.4989875036089435 
  0.0048992053266808  0.9711055060694451  0.4995074710591801 
  0.5047300925412082  0.4979274239675421  0.5033685302593930 
  0.5060677367230512  0.9974062895586209  0.5044234332378423 
  0.0891567422095634  0.2247676628965776  0.4990699999361757 
  0.0888863993041637  0.7214411447839661  0.4996630790528560 
  0.5839335728557510  0.2483727897715638  0.5035656537460095 
  0.5842572036574195  0.7479241589647917  0.5045569724319239 
  0.3673137623993997  0.2064370311225835  0.5029030306104983 
  0.3678143234162512  0.7064482790104050  0.5033384358491803 
  0.8713958445211455  0.2615747291216138  0.4990438352062543 
  0.8721475856561000  0.7576462819087837  0.5001369661721508 
  0.2185092302374695  0.5098994425801506  0.4995204013638522 
  0.2191629677923478  0.0098381579613716  0.4996356757046121 
  0.7231195144303083  0.4562184189309053  0.5029016982450607 
  0.7217747287498752  0.9581613625612524  0.5046859244956156 
  0.4826911066942405  0.1513643010470636  0.5602681243039908 
  0.4826002250417645  0.6488890030792658  0.5604797357723378 
  0.9763774085344161  0.1515974992904238  0.5519720169314846 
  0.9760949602175841  0.6465621094784321  0.5528042879212089 
  0.1056467200852851  0.0703229652176111  0.4426404858850962 
  0.1051768441203782  0.5698754133966673  0.4424729315208544 
  0.6194662948168522  0.0720624184244428  0.4519742571741378 
  0.6186285544344542  0.5734353799852840  0.4514333593599072 
  0.2256813439700737  0.1620453203794734  0.5534752610033098 
  0.2260174500032256  0.6612689745303565  0.5537263504095078 
  0.7330875653409242  0.1592254672535966  0.5409857927861896 
  0.7327843041117034  0.6545407680018395  0.5412528144093927 
  0.3637209773375812  0.0550329113098103  0.4497357190280787 
  0.3629157325710896  0.5570307810976474  0.4494098952816827 
  0.8582181078086417  0.0622803410676690  0.4609548947596446 
  0.8578374891703161  0.5643041040760498  0.4590796920443598 
  0.3561590926865503  0.4053191296923302  0.5407076841549376 
  0.3569558066087678  0.9056685718091927  0.5410903102793011 
  0.8653623644582047  0.4122693527379018  0.5532979192046206 



 

 

141 
  0.8681806917901519  0.9146560690949124  0.5512831478366056 
  0.4717220634376149  0.3225292143562735  0.4508316112415537 
  0.4721945147971426  0.8228534664597962  0.4517701672867662 
  0.9854756392118259  0.3201971636606755  0.4421307157242801 
  0.9861231628702564  0.8189633068059817  0.4431036328319978 
  0.1150193465374592  0.3993312970644976  0.5527197688886955 
  0.1171398072894788  0.8980485702273777  0.5529632546625493 
  0.6064124679406414  0.4009754526322281  0.5596592441409042 
  0.6058038868265746  0.8998592667859158  0.5613296747999587 
  0.2338793922271670  0.3142690210348214  0.4586629154455270 
  0.2331588395593416  0.8134294256742447  0.4595739382415732 
  0.7268869039098076  0.3055749298033237  0.4492203245306600 
  0.7263114842952395  0.8069379316152085  0.4511324693708414 
  0.3543380244345714  0.4076269587348030  0.6007558941179206 
  0.7334375049218986  0.6512725379271251  0.6013131804285028 
  0.3544191183995682  0.9084735987248109  0.6011331840765904 
  0.7349682050537629  0.1661570658313865  0.6009982782406391 
  0.8878265335851728  0.9068647074919783  0.6109693545972251 
  0.3452926063568078  0.5023768037335260  0.6117527077767588 
  0.4266831937267103  0.3699521955762882  0.6128110758775883 
  0.2900898916749313  0.3518863001802612  0.6121572323981359 
  0.7187794626682634  0.7434568672825423  0.6138213077365656 
  0.8077554425389422  0.6177699622808749  0.6126106317637544 
  0.6726195707661503  0.5896963965365325  0.6123173141890006 
  0.3471883389356066  0.0035527538718740  0.6120305296967156 
  0.4258243824877759  0.8687845990921715  0.6133927679855035 
  0.2888876592294214  0.8547463192490770  0.6124407127464713 
  0.7197464043226957  0.2604857572035567  0.6111421118473502 
  0.8106756389634964  0.1386923199183930  0.6126258227107009 
  0.6758693105452253  0.1051384090795071  0.6140227235711823 
  0.9352865639268986  0.9847673871497390  0.6206291308962445 
  0.9270042252667936  0.8208088919883220  0.6182830101862337 
  0.8137891978083165  0.9108110720949643  0.6276677855576663 
  0.8822910744786842  0.9027561374971025  0.7293593136368122 
 
Methylation of S16 (low-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: S5, S7, S13, S14 



 

 

142 

 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)4 + ClCH3, S5-7-13-14-(16) INITIAL STATE, charge = 1.5] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     5    15     1 
Direct 
  0.0011589352092365  0.4723428489967874  0.5012096020580746 
  0.0072421936235156  0.9713583577876226  0.4997086590452712 
  0.5044311250799561  0.4936764989308187  0.5041976891527165 
  0.5089878299910751  0.9958942588292105  0.5047840732980918 
  0.0927176054403311  0.2345549816076019  0.5021434313088506 
  0.0891560054006614  0.7179859377658833  0.5001368179673168 
  0.5883961556703018  0.2426532489928110  0.5043573355366610 
  0.5851611149702751  0.7444871005533708  0.5049158327434955 
  0.3691227959794372  0.2033137102732376  0.5038215124741521 
  0.3738454265641681  0.7055623235567449  0.5023404327652399 
  0.8703824920496716  0.2580796735788558  0.5001491589421676 
  0.8738320381146176  0.7554074282137540  0.5010806438481865 
  0.2090043928152782  0.4924525937170912  0.5032726303663498 
  0.2218557156748117  0.0082890086109332  0.5005393624412021 
  0.7228616559241294  0.4530514776656570  0.5037186176026633 
  0.7242159177406956  0.9598850193537407  0.5042588151819350 
  0.4856520191754022  0.1479050182393034  0.5610169512364956 
  0.4843318073855111  0.6463301280753787  0.5607615985960415 
  0.9771869766630827  0.1501216449926559  0.5520709286166292 
  0.9774879002779667  0.6462633024194206  0.5545851922446676 
  0.1088636842666179  0.0739461491748778  0.4447079834477306 
  0.1046013890155339  0.5633553756284323  0.4444699089946070 
  0.6207088268991157  0.0700054766149696  0.4512348246687299 
  0.6196590549728708  0.5713207056676617  0.4523817634998806 
  0.2284448919070135  0.1576616214654306  0.5550547141603274 



 

 

143 
  0.2303698435126435  0.6580486643648763  0.5518810041971662 
  0.7346818758137511  0.1551755228241011  0.5438762614523970 
  0.7336604111961512  0.6521542724184197  0.5415985423451765 
  0.3655320521191597  0.0523601462455148  0.4504148722932502 
  0.3644391693108521  0.5533350823823929  0.4514344200883591 
  0.8618644901547959  0.0615735945143542  0.4601009139933065 
  0.8580817412441911  0.5620501423059818  0.4601084760127545 
  0.3556606270144144  0.4006571876341185  0.5424740121564018 
  0.3600391174298180  0.9037589146402669  0.5414460773523222 
  0.8627848197747896  0.4079961791618049  0.5548190166482102 
  0.8683896387169334  0.9148513204050356  0.5510476346845524 
  0.4769886290139640  0.3176242668165642  0.4514052781440041 
  0.4757796776071608  0.8230238253376457  0.4515388628438457 
  0.9861826981068434  0.3201148656980308  0.4441438461864730 
  0.9879194141602604  0.8174805995234089  0.4439110363701255 
  0.1079698398208273  0.3982563436112045  0.5582289429993585 
  0.1189377266606746  0.8951697265032666  0.5530845494944898 
  0.6076457722405065  0.3956801031649340  0.5604514691642170 
  0.6096909683557354  0.8983951669545193  0.5611519284111091 
  0.2408584153793097  0.3135592004490932  0.4578369950473410 
  0.2342667047480327  0.8100217534488637  0.4604230557551612 
  0.7283380251256071  0.3036870111475696  0.4494529991078497 
  0.7289545213984967  0.8065299228902451  0.4512457093305791 
  0.3555503500175909  0.4014365075061612  0.6025115387618228 
  0.7338321114981142  0.6502595205386853  0.6016610606661400 
  0.3580845054345267  0.9035679259963741  0.6014745410695826 
  0.7230950590318733  0.1907845766640562  0.6526605917917021 
  0.8829002674175432  0.9165309903718162  0.6110425320408168 
  0.3437374948569268  0.4956334183781205  0.6137105694632081 
  0.4295200680201972  0.3670720668995102  0.6139978522322035 
  0.2935979858878350  0.3424342480616099  0.6141649496908131 
  0.7209283491284987  0.7431791857657225  0.6138757005934024 
  0.8075042455679957  0.6149785485482235  0.6130921242046451 
  0.6717463351304718  0.5905102302094629  0.6127068814667552 
  0.3490409437220988 -0.0020286168166975  0.6129129736181552 
  0.4304723869157955  0.8655447488632286  0.6133271146824202 
  0.2937492602045190  0.8474474185481008  0.6125864223173693 
  0.6896832858415601  0.2768809904063143  0.6414110984126671 
  0.8023536731287253  0.1833460663004664  0.6417585852920777 
  0.6780783032882892  0.1134176754177968  0.6407646843738092 
  0.9280603786401191  0.9971016006002561  0.6199449167786550 
  0.9222155164998199  0.8324914089801192  0.6209024819025143 
  0.8066130692882826  0.9218978037687677  0.6257482619980971 
  0.7212809577618339  0.1891469690397393  0.7128725949319854 
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[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)4 + ClCH3, S5-7-13-14-(16) FINAL STATE, charge = 1.5] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     5    15     1 
Direct 
  0.9999467578396195  0.4752527601119307  0.5001880791669050 
  0.0068653217731529  0.9733572078646587  0.4989438700414649 
  0.5028218869170047  0.4963542027651651  0.5029995295212277 
  0.5075542816683974  0.9979667896017229  0.5043751636040783 
  0.0915213613212328  0.2369767200228024  0.5011139331961598 
  0.0881310649480117  0.7208271800530053  0.4989831582579941 
  0.5836227892652976  0.2473505316633086  0.5033510097770894 
  0.5838528653280591  0.7473670813480906  0.5043248911998373 
  0.3670896312983250  0.2064426491506939  0.5026983790185592 
  0.3725417069303637  0.7084835945315739  0.5011539623453660 
  0.8712358511176245  0.2622435401165678  0.4992866505312300 
  0.8724278777136041  0.7580750471685304  0.5001029156701678 
  0.2069978458706023  0.4948622984173058  0.5022932619965127 
  0.2206142737888311  0.0109796725526631  0.4995669845436256 
  0.7216484248370499  0.4559556337541353  0.5029169940560039 
  0.7230375269650194  0.9590160031304790  0.5043681550402542 
  0.4822349599093264  0.1511625350426873  0.5601304658313684 
  0.4822192227194140  0.6484063487430298  0.5596406744044260 
  0.9770190789440719  0.1525403031437088  0.5512348719459627 
  0.9767471637926037  0.6489770260986374  0.5533976680554359 
  0.1074938978198467  0.0765369773879495  0.4436703160385748 
  0.1031629175314970  0.5664553068465736  0.4433374926123522 
  0.6205550826876161  0.0724686557838874  0.4517528675800094 
  0.6184951574057899  0.5737974481694877  0.4515564387154932 
  0.2269669832270669  0.1606022342205234  0.5539724732727164 
  0.2291338264120135  0.6607507784690669  0.5505694026697834 
  0.7330430727896196  0.1593588832123071  0.5408620859705138 
  0.7323992332807349  0.6546488817646359  0.5411042930311569 
  0.3644735462340273  0.0548709342543648  0.4495899315618133 
  0.3628760374248634  0.5573055487545369  0.4501387117390037 
  0.8599898126795816  0.0638099295748849  0.4607693464572974 
  0.8566727424900236  0.5645940200735837  0.4592230901683612 
  0.3536006838470616  0.4037097237891438  0.5415877890751690 
  0.3581191708618163  0.9062014864636589  0.5408511731051071 
  0.8625098864396803  0.4118795439340300  0.5539341387122744 
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  0.8694500687168016  0.9152477624019547  0.5509896239689489 
  0.4736208250011578  0.3213499128028801  0.4501553215221399 
  0.4749797178532005  0.8265370288644009  0.4508077232802487 
  0.9853754981431292  0.3232978416133545  0.4430277754421197 
  0.9864238063770843  0.8204539585982846  0.4428534097770944 
  0.1068069714469233  0.4008960589155808  0.5572763027018715 
  0.1184604406828449  0.8974794677572823  0.5521324542366546 
  0.6047396591828560  0.3999513692621832  0.5594437194322296 
  0.6072213198212346  0.8994728622317496  0.5609886166817630 
  0.2388809060725442  0.3169523465550683  0.4566247955942743 
  0.2331877619360554  0.8131224810798688  0.4592325492876352 
  0.7269086794459844  0.3055134308816139  0.4492834296861348 
  0.7272369018335826  0.8080659534393289  0.4508496440143702 
  0.3534254977143103  0.4047887943872723  0.6016481690499491 
  0.7327168662077063  0.6515393285145471  0.6011800298793308 
  0.3557095030865202  0.9058924510253676  0.6009059726889279 
  0.7346574866473919  0.1660471208733379  0.6009067103813311 
  0.8894283444237714  0.9079354593796496  0.6106303062790996 
  0.3439822261488645  0.4994098931482849  0.6127785567783779 
  0.4263508036315461  0.3677675208082437  0.6132736346265701 
  0.2899346937226485  0.3482542727735004  0.6133206218241399 
  0.7186070194702180  0.7438210814488274  0.6137192884761472 
  0.8067448331967219  0.6172354974729624  0.6125277221346986 
  0.6714692445031458  0.5904820357401501  0.6121217102521967 
  0.3486141917160009  0.0004860847643277  0.6123812780399975 
  0.4270374828793069  0.8655385449779812  0.6129226257490441 
  0.2900491564819084  0.8518885468256443  0.6119051588349920 
  0.7203053610820753  0.2604423503141015  0.6111372725150924 
  0.8098765358984841  0.1377461397414218  0.6127590589165580 
  0.6750981903817951  0.1059771953240620  0.6140117872360087 
  0.9365685758001335  0.9862852688724805  0.6202058932051198 
  0.9291460342806847  0.8221315259851432  0.6178872032887573 
  0.8150607892877758  0.9114310793198289  0.6271362098980195 
  0.7346913398455417  0.1660128431223206  0.7211071159716423 
 
Methylation of S1 (high-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: S5, S7, S13, S16 
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[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)4 + ClCH3, S(h1)-5-7-14-16 INITIAL STATE, charge = 1.5] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     5    15     1 
Direct 
  0.0039672920020118  0.4857881480272472  0.5029617150808723 
  0.0081349089634925  0.9713307800428597  0.5000273584546469 
  0.5110969725355710  0.4968363995032564  0.5052556347244499 
  0.5115703231583121  0.9972750370941263  0.5052767388992642 
  0.0894412805047467  0.2249479896846572  0.5000171533494178 
  0.0959937848093015  0.7249231629241992  0.5017382117938770 
  0.5879746382171586  0.2486427213539585  0.5053616957280702 
  0.5922620473274072  0.7460418922235107  0.5050604519849050 
  0.3706884295112898  0.2075055709509597  0.5043197863664829 
  0.3739078521404030  0.7060037850582394  0.5049161476687798 
  0.8747258258976841  0.2611335542985865  0.5011437272456722 
  0.8886315940857067  0.7445413909892985  0.5038362646235075 
  0.2240511544821149  0.5117465146961881  0.5011478695948933 
  0.2242431805011305  0.0114767438463212  0.5005689932936797 
  0.7280788527626300  0.4565627204460271  0.5044904963347004 
  0.7231616639562147  0.9585384916864989  0.5026335235525989 
  0.4861670279935203  0.1500882871055713  0.5614555485244022 
  0.4900569991177029  0.6495282245571655  0.5617180388473203 
  0.9787657017851980  0.1478273645760463  0.5534149972717621 
  0.9895486011461442  0.6508450360509389  0.5589202541604439 
  0.1095598395985106  0.0715761022498638  0.4436805295381482 
  0.1098703625337547  0.5727414404764271  0.4448723909320763 
  0.6209293401625319  0.0761386685888966  0.4519966410836774 
  0.6212684851106235  0.5711549904928483  0.4521666196509641 
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  0.2284979095890800  0.1623621810995955  0.5545102851997793 
  0.2327993166095780  0.6615796128466411  0.5557948994951069 
  0.7370617347904860  0.1562788198375534  0.5420889999538794 
  0.7419929008955368  0.6539493151274517  0.5432164857568377 
  0.3681404279940811  0.0571028485903282  0.4506622060268374 
  0.3682490944048789  0.5557342080635790  0.4512760827033557 
  0.8623715124968940  0.0631661699639804  0.4607190286032304 
  0.8569175974963275  0.5659597744010136  0.4583700283270943 
  0.3617369667364348  0.4060221408681536  0.5420500538017986 
  0.3623946086087971  0.9059836960651572  0.5419113813333922 
  0.8685915833674396  0.4104065317121746  0.5557166420061994 
  0.8673457771484748  0.9113441704200353  0.5518839772807154 
  0.4752282223090501  0.3233124057955022  0.4527431506543047 
  0.4771012863527643  0.8227517691181540  0.4532517660449439 
  0.9875420668323112  0.3263175051620689  0.4451635180710990 
  0.9924793173574019  0.8160117482178653  0.4447955829415450 
  0.1194688708721669  0.3987955734722939  0.5528794563053809 
  0.1207205900629315  0.9009919533695787  0.5538921156938140 
  0.6129444542057425  0.4001177330932550  0.5617428050316225 
  0.6128428545196936  0.8997549478082169  0.5611368139332672 
  0.2350007055047930  0.3153915937509488  0.4609423609351411 
  0.2390016056579180  0.8138630498152500  0.4611040000767717 
  0.7312060300816942  0.3054305102197547  0.4511397729235246 
  0.7326305007700095  0.8061551103512400  0.4519929647959113 
  0.3593367248294292  0.4079555901094348  0.6021125444715344 
  0.7424290796107418  0.6548804871759535  0.6032507582054726 
  0.3595284320914955  0.9091597829668382  0.6019700502426540 
  0.7390244353388773  0.1548096802128316  0.6021182007066205 
  0.0678767624499452  0.9026280110885060  0.6618603324791819 
  0.3544765977810234  0.5030828526277561  0.6131885552598239 
  0.4297589952401044  0.3655759303516441  0.6142357679741465 
  0.2925577662275112  0.3562850128125240  0.6133068459433673 
  0.7543822531100888  0.7491721115068151  0.6143957271753004 
  0.8044580935343496  0.5960039503283279  0.6148471099103167 
  0.6685363057187974  0.6206948472918026  0.6148397961920757 
  0.3512203168761717  0.0041496018192886  0.6128881815377075 
  0.4312919342432160  0.8704624482942938  0.6143164017090568 
  0.2944821824772729  0.8543936852450171  0.6131689826102759 
  0.7500455606486930  0.2487393208597147  0.6137941138032660 
  0.8022923263796879  0.0968165657083070  0.6130396195646232 
  0.6660055485625627  0.1186178675215812  0.6139469686664863 
  0.1194365478435155  0.9785299641337301  0.6543563483539768 
  0.1031093112861581  0.8152180030756667  0.6533385937354317 
 -0.0047434376702321  0.9138976020916793  0.6445301553450052 
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  0.0432048506050140  0.9033860146747227  0.7210554122502210 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)4 + ClCH3, S(h1)-5-7-14-16 FINAL STATE, charge = 1.5] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     5    15     1 
Direct 
  0.0003059951586039  0.4863616231240808  0.5023567223660897 
  0.0026431101265938  0.9727644115230427  0.4987724627176137 
  0.5080448665009045  0.4973020023680920  0.5040111356353014 
  0.5088672588945179  0.9980256856001037  0.5037811679138967 
  0.0861247980303212  0.2265871581019483  0.4993065982554521 
  0.0913873999306518  0.7239605182473418  0.5017138407974950 
  0.5849773878730684  0.2488432873215866  0.5038318579368249 
  0.5894167081001837  0.7462100270186351  0.5034286114326061 
  0.3672977348203963  0.2082561422793545  0.5036014771174925 
  0.3709072645127374  0.7060414832632893  0.5042107350401616 
  0.8716865743213544  0.2611976278426343  0.4998906824023063 
  0.8847259454856414  0.7440018845602423  0.5030102858240182 
  0.2214647860111167  0.5121097233305490  0.5004476612152933 
  0.2231962332310252  0.0135361024419776  0.5009033573419743 
  0.7250616537549505  0.4561852418414861  0.5031642234186199 
  0.7198397816180659  0.9589159255660132  0.5005511952396791 
  0.4840005873557934  0.1502140682992742  0.5602032286249984 
  0.4880914125084679  0.6497926487905208  0.5604663096430046 
  0.9750133167791389  0.1484593022556474  0.5523873458335875 
  0.9842905699035691  0.6493819276205837  0.5585770908219529 
  0.1084434649559124  0.0724247202380452  0.4435652665615621 
  0.1068958126462379  0.5724733914908455  0.4443469865268282 
  0.6174635643280397  0.0767367814000694  0.4500824435693801 
  0.6179808832186823  0.5708843384436812  0.4507010041452659 
  0.2259957030889821  0.1652817426285087  0.5544107246504327 
  0.2308172801301250  0.6602064525886993  0.5554323293264500 
  0.7339850112734800  0.1559859499801162  0.5405580663993015 
  0.7381871987288096  0.6532562609385417  0.5422105118555050 
  0.3641828653785116  0.0573585059239703  0.4500447339213853 
  0.3648731876136507  0.5563040726408339  0.4503725596574703 
  0.8597210678300583  0.0636828712566532  0.4584120573751164 
  0.8535181805831631  0.5663666046312936  0.4573180072163154 
  0.3591302364576670  0.4065629376980876  0.5413999092245174 
  0.3620069089397767  0.9058599262778327  0.5416288275459991 
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  0.8645041679036898  0.4091848469125041  0.5547330681654070 
  0.8625553554011457  0.9120018312315468  0.5503263199602150 
  0.4716148493525693  0.3235073567025153  0.4516016098204270 
  0.4729687190164049  0.8229787564260641  0.4520793495692841 
  0.9848974256151850  0.3271904900650295  0.4442139999690794 
  0.9891179805944016  0.8145808774584614  0.4441648453140589 
  0.1160793553003654  0.3995411015062830  0.5521919561237032 
  0.1170931604730061  0.8996141134958475  0.5506522706083175 
  0.6097082435896927  0.4000011833502329  0.5603333886614817 
  0.6107409985172139  0.9001116819876467  0.5592347163307453 
  0.2319454418016487  0.3162909414451661  0.4603455219530986 
  0.2346353632321121  0.8151525551445362  0.4619836260039631 
  0.7283840243296369  0.3053649258484111  0.4496652416862703 
  0.7294821623238882  0.8056942911440120  0.4503428541833529 
  0.3574050979894447  0.4084169715171854  0.6014515944571245 
  0.7383859447133796  0.6541461399172809  0.6022657289838977 
  0.3640651807879722  0.9094009837414397  0.6017606245568002 
  0.7357072184600087  0.1538840550122763  0.6006082318738839 
  0.1012981828158607  0.8993713467376591  0.6104406399933996 
  0.3547735636733352  0.5035911795040904  0.6126340577819482 
  0.4269649568117986  0.3637234471584369  0.6134203108319826 
  0.2896615399995137  0.3588558963902972  0.6127916806914441 
  0.7485478182053965  0.7486169189459279  0.6134488787328705 
  0.8014158232319130  0.5968284877537438  0.6138996909983889 
  0.6651792745351818  0.6178501074860465  0.6138370568738176 
  0.3424142657511120  0.0009063116496087  0.6130453467596423 
  0.4415997203745159  0.8874859299255572  0.6127786688636473 
  0.3107202127523870  0.8405982413063178  0.6142538007091062 
  0.7443545368669507  0.2479651600470346  0.6124312546651700 
  0.8002186432449118  0.0979101934650062  0.6115797299005340 
  0.6635114582714430  0.1150801426746433  0.6123018150779070 
  0.1322698342203326  0.9852140493875059  0.6232724672569173 
  0.1415833647345801  0.8205170170374108  0.6242580639755118 
  0.0192619685246927  0.8929642720183563  0.6171137263414846 
  0.1014620766461522  0.9103645640622128  0.7319640775079549 
 
E.2.6 (MoS2)16(CH3)5 + ClCH3 reactions 

Methylation of S15 (low-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: S5, S7, S13, S14, 
S16 
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[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)5 + ClCH3, S5-7-13-14-(15)-16 INITIAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     6    18     1 
Direct 
  0.9967585149937568  0.4741440291507839  0.4999597446529597 
  0.9981357588695853  0.9729696764644384  0.5006977864446075 
  0.4989367184143604  0.4989527031909574  0.5047472676146630 
  0.4995548208390788  0.9981464794557255  0.5059370359224403 
  0.0808361870463046  0.2258643506763334  0.4999105856190910 
  0.0810885817274010  0.7232194247803071  0.5007554497156377 
  0.5766313282130618  0.2489854415063838  0.5049321991522139 
  0.5771755625601812  0.7490475650873542  0.5059591336365012 
  0.3601190015497923  0.2079016778522119  0.5041964082048801 
  0.3605447150596677  0.7077260627613979  0.5046922633404229 
  0.8641418476498539  0.2628338698376761  0.5001270147219107 
  0.8652998879566633  0.7586744936275408  0.5014535133935125 
  0.2127722964394024  0.5122723071629943  0.5003476771970332 
  0.2125648975406199  0.0116730217029725  0.5007680248666267 
  0.7161827124916434  0.4580985158186710  0.5036899124504697 
  0.7148268481957570  0.9596931291099430  0.5060034799662270 
  0.4753290276087478  0.1523240118811066  0.5616893822669546 
  0.4756146854997804  0.6497452729256805  0.5618590094218028 
  0.9690133702722544  0.1530989356367619  0.5532426201224329 
  0.9692039485246815  0.6473832645090049  0.5540661010021830 
  0.0987022027205143  0.0718420599099785  0.4437122107465996 
  0.0985771159416917  0.5720703749445953  0.4435016005994135 
  0.6121877886567594  0.0731810645217257  0.4533666991114128 
  0.6113666580874677  0.5751799570693223  0.4525147938146786 



 

 

151 
  0.2178326763652451  0.1639215146889635  0.5545521478039162 
  0.2184281383947818  0.6622321335403351  0.5549785297198704 
  0.7260865795793889  0.1606733977876065  0.5419264502700665 
  0.7258649719441705  0.6559644924700669  0.5420929128913874 
  0.3572033246411771  0.0563048285665357  0.4510766573843873 
  0.3569498688443791  0.5581749987386809  0.4506628240488691 
  0.8512172063999670  0.0633288633582485  0.4622008295691063 
  0.8512657396763224  0.5657188078295883  0.4601701076726597 
  0.3500375603916167  0.4070689252820837  0.5413717439233459 
  0.3501378447714756  0.9069997871922539  0.5419353445952924 
  0.8582504672716916  0.4142832499464844  0.5538711575914045 
  0.8614302765274734  0.9159589568845991  0.5522992636919865 
  0.4644213485923095  0.3238486088630203  0.4523575006196849 
  0.4651282170408446  0.8241913102216188  0.4532853987001274 
  0.9781699687277554  0.3220099722336838  0.4431069821627632 
  0.9789895264586220  0.8208391438205966  0.4443161252063011 
  0.1094197935914514  0.4002629397547310  0.5532058557602697 
  0.1104860953311868  0.8991690252719323  0.5539902723877804 
  0.6004719494451142  0.4018306796501706  0.5608938425637069 
  0.5991706184837823  0.9008634550712712  0.5628366437008940 
  0.2259555281490978  0.3152617639954422  0.4602588592242490 
  0.2256604500218139  0.8146234800353500  0.4611227489161505 
  0.7193642267087255  0.3067061446082568  0.4503312092739184 
  0.7191479505394327  0.8082998548264252  0.4525628159846958 
  0.3475190406842327  0.4090329614362429  0.6013974525737363 
  0.7270587075017190  0.6516466751284682  0.6021260945904543 
  0.3472933351511743  0.9096224482331625  0.6019426170611859 
  0.7286116591698243  0.1672283720967020  0.6019203609992657 
  0.8809796350878649  0.9080562019446928  0.6120179355746033 
  0.9548801551370997  0.3915567934936159  0.6549463165434793 
  0.3397433221030872  0.5039268618555367  0.6124437446826826 
  0.4192630868630517  0.3697926652755619  0.6134987170278904 
  0.2823255933901641  0.3544937209545404  0.6125734865954972 
  0.7123878228710216  0.7436509240172047  0.6148439104832664 
  0.8015882961904738  0.6180902981120552  0.6131694429506108 
  0.6663709215288709  0.5897165414828188  0.6130233167996565 
  0.3414477644491300  0.0048398983201566  0.6128549157201787 
  0.4181491191381136  0.8684020808706142  0.6141655786046692 
  0.2809694038330701  0.8570899880412380  0.6131155536161519 
  0.7142672883685717  0.2617638497987845  0.6121044159669871 
  0.8042108174733932  0.1386341375018577  0.6133469083587535 
  0.6690399056050763  0.1068413714242543  0.6149496887342294 
  0.9279784633247719  0.9864458662999949  0.6217200739270669 
  0.9206494966430421  0.8221875269288229  0.6192222724558439 



 

 

152 
  0.8065033142373079  0.9111833743725877  0.6284599976603512 
  0.9798105309174496  0.4724756715917128  0.6366197081584593 
  0.9705746546791714  0.3092074669504312  0.6355201707287621 
  0.8740917673402274  0.3975709274546444  0.6636916415691499 
  0.0275813805389475  0.3830388602025225  0.7059677799829578 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)5 + ClCH3, S5-7-13-14-(15)-16 FINAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     6    18     1 
Direct 
  0.0067164243197835  0.4723251328813396  0.4999341085437029 
  0.0067619461352440  0.9722499968038554  0.5000355498196393 
  0.5073660387995752  0.4973302861853550  0.5045489802866594 
  0.5075146202692939  0.9972551119299159  0.5048641393512726 
  0.0899616557993528  0.2241049863390630  0.4998754342606372 
  0.0900361007245827  0.7239664649336874  0.4999024898408656 
  0.5848548334118224  0.2484377001891881  0.5048231086341921 
  0.5850518041261572  0.7484263520110138  0.5050741691569691 
  0.3689419278578858  0.2067670231705574  0.5036463375602873 
  0.3690528729955547  0.7067042813659040  0.5037651244486265 
  0.8735180681127861  0.2589536903550441  0.5006938883431368 
  0.8735909176912914  0.7587906423353263  0.5007947266894102 
  0.2210382962469444  0.5107405564845788  0.5000345766205759 
  0.2210564178702692  0.0106616214969861  0.5000910029710156 
  0.7230154898870030  0.4588033857482407  0.5048456781889962 
  0.7230322142232206  0.9590032232624733  0.5050742370103333 
  0.4835085263631643  0.1501881379197240  0.5611033020768001 
  0.4837498867460761  0.6494463589302742  0.5611404768926367 
  0.9786518516730004  0.1498096378508827  0.5532732452163208 
  0.9787578845069564  0.6494887566743831  0.5532642347512702 
  0.1071739121988684  0.0712163357157522  0.4431408786401790 
  0.1071667045515872  0.5713081577903599  0.4430829163356343 
  0.6204678951563627  0.0731875192367052  0.4526189521805197 
  0.6205776630236750  0.5735881289916052  0.4524929232637491 
  0.2272893157994062  0.1620465034356042  0.5541689683701703 
  0.2273180566520544  0.6619006718774719  0.5541963131123133 
  0.7332898464193264  0.1588924964004104  0.5421477150226219 
  0.7334416958731862  0.6580974427055234  0.5422814152270491 
  0.3653634015033689  0.0559448178544652  0.4502339886100263 
  0.3652461214669395  0.5563663502812822  0.4501574496168124 



 

 

153 
  0.8596489451065916  0.0633612726785366  0.4613236599993354 
  0.8596943541951524  0.5635392016481624  0.4612190445967320 
  0.3584509481740374  0.4058593781424393  0.5411763126053442 
  0.3584487274369785  0.9058250778234549  0.5413224501690667 
  0.8693750240729792  0.4156517235023163  0.5516759363657204 
  0.8695361884390800  0.9157082652940342  0.5516756131190766 
  0.4731323872208284  0.3230870853496881  0.4519235149448868 
  0.4733418812985603  0.8232107765654032  0.4521916209954181 
  0.9869660177317767  0.3203390410719765  0.4433845411548996 
  0.9869522505949686  0.8203747521847157  0.4434733438896685 
  0.1191813064160521  0.3986586426318749  0.5532628156403152 
  0.1192722617847373  0.8985397060396567  0.5533362981305965 
  0.6067026254226345  0.4003365768107577  0.5612704205131755 
  0.6069095553792233  0.9002870649877829  0.5616483204235619 
  0.2344346237921196  0.3141335945299509  0.4599544119342997 
  0.2345189851353617  0.8140700481939170  0.4600479538126299 
  0.7275058017908261  0.3071501995549780  0.4514556304892338 
  0.7275104269508926  0.8072818050420475  0.4517007556955372 
  0.3561404586977285  0.4082012406582931  0.6012148110796575 
  0.7335418453921284  0.6562360455693707  0.6024440107166951 
  0.3558359107588119  0.9082124622419976  0.6013586207189269 
  0.7325605056032800  0.1593614805941901  0.6022470800475386 
  0.8892787976189136  0.9066951012516136  0.6113208348516949 
  0.8896577777990012  0.4069374596057256  0.6111739687441914 
  0.3487787422149998  0.5031716611773366  0.6122213005566775 
  0.4277410646358724  0.3687266062186914  0.6133420312698865 
  0.2908056097915327  0.3540714941222982  0.6124851782013949 
  0.7008996939273435  0.7422028113202243  0.6144598497465218 
  0.8123189639263422  0.6464533134402054  0.6139665878093744 
  0.6876527471893142  0.5790341347254452  0.6142176641049231 
  0.3494908233622484  0.0032871402334670  0.6123656953700313 
  0.4268800421820402  0.8674748995542030  0.6135581248070889 
  0.2898529362203545  0.8551352913779767  0.6125690380902774 
  0.7079434975762715  0.2490599587647776  0.6144724173138347 
  0.8096837489058811  0.1392932065471301  0.6141244645044389 
  0.6789016062328870  0.0892840362603375  0.6135906241884879 
  0.9320620460068679  0.9879242185930558  0.6215521353032177 
  0.9334920358928436  0.8238158499570556  0.6180953190914346 
  0.8147487311461126  0.9033866662859832  0.6276667881011099 
  0.9333238312828541  0.4879540749216503  0.6209552575616090 
  0.9339536531024705  0.3239038350874862  0.6176883338940431 
  0.8156195100989394  0.4044777171560229  0.6285015956317591 
  0.6836910060711540  0.4023428191368703  0.6902375317866855 
 



 

 

154 
Methylation of S4 (high-S). Methyls on the surface before reaction: S5, S7, S13, S14, 
S16 

 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)5 + ClCH3, S(h4)-5-7-13-14-16 INITIAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     6    18     1 
Direct 
  0.9991611105765645  0.4674327015982737  0.4995352659428935 
  0.0005515716901270  0.9661026288934562  0.5000831129882652 
  0.5013875575666428  0.4921045639346988  0.5044397025871669 
  0.5019014513516364  0.9914182575835653  0.5054703370562077 
  0.0831943897864265  0.2190745485031209  0.4995880703234561 
  0.0834613412639489  0.7164665071809252  0.5002090385096869 
  0.5790140605807568  0.2423098880446697  0.5045684512350117 
  0.5795591276585464  0.7422239806581082  0.5055293093995684 
  0.3624686428017435  0.2011059247256092  0.5037963107187232 
  0.3629308530870938  0.7009394205285097  0.5042461170985070 
  0.8664756331244453  0.2561467521025523  0.4998155304945429 
  0.8676926252194622  0.7518593069014545  0.5008725852896195 
  0.2152331396156672  0.5055533096378626  0.4998879143151329 
  0.2149326998957717  0.0049633534250960  0.5002877240535866 
  0.7188508220009748  0.4511228896872273  0.5036524491871525 
  0.7171535118437656  0.9528713893916327  0.5055017417701120 
  0.4776700203505971  0.1454465777853289  0.5612786678730527 
  0.4779122973263346  0.6430353418678192  0.5614704566584153 
  0.9710571320759233  0.1455943477302080  0.5526588542908364 
  0.9715868610387247  0.6408030569530991  0.5535328193862182 
  0.1011422393855325  0.0653293562395662  0.4432342803938321 
  0.1010259972766674  0.5652383216044307  0.4430253729498095 
  0.6144989152841838  0.0665560863781923  0.4529142725179734 



 

 

155 
  0.6141203105889510  0.5679959342347581  0.4523030431107781 
  0.2202347458068485  0.1569678007549938  0.5541726104548109 
  0.2207404965444458  0.6556108349786500  0.5544901551123693 
  0.7283599633226741  0.1537383515587680  0.5414607269383284 
  0.7282934342357348  0.6492940063960504  0.5416907872584766 
  0.3595919075521555  0.0496321474809557  0.4506388647435335 
  0.3594639667092803  0.5512939982392570  0.4502566252174453 
  0.8535153665501635  0.0567324167035296  0.4617165414365446 
  0.8535770851531955  0.5586383956203873  0.4598459292774812 
  0.3523745196329610  0.4002709884510553  0.5409738266105466 
  0.3524954630757001  0.9002468530477684  0.5414711720882408 
  0.8615262985369675  0.4069494489532924  0.5539693662218114 
  0.8639346089791409  0.9090396261588282  0.5516979887678489 
  0.4668219149225162  0.3171703493029208  0.4519900299780319 
  0.4675462369719521  0.8173197691816391  0.4528323657754665 
  0.9804370581662470  0.3152105652202411  0.4427719720205877 
  0.9813741621689370  0.8139666194403565  0.4437107609183606 
  0.1118030656924574  0.3937428668588072  0.5527206836595684 
  0.1127691725254439  0.8924163115272258  0.5534354045424543 
  0.6026844118105086  0.3948969605094466  0.5606879890461447 
  0.6015164121740310  0.8940837248335092  0.5623598195703570 
  0.2282608563367166  0.3084628638961095  0.4598861566144997 
  0.2280955202345055  0.8079122540805913  0.4606417284298694 
  0.7217749452426430  0.3002169732847769  0.4501110388435652 
  0.7214111803285012  0.8014573603475332  0.4520620905974575 
  0.3495608808276687  0.4023131156846984  0.6009963116632012 
  0.7290479089511592  0.6456206960549213  0.6017185512586292 
  0.3496565261292971  0.9029661604281084  0.6014795797484749 
  0.7303317771277726  0.1602019886805710  0.6014317303395028 
  0.8842798551942697  0.9005198868664909  0.6113467507146348 
  0.0356276334839962  0.2374028383148827  0.6580881229063027 
  0.3414636498354066  0.4972038100330283  0.6120088911665251 
  0.4213355822374691  0.3633650153756879  0.6131908729720492 
  0.2844436396530631  0.3475105620075338  0.6121054608433741 
  0.7150900632360330  0.7379621959642891  0.6142905113168116 
  0.8031551271657773  0.6111318971512022  0.6129311019617023 
  0.6676279714366700  0.5846481798041134  0.6125876290068373 
  0.3438157140032172  0.9982076880039775  0.6123685266328668 
  0.4204824916541604  0.8617451547771162  0.6137320475595233 
  0.2832962557730440  0.8504721963995536  0.6126482141972440 
  0.7193047234747613  0.2554286926727432  0.6115483627124967 
  0.8046394520603172  0.1277304692735244  0.6130579340119316 
  0.6684533001557879  0.1029716651707485  0.6143144910722949 
  0.9317113977074348  0.9785896144291497  0.6209632357447148 



 

 

156 
  0.9238959198701607  0.8144700051873340  0.6183143264019740 
  0.8101327474066455  0.9037910335220386  0.6280546156527923 
  0.0540456263224591  0.2928577652190525  0.6288493929479269 
  0.0690130848673134  0.1463442687755560  0.6550518786681387 
  0.9531644343599379  0.2324964767907452  0.6632214349148460 
  0.0911981747702037  0.3103226257048789  0.7062246531893924 
 
[1Tʹ-(MoS2)16(CH3)5 + ClCH3, S(h4)-5-7-13-14-16 FINAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.1071123318841796    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   10.9501063248573605    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   Mo   S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     6    18     1 
Direct 
  0.0034447311349960  0.4739179983261173  0.4991342405912216 
  0.0056256480347316  0.9706338470937753  0.5017203776105180 
  0.5054111493870279  0.4976509149983952  0.5032598571085414 
  0.5056214319717952  0.9966008112653204  0.5045942592731285 
  0.0899477739106307  0.2252668575956548  0.4983180943670067 
  0.0880374591458103  0.7227493975463192  0.5001754633488247 
  0.5826349321656186  0.2483079095202527  0.5035639627018751 
  0.5836221442240807  0.7477651805642630  0.5047924262393798 
  0.3666072908014267  0.2069003023908832  0.5021494820358513 
  0.3672110360813353  0.7059255433829283  0.5033946012813970 
  0.8687328643400097  0.2633251871641419  0.5006981808217880 
  0.8714798574025219  0.7577170709683295  0.5008036689581952 
  0.2192715206467503  0.5113199611362280  0.4989112812352163 
  0.2192215566448719  0.0091619147813631  0.5001105947173718 
  0.7231914065833357  0.4570900305643098  0.5031068312405492 
  0.7207021817577257  0.9578153890319260  0.5059852376835370 
  0.4803887095188455  0.1514254253082545  0.5598582560784255 
  0.4820176679996576  0.6478928814016706  0.5604989146853516 
  0.9767405230043592  0.1525750245949696  0.5507600486314856 
  0.9760443667297281  0.6460654310365901  0.5532618358949912 
  0.1047358201981334  0.0676771493480866  0.4432884410050809 
  0.1041697165179299  0.5718928140833839  0.4425286450813771 
  0.6197700333622677  0.0713090887872508  0.4525069754303623 
  0.6186317636790492  0.5738511589011381  0.4514368095356249 
  0.2260896264989542  0.1637093681749585  0.5530429034110114 
  0.2260320583832078  0.6597310638745363  0.5539650821175801 
  0.7296470953670946  0.1589134141607472  0.5419420983729647 
  0.7314368714975261  0.6545640025763297  0.5415233929729460 
  0.3630798982128945  0.0538562153541816  0.4497194863634039 



 

 

157 
  0.3633567902597204  0.5569020788672679  0.4491516110709490 
  0.8588873705705360  0.0625822228851600  0.4642162314466080 
  0.8576088532325208  0.5651519843390221  0.4596288420897419 
  0.3564485035875443  0.4057097923581492  0.5397992196934077 
  0.3570904053248380  0.9049592537340363  0.5411627429615694 
  0.8646846685953586  0.4155223925922739  0.5540292347096774 
  0.8664737353306566  0.9104441807268800  0.5534390867583622 
  0.4714056711647239  0.3229930690614685  0.4504709549177100 
  0.4718452253131399  0.8225029795552057  0.4519120924671188 
  0.9820267762877816  0.3210899096257072  0.4428647470467771 
  0.9855399789334395  0.8206019029557249  0.4441486673568845 
  0.1170310111035742  0.3993571482457665  0.5519008218177370 
  0.1194668373727274  0.8961722458440127  0.5541743456276842 
  0.6060934775525273  0.4002367615492680  0.5597324877874357 
  0.6036047470087624  0.8992488290044809  0.5619674970779589 
  0.2320608518540026  0.3147910103979433  0.4579226971954986 
  0.2323764207111856  0.8131572392138725  0.4601004020153674 
  0.7266337916345663  0.3048850686853723  0.4498693359900375 
  0.7259411712862067  0.8078058031615989  0.4519555727969482 
  0.3540634921727366  0.4070694699501810  0.5998381193525603 
  0.7295593602748833  0.6484504117286619  0.6015487692177177 
  0.3545394063020210  0.9077885747192597  0.6012061050503917 
  0.7253900114080645  0.1657022989180781  0.6019587649501775 
  0.8853976971865031  0.8882362886128480  0.6128704130373271 
  0.9999035387398091  0.1725051637363705  0.6097778613140348 
  0.3462050691893861  0.5018272885030901  0.6110118388435138 
  0.4258649625787240  0.3679037821001666  0.6118761663662419 
  0.2890192930222855  0.3523628667466120  0.6110480472008051 
  0.7132619866378377  0.7396779811466813  0.6145959756763382 
  0.8034011555468441  0.6147814494170658  0.6133659718551092 
  0.6686805032150481  0.5855624936291566  0.6114502061683866 
  0.3481887165744285  0.0029460570551740  0.6121185022528318 
  0.4255717037783700  0.8671430476228935  0.6134591813121153 
  0.2885624036391265  0.8548392158647646  0.6124969616350681 
  0.7425445007823185  0.2591796793665833  0.6125258768095356 
  0.7812598254480267  0.1021228709717241  0.6157630894305057 
  0.6486137482047990  0.1393756614645748  0.6127137607295093 
  0.9423779905239201  0.9531932796204371  0.6247864512081149 
  0.9135172979512868  0.7949641502122363  0.6177326692522790 
  0.8124142174096151  0.9018743725245617  0.6298448840865842 
  0.0232430704117165  0.2679243043658764  0.6140212108265837 
  0.0622913175735899  0.1111594509742827  0.6191422408943089 
  0.9313471086998433  0.1546548955840956  0.6293332506425678 
  0.9730172421709549  0.2422696531379535  0.7260363321434473 
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E.3 1Tʹ-WS2 Initial, Transition and Final States of Reactions 

E.3.1 1Tʹ-WS2 

[1Tʹ-(WS2)16, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.0971896471307101    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   11.0464090652851095    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   W    S  
    16    32 
Direct 
  0.0015508440338749  0.4869165775477646  0.4973515288784553 
  0.0015508440338749  0.9869165775477646  0.4973515288784553 
  0.5015508440338748  0.4869165775477646  0.4973515288784553 
  0.5015508440338748  0.9869165775477646  0.4973515288784553 
  0.0955579535121251  0.2369227774526517  0.4973512307610420 
  0.0955579535121251  0.7369227774526518  0.4973512307610420 
  0.5955579535121251  0.2369227774526517  0.4973512307610420 
  0.5955579535121251  0.7369227774526518  0.4973512307610420 
  0.3891389950020174  0.2369312916064001  0.4973545467256978 
  0.3891389950020174  0.7369312916064001  0.4973545467256978 
  0.8891389950020174  0.2369312916064001  0.4973545467256978 
  0.8891389950020174  0.7369312916064001  0.4973545467256978 
  0.2079707428671272  0.4869237113842883  0.4973504503350732 
  0.2079707428671272  0.9869237113842882  0.4973504503350732 
  0.7079707428671272  0.4869237113842883  0.4973504503350732 
  0.7079707428671272  0.9869237113842882  0.4973504503350732 
  0.4890263298951142  0.1479284772341163  0.5537243947722880 
  0.4890263298951142  0.6479284772341163  0.5537243947722880 
  0.9890263298951142  0.1479284772341163  0.5537243947722880 
  0.9890263298951142  0.6479284772341163  0.5537243947722880 
  0.1080802814825485  0.0759164219049084  0.4409801079292389 
  0.1080802814825485  0.5759164219049084  0.4409801079292389 
  0.6080802814825486  0.0759164219049084  0.4409801079292389 
  0.6080802814825486  0.5759164219049084  0.4409801079292389 
  0.2409165100814003  0.1557582845954345  0.5433490592815593 
  0.2409165100814003  0.6557582845954345  0.5433490592815593 
  0.7409165100814002  0.1557582845954345  0.5433490592815593 
  0.7409165100814002  0.6557582845954345  0.5433490592815593 
  0.3561936397776908  0.0680915758920437  0.4513575556235076 
  0.3561936397776908  0.5680915758920437  0.4513575556235076 
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  0.8561936397776909  0.0680915758920437  0.4513575556235076 
  0.8561936397776909  0.5680915758920437  0.4513575556235076 
  0.3561937220786320  0.4057633429521189  0.5433519890435533 
  0.3561937220786320  0.9057633429521188  0.5433519890435533 
  0.8561937220786320  0.4057633429521189  0.5433519890435533 
  0.8561937220786320  0.9057633429521188  0.5433519890435533 
  0.4890205784041136  0.3259172246588019  0.4409803988943242 
  0.4890205784041136  0.8259172246588019  0.4409803988943242 
  0.9890205784041136  0.3259172246588019  0.4409803988943242 
  0.9890205784041136  0.8259172246588019  0.4409803988943242 
  0.1080869230322468  0.3979283787640973  0.5537238804452502 
  0.1080869230322468  0.8979283787640973  0.5537238804452502 
  0.6080869230322468  0.3979283787640973  0.5537238804452502 
  0.6080869230322468  0.8979283787640973  0.5537238804452502 
  0.2409189175080888  0.3180869360073765  0.4513552273099966 
  0.2409189175080888  0.8180869360073765  0.4513552273099966 
  0.7409189175080888  0.3180869360073765  0.4513552273099966 
  0.7409189175080888  0.8180869360073765  0.4513552273099966 
 
E.3.2 (WS2)16 + ClCH3 reaction on S7 

Methylation of S7 (low-S). Methyls on surface before reaction: None 

 
 
[1Tʹ-(WS2)16 + ClCH3, S(7) INITIAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.0971896471307101    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   11.0464090652851095    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   W    S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     1     3     1 
Direct 
  0.0003415987955735  0.4799577728940430  0.4977865550740627 
  0.0021695169959865  0.9809544704037438  0.4971073991702385 
  0.4949272676973723  0.4696439619093395  0.4973677538717180 
  0.5024262422190489  0.9837029896865396  0.4971475556053571 
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  0.0959076668211633  0.2432897129759261  0.4985201920896281 
  0.0976918410405677  0.7442751667458440  0.4978125330530045 
  0.5955399779817978  0.2406960203676231  0.4984551381361665 
  0.6032221769219251  0.7548208293285585  0.4980818737215512 
  0.3882046817538556  0.2405716150809015  0.4981414103452652 
  0.3933201775214500  0.7382644057788588  0.4972285654416753 
  0.8890720078980667  0.2386698968513093  0.4985768453094127 
  0.8912513656367442  0.7387427401602575  0.4971318815340394 
  0.2067198442418585  0.4858875895216809  0.4983826147206172 
  0.2089861369292765  0.9858776281825552  0.4971231122250633 
  0.7047386132591240  0.4860170352525399  0.4983475845637377 
  0.7098555102506448  0.9833782183915915  0.4973347885722971 
  0.4875756292262318  0.1479721262504612  0.5533803275336917 
  0.4958103005261387  0.6491246224724733  0.5511207887773367 
  0.9895045798895966  0.1469769856767869  0.5534792104373086 
  0.9906849438669040  0.6491059148141248  0.5528789419744378 
  0.1085666841397736  0.0773128523827074  0.4421623479551330 
  0.1071148388032402  0.5752338129993507  0.4426478837735934 
  0.6104201322050971  0.0765386628306363  0.4422464794237199 
  0.6023857146386931  0.5752255262314335  0.4444015947457575 
  0.2419771642846983  0.1560592595714554  0.5432435980876109 
  0.2433873976815136  0.6573538159100490  0.5428949557839780 
  0.7416925924788704  0.1546975490451737  0.5438398946928041 
  0.7438483060801856  0.6586426125645803  0.5427041650402733 
  0.3562687029062913  0.0694680659888382  0.4516891987967810 
  0.3541930365259888  0.5659077857596234  0.4527539685348151 
  0.8561655338435368  0.0684018442065991  0.4524529381017718 
  0.8546980890232456  0.5668726699642033  0.4527428991912703 
  0.3547939645376556  0.4075865363817113  0.5457125534777456 
  0.3570223723267630  0.9050679958829039  0.5430646511807620 
  0.8556016292271093  0.4065842487940738  0.5448346101756509 
  0.8582298250632644  0.9049614363278254  0.5440514657651317 
  0.4910161938316883  0.3205862077771024  0.4396250199741206 
  0.4923391807823799  0.8277267109923366  0.4401722863338920 
  0.9886499728757723  0.3247206064440011  0.4409848871065831 
  0.9911309405223316  0.8259221192768414  0.4399374572429697 
  0.1071322070268782  0.3984770380492890  0.5556542671462725 
  0.1093908652394187  0.8994811139911713  0.5546568723052459 
  0.6055578459076482  0.3967756513353346  0.5553968390851054 
  0.6070315597727438  0.9036912976130773  0.5558983781792860 
  0.2397878323461072  0.3193412381900173  0.4515279129942559 
  0.2424362585341404  0.8178349943736065  0.4508566661113482 
  0.7410189073764601  0.3192446225603311  0.4525426218331249 
  0.7430891726629602  0.8169249433657831  0.4493100260117023 
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  0.3502326422168456  0.3998203491046077  0.6566295553431105 
  0.3299404665256713  0.4911924387915372  0.6458459921209129 
  0.4269188967244308  0.3757334568606353  0.6453391066042072 
  0.2940951761501505  0.3339072506012291  0.6449267160491665 
  0.3498562790684341  0.3973497914457846  0.7167954440135440 
 
[1Tʹ-(WS2)16 + ClCH3, S(7) TRANSITION STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.0971896471306994    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   11.0464090652851006    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   W    S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     1     3     1 
Direct 
  0.9992667365827446  0.4796465718933763  0.4983342636724087 
  0.0021367232596309  0.9805725394558263  0.4974355999017612 
  0.4946114082747062  0.4694388942293719  0.4985450312263708 
  0.5026196240161186  0.9861880889491513  0.4982067755261444 
  0.0957596998276145  0.2423903507282892  0.4992799092880275 
  0.0975982025943237  0.7431362626091295  0.4983059278720087 
  0.5965040346549323  0.2406566838666352  0.4994507517848062 
  0.6036416412670612  0.7560025053749178  0.4990430707552240 
  0.3892648647841788  0.2370007118433712  0.4988135123466893 
  0.3938000540919197  0.7374891616139760  0.4983612330389685 
  0.8890836505506978  0.2385786142512107  0.4992595985444883 
  0.8911600566623366  0.7387299006745559  0.4975368169394397 
  0.2044983502335126  0.4889325896313623  0.4996769268675601 
  0.2088953587791370  0.9867788792539327  0.4978672320650646 
  0.7048143820778840  0.4845475426005638  0.4989929565433353 
  0.7100524498466166  0.9833307998617644  0.4978215605245996 
  0.4887179009531671  0.1484493231758488  0.5549030247045539 
  0.4971966708786399  0.6494742656774699  0.5522057213735380 
  0.9891703123892267  0.1462052331028414  0.5540851368916727 
  0.9898838103904025  0.6491900081365872  0.5533881117373890 
  0.1088004691128075  0.0774839488870059  0.4426215215009932 
  0.1061206278431486  0.5747737288745385  0.4430465847400815 
  0.6105418352200682  0.0770482971706928  0.4429355217771517 
  0.6017014630112312  0.5753049955221096  0.4456574540302823 
  0.2418892817687138  0.1554328400522982  0.5442833488360752 
  0.2428244759880193  0.6582819478951631  0.5443430809338529 
  0.7423045887856947  0.1543338955224990  0.5445293678581657 
  0.7442114234573329  0.6584421353593732  0.5430736886803335 
  0.3565317294918087  0.0692717737908760  0.4518994885702993 
  0.3536342027075213  0.5658403514586829  0.4540958912951440 
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  0.8562977750503067  0.0683604201747090  0.4529176410979187 
  0.8540323902908364  0.5663954166791713  0.4532761560726323 
  0.3531062467160305  0.4078796052208188  0.5449504223989384 
  0.3568728515140480  0.9052888626323159  0.5436466962453763 
  0.8554505921795795  0.4061694710375092  0.5456133256110477 
  0.8583488769390196  0.9047756082598296  0.5444371566982151 
  0.4917974381521373  0.3204552754108406  0.4406479560101966 
  0.4920770637736638  0.8284022777963485  0.4414642737593775 
  0.9889614547605670  0.3240722164596624  0.4416372918346619 
  0.9916085171414754  0.8255416130001224  0.4403226826006742 
  0.1053207972740643  0.3984146881461600  0.5564681000773252 
  0.1089859724616463  0.8992157499239215  0.5550282661943123 
  0.6059328196038716  0.3968856649335757  0.5563755139187265 
  0.6074432586008778  0.9045304081481889  0.5567161224640230 
  0.2408568174774446  0.3204146983193246  0.4536672537306830 
  0.2430565693288138  0.8177016078684849  0.4520062338165830 
  0.7409580767120251  0.3186749224094329  0.4530481737662272 
  0.7426453581338280  0.8168136920958272  0.4497728591465601 
  0.3508263534920108  0.4008678761036431  0.6215820835481225 
  0.3281999677309487  0.4951589228181287  0.6226549091655117 
  0.4309875590666324  0.3767493339251307  0.6220180232793130 
  0.2931273248989718  0.3306287909836287  0.6210591311342081 
  0.3498103500033187  0.3962242445487908  0.6994109838751145 
 
[1Tʹ-(WS2)16 + ClCH3, S(7) FINAL STATE, charge = 2] 
   1.00000000000000      
    13.0971896471307101    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000   11.0464090652851095    0.0000000000000000 
     0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000   30.0000000000000000 
   W    S    C    H    Cl 
    16    32     1     3     1 
Direct 
  0.9984200902086094  0.4800577328764765  0.4968045857676496 
  0.0022110242423442  0.9804361094003198  0.4959392054859840 
  0.4948259861727342  0.4692893514938966  0.4970962236283293 
  0.5029885508221675  0.9884008021655268  0.4969027763012217 
  0.0957937597277696  0.2416238774703152  0.4978332672432313 
  0.0972791608392023  0.7416839760080898  0.4967819225483618 
  0.5978190956374790  0.2408291424538749  0.4979355573433958 
  0.6038268989101161  0.7568233288939026  0.4978304389001516 
  0.3903381450789196  0.2340406724032956  0.4967499636340340 
  0.3940607842945453  0.7369569193999180  0.4970816424595558 
  0.8893601897642993  0.2386860183062014  0.4978996929247252 
  0.8908093139518588  0.7391254374190992  0.4963591667384174 
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  0.2024271241286024  0.4911508313019846  0.4983438924602588 
  0.2090236884965460  0.9873413701236470  0.4962987060829506 
  0.7051893430246818  0.4829905328945414  0.4973445331406429 
  0.7104472636927011  0.9834912794371146  0.4963993125165379 
  0.4896584768808505  0.1489222314603767  0.5536457643135880 
  0.4979652163843603  0.6494267326728231  0.5508833567269807 
  0.9893289895650331  0.1459433586673641  0.5527115118293743 
  0.9893767793526028  0.6492032917665065  0.5521248807257332 
  0.1086810262767727  0.0774487503322694  0.4409994901734087 
  0.1048429532807149  0.5749043666023627  0.4412108753704093 
  0.6113446098866493  0.0770610006345516  0.4413923052924981 
  0.6019164728542570  0.5755469582326193  0.4444898174430421 
  0.2422242577302315  0.1548595243397972  0.5427522872484933 
  0.2422322153246974  0.6586989625812703  0.5432885446217606 
  0.7428180846442525  0.1545383414289314  0.5431186512321948 
  0.7440709892960069  0.6579312947961218  0.5415260278786582 
  0.3571162924831850  0.0683255952331876  0.4497198732269719 
  0.3532650447021893  0.5654907516735018  0.4530316722923454 
  0.8566539338105323  0.0683009539408331  0.4515307442835916 
  0.8536240177345394  0.5666249618379103  0.4518603134653636 
  0.3518443367166991  0.4079720455439758  0.5417219197113976 
  0.3569459177493589  0.9054371575252846  0.5419514132018609 
  0.8553933594444412  0.4060796053280128  0.5442326908229131 
  0.8585254195526999  0.9050727724799538  0.5432132781222855 
  0.4932989531892588  0.3202302125631856  0.4389805236468522 
  0.4920948767215231  0.8286606775225480  0.4403864499142642 
  0.9892733671111111  0.3238466276156605  0.4402247015637233 
  0.9913641459517492  0.8252564972336840  0.4389829239800350 
  0.1041525346117199  0.3986689856991905  0.5549722717278380 
  0.1093159231924263  0.8989252123911393  0.5533232982094468 
  0.6060711972452381  0.3970950398339024  0.5548929342422758 
  0.6075398772966530  0.9051167017397100  0.5553767921687554 
  0.2417901280827679  0.3212842023285981  0.4532001817704575 
  0.2431776791346321  0.8172864095807846  0.4508184207218802 
  0.7415711576499288  0.3180174990253257  0.4512823041874927 
  0.7424827939294391  0.8169192753107368  0.4484456259771594 
  0.3501440454499904  0.4007725696979596  0.6019179732072223 
  0.3292124032328698  0.4907002749567452  0.6142415904206093 
  0.4263794203553016  0.3751009860083485  0.6133844166252078 
  0.2932917566800494  0.3334758375667990  0.6119660749618564 
  0.3501313883060194  0.4005011601588344  0.7215455368548599 
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